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THIS IS NOT AN AUDIO CONSOLE.

D-9
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common audio
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CENTRAL FRAME
can control a 1024 x
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router
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layout gets your operators up

and running FAST-even in full
5.1 surround mode.

TRLAE RELIABLE mixing po /ler; Ease and clarity
of operation -take ACVANr.4GE of the

WHIATSTONE BRIDGE fletwork System!
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Talk to your STATION ROUTER
bi-direc-ionclly for smooth

integration
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Surrounding broadcasters
with total content delivery solutions.

A world of possibilities is well within
reach. From content creation to
viewer consumption, surround
yourself with Harris' full spectrum
of enterprise -wide solutions. Now

deliver the right content to the right
person on the right device at the
right time. Our latest breakthroughs
include the new H-ClassTM content

delivery platform, 5.1 surround

sound and transmission systems for
mobile video. No matter where you
turn, Harris' mission -critical solutions
and unparalleled customer support
have you covered from every angle.

PpiRMIS®. assuredcommunications"
Broadcast Microwave R F  Government Systems www.harris.com
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Radically familiar.
Avid iNEWS Instinct.

The newsroom is changing. You're doing more than ever. That's wly you inspired us to

design the revolutionary Avic iNEWS" Instinct"" system. An advanced tool that will seem

radically familiar. Everything you need to build the story-feeds, footage, VO, graphics-

at your fingertips. The power to send a package straig-it to production-or play to air

with the push of a button. You're a journalist. Trust your instinct.

Avid. do more:

Get the complete story at www.avid.com/instinct

or call 800.949.AVID

Footage courtesy oh NBC 10 - Philadelphia 0 2005 Avid Technology, Inc. All rights reserved. Prodkct matures.
qpecifications, system requirements, and availability are subject to change without notice. Avid, aid nstnct, are
registered trademarks or trademarks of Avid Technology, Inc. in the United States and/or other cekinfnes !NEWS
is a trademark of !News. LLC. All other trademarks contained herein are the property of their respecive owners. Avid
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For the most sturn ng images, the AJ-SDX900

24p/30p/601 2/3" DVCPRC50 camcorder

faithfully captures the full beauty and majesty
of tt-e most breathtaking vistas. With its 24p
and 30p frame ra-es, true progressive scanning,
studio -grade 4:2:2 recording and cine-like
gamma curve, the. 16:9/4:3 SDX900 delivers

film -like images I ke. no other SD camera. Its
applications are as limitless as your imaginaion.
Learn more at www.panasonic.com/dvcpro

or call 1-800-528-8801.

See the exquisite imager', from the AJ-SDX900
for yourself. Obtain your tree AJ-SDX93) DVD
by visiting www.panasonic.com/dvcpro. Hurry,
supplies are limited.

-40111.1111."

Panasonic
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Freezeframe

What was the official
attendance at this year's
NAB convention? Up to 20
Broadcast Engineering
T-shirts will be given away
by random drawing. Enter by
email. Title your entry
"Freezeframe-June" in the
subject field, and send it to:
editor@primediabusiness.com.

Correct answers received by
July 1, 2005, are eligible to
win.
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Nothing gets closer to reality than
Maxell High Definition Media.

05C 63M 'flaxen
Expanding Memory & Mobility

Professional HD productions demand peak levels of reliability,

versatility and durability. To that end, Maxell Professional HD Media utilizes Ceramic

Armor Metal Particle technology t3 provide superior signal-to-noise, significantly reduced error rates
and exceptional C/N. Maxell D-5, HDCAM, and DVCPRO HD - for high -definition video that rivals reality.

To learn more, call 1.800.533.2836 or visit www.maxellpromedia.com

Recordable Media Data Storage Portable Energy Technological Partnerships



The buzz
is back

here was a loud buzz at this year's NAB con -
Ivention, and it wasn't the honey bees swarm-
ing around the flowers at the Las Vegas

Hilton. It was convention attendees and exhibitors
excitedly talking as the television industry returned to
Las Vegas to take the industry's collective temperature:
maybe not hot, but certainly warming nicely.

The last five NAB conventions have been trying
events. First, HDTV was hot, and then it wasn't. En-
hanced 8-VSB technology was promising and could

I
even trump COFDM, but then it couldn't. The DTV
conversion was here, but then it was delayed.

So what made 2005 a good year for the industry con-
vention? Optimism. (I know, hard to believe, especially
from this skeptical lot.)

What was obvious: Attendees were there to select
technology, make plans and even spend money. That's
what gave this show the buzz. People finally believe
the worst is over, and better times are ahead.

Here are some of the, perhaps not so obvious, signs
of change:

 Fewer newbies: The convention had the lowest num-
ber of new product introductions in at least 10 years. I
don't remember when so many companies brought so
few new products to the convention floor. You could
count on one hand the number of new products be-

ing introduced in most booths. I recall one year when
Sony announced some 80 new products. Not so this
year. But, that's actually good.

The products in the booths were typically real and
ready to ship. No one wants to see vaporware on the
show floor, and there wasn't much this year. Attendees
want to know that the products shown are available
for purchase.

 Serious attendees: Exhibitors told me there was
strong interest in buying. Booth traffic wasn't merely
tire kicking - except by the totally inappropriately
dressed student types, but that's another story. Perhaps
because the heavy front-end expenses for transmit-
ters has leveled off, facilities now have funds to spend
on content and signal processing.

 Mature HD: Costs for HD products have come
down, features have gone up, and it's possible to buy
compatible SD and HD technology without needing a
Ph.D. in astrophysics to install or use the products.

Oh, it didn't hurt to have several HDV introductions.
Stations realize that their bread and butter is news, but
few are interested in $100,000 news cameras. The HDV
products may not give news crews 100 percent of what
they'd like, but at 10 percent of real HD's cost, I found
no one complaining. Expect to see many more HDV
products in the coming months.

Well, if the buzz is back, maybe we should bundle
that bunch of bees and bestow them in the bonnets of
our brain -dead congressional bureaucracy. Maybe then
they'd get their collective behinds in gear and help us
complete this digital transition.

Nah, that'd be too much to ask.

editorial director

Send comments to:  editor©rimediabusiness com  mu broadcastengineering com
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Don't miss t9

COMING UP NEXT

Starring Tracy Green
and Jack Richardson

MAKING IT HAPPEN
For a smarter HD master control system, which combines traditional
switching capabilities with dazzling channel branding graphics, take a look at
Imagestore HDTV.

With dual DVEs, automated character generation, multi -level animation
insertion and EAS, your graphics team will be free to try all their new ideas.

By adding the Intuition co -processor, you'll have even greater creative power
with virtually limitless graphics layers, crawls and animations.

And advanced audio effects, such as dual language 5.1 mixing with 5.1 audio
storage and playout, are also fully integrated.

So if you're planning a new HD system, call Miranda. We'll help you make it
happen.

Miranda Technologies
tel.: 514.333.1772 - ussales@miranda.com

WWW.NIIRANDA.COM
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It's all in the details
Michael,

I enjoyed your article called "Digital
video basics" in Broadcast Engineering's
May 2004 issue.

Where can I find a detailed block dia-
gram of a CMOS (or CCD) broadcast
digital video camera?

FREDERIC HAUBRICH

LUMIERE MEDIA

DOYLESTOWN, PA

Michael Robin responds:
For detailed product descriptions,

you can consult their manufacturers,
such as Sony or Panasonic. For
general technical briefs, visit
www.princetoninstruments.com.

Timing jitters
Can you recommend some reference

guides on digital integration and
trouble -shooting of timing jitter?

I'm trying to reach the Holy Grail of
.2UI. The equipment seems fine until
I try to genlock it all together. The gen-
erators are Tektronics SPG422, freshly
card. I'm at about .26UI. The genera-
tor bars are at .14UI. I'm looking to
get maximum performance. Thanks.

STEVE A. ANDREWS

Los ANGELES, CA

John Luff responds:
SMPTE RP184-1996 is the best ref-

erence on how to specify and measure
jitter (available electronically at
www.smpte.org). Tektronix, Synthesis
Research, Videotek and others provide
hardware to do the measurement.
Keeping jitter low requires more than
just good gunlock signal stability. Take
particular care to ensure that all other
sources are performing well and re -
clocking is done appropriately. If your
system includes multirate routing, be
sure to verify what clock rates it will
reclock, and ensure reclocking is set
the way you intend.

References
Dear Mr. Robin,
You have written many articles in

Broadcast Engineering that have edu-
cated me throughout the years. I re-
cently threw out a stack of magazines
to conserve space. Do you have a book
or CD that references most of what
you have written?

DAVID VELAZQUEZ

SYSTEMS ENGINEER

SBC FREEDOMLINK

WI -Fl GLOBAL MARKETS

Michael Robin responds:
You can access my articles going back

to Sept. 1, 2000, on the Broadcast En-
gineering Web site. When displayed, go
to "Search" and enter "Michael Robin."
Then select "List results by date new-
est first" and enter "Search." For a wide
range of subjects, you can buy my
book Digital Television Fundamentals,
published by McGraw-Hill.

Lost at NAB
A response to Broadcast Engineering
e -newsletter writer Phil Kurz's May 12
NAB Update editorial on the confus-
ing booth numbering system used at
NAB:

I have been trying, for the life of me,
to figure out the numbering system

used for layout of NAB booths in re-
cent years. I am so glad that someone
else has noticed. Taking into account
the size of the show space and the
number of booths, finding that ven-
dor who is in a small space often be-
comes a real challenge. There have
been times that I gave up on trying to
locate a booth after wandering in
circles, looking at the map, reading the
numbers on the show floor and not
being able to make sense or determine
where the booth is located.

This year for the first time, I took the
map printed in Broadcast Engineering's
March issue with me to the show and
used it as my primary locater. I found
its 8 1/2inx1 lin size much more ac-
commodating than the road map size
handout you receive at the show.
Opening up the giant road map with
a crowd of 100,000 milling about and
holding a briefcase and a bag of mate-
rials is a daunting task. Some of the
booth numbers on your map were too
small for my bifocal lens, but that is a
result of my age and need for stron-
ger prescription lenses.

ART KILLEY

ALLSTATE INSURANCE

TECHNICAL MANAGER

VIDEO/SATELLITE SYSTEMS

NAB ATTENDEE SINCE 1978

Februa Freezeframe:
Cl. What broadcast product
company's name was fun and chief
product's name resides in the
Matrix?
A. Company: Play; Product: Trinity

No correct entries were received.

Test your knowledge!
See the Freezeframe question of the

month on page 8 and enter to win
a Broadcast Engineering T-shirt.

Send answers to bdick@primediabusiness.com
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We're in Rhythm with both
Analog & Digital Cable

IVN YOUR WAY FO
VIDEO NETWORKING

And chat's exactly how we make it.
Scopus' Intelligent Video Networking
(IVNTm) platform enables cable
operators to deploy multi -channel
video and triple play services

cost-effectively. IVNTM has a distributed modular
architecture, based on essential building blocks:

 Master headend
 Regional/remote headends
 Network management

With it's cornerstone, the Intelligent Video Gateway (WGTM),
the IVNTM platform exploits the strengths of distributed
IP networking to offer maximum flexibility for content
reception, aggregation, compression, encryption,
processing and delivery.

scopus
Network Technologies

Americas: www.scopusamericas.com
E mail: info@scopusamericas.com

Cost-effective solutions
for ALL digital migration:

Encoders
 Closed Loop and Open Stat Mux
 Simultaneous IP and ASI outputs
 SCTE 35 cue insertion

Decoders
 MPEG-2 dense IP decoder
 Rich in featuresNariety of front ends
 Video over IP - IP over video

Grooming, Digital to Digital
Processing, Intelligent Video
Gateway (IVG)
 4Gpbs video routing capacity

in 1 RU
 Bit Rate reduction in the digital
domain

Se

San Antonio
June 14-17,2005

Booth#945
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Close to
the edge
BY CRAIG BIRKMAIER

Do you remember the first
time you saw video play-
ing in a postage stamp -

size window on a desktop computer?
Apple announced the first version of
QuickTime at the American Film In-
stitute in Hollywood 14 years ago.

Many broadcasters and video equip-
ment manufacturers considered this
to be some kind of a joke, certainly no
threat to the TV in the family room or
tools needed to create and distribute
high -quality video. Besides, how could
these new video files be delivered?
Most PCs were still using floppy disks,
and the ARPANET - the precursor
to the Internet - was a virtual un-
known research project created by the
U.S. Defense Advanced Research
Project Agency.

My first encounter with a video file
came in the form of a floppy disk, from
a company named SuperMac. The disk
contained a modified version of the
now famous Apple 1984 Super Bowl ad

introducing the Macintosh. SuperMac
was intent on changing the world of
media, with plans to turn a Mac into a
platform for video production and dis-
tribution. It succeeded in convincing
Apple that the vision was viable, which
in turn led to the announcement of
QuickTime, but the company did not

Video Team of the ITU and ISO. The
popular acronym for this new codec
is AVC, or advanced video codec. The
standard is also known as the ITU
standard H.264 or the ISO standard
MPEG-4 part 10. ("Squeeze harder"
on page 80 examines the AVC codec
and other compression technologies,

As with any disruptive technology, some

companies will fail to grasp the importance of
what is happening and will not survive.

survive long enough to see the full re-
alization of its dream.

Fourteen years later, the Internet was
abuzz in the wake of NAB2005. Veter-
ans of the desktop video wars were
amazed once again as they played full-

screen 1280x720p movie files on their
Macs, enabled by QuickTime 7 and a
new standards -based video compres-
sion codec developed by the Joint

Broadcast/cable storage capability
One in three U.S. broadcasters use DAS

DAS
(direct
attached
storage)

NAS
(network
attached
storage)

SAN
(storage
area
network)

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Percentage of U.S. broadcast stations/cable systems

Source: Trendwatch www.trendwatch.corn

which drew considerable attention at
this year's NAB.)

The delivery of high -quality video
using broadband networking technolo-
gies has been feasible for several years,
though it can be a time-consuming
process, especially for program length
material. The availability of affordable
broadband connections to the Internet
and a wide range of private data net-
works that offer improved perfor-
mance for backhaul applications has set
the stage for another revolution in the
business of television.
As with any disruptive technology,

some companies will fail to grasp the
importance of what is happening -
and will not survive. And some com-
panies will embrace the changes that
the new technology enables - and
will thrive.

New plumbing
Most broadcast facilities were de-

signed to deal with video as a continu-
ous baseband signal. Analog routing
switchers became a staple of the in-
dustry over the past two decades, al-
lowing signals to be routed from one
device to another. For example, to
make a copy of a videotape, the out-
puts from one VTR would be routed

14 broadcastengineering.com JUNE 2005



From the umpire's call to the roar of the crowd,
nothing delivers surround sound like Dolby® E.

Today's HDTV viewers expect surrcund sounc with their

programming, and Dolby" E makes it happen. With Dolby E

you can easily deliver surround sound from the remote truck

to the network, fron- the network t3 the local station, and

within cable and satellite operations. Dolby E converts your

two -channel broadcast plant to a nultichannel audio facility.

Dolby E carries audio metadata to ensure the integrity of

your program's original sound. It automatically controls

the complete audio delivery path-from production to the

viewer's home. And with all the other broadcast products

now incorporating Colby E, you can deliver surround sound

more easily than ever. Join the hundreds of b-oadcast and

postproduction facilities that alreacy know how well Dolby E

delivers. It's the right call to make.
www.dolby.com/tvaudio

Dolby and the double -0 symbol are egistered trademarks of Dcaby Laboratories.
riD zoos Dolby Laboratories. Inc. All r ghts reserved. Sosh6322

DOLBY
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to the inputs of another.
In recent years, computer networks

have been added in facilities, but rarely
to handle the routing of video files. In
the computer world, routing is very
different from routing baseband
video. Traditional audio/video routing
switchers use arrays of crosspoints to
facilitate connections that look much
like those of a patch
panel; electronic cir-
cuits act like the
pieces of wire used to
make connections in
those patch bays.

Routing in a digital
computer network is
completely different.
A network node has
an address and the
ability to receive and
send data packets.
Typically, many nodes
share the same physi-
cal network links. Any
device on the network
can route packets to
any other device on
the network by identifying the address
to which the packets are being sent; the
other nodes ignore these packets. Be-
cause multiple devices can send bits at
the same time, the data network re-

quires overhead to handle contention
for access and the collisions that may
occur if two or more devices try to
transmit at the same time. As the data
network becomes more complex, rout-
ers and switches are typically used to
segment users and create connections
between various sub -networks.

This all leads to a continuing debate

Ethernet nodes, or should the data
networks be provisioned to deal with
the movement of large media files?

The answer should be obvious, but
perhaps not for obvious reasons. Most
broadcasters believe that they will still
be in the same business in the future,
feeding one or possibly a multiplex of
TV channels. The notion that in the

future broadcasters
may be delivering files
to their viewers via
over -the -air digital
broadcasts and broad-
band networks has yet
to sink in. However,
the notion that it is
now possible for
broadband networks
to replace satellite
links and the physical
movement of media
(e.g., tapes and discs)
for backhaul applica-
tions is beginning to
sink in.
Ultimately, the sur-

vival of local broad-
casting is likely to involve both tradi-
tional and new technologies, and thus,
it would be wise to plan for the digital
plumbing to support both. The main
competitive advantage broadcasters

-11111111111111111NINOWI
In 1991, QuickTime movies were the size of a postage stamp.

about the plumbing requirements
for the broadcast and video produc-
tion facilities of the future. Should the
traditional routing switcher be up-
graded to add dedicated switching for

SD to 1111
Ifs just a click of the mouse!
Introducing the Duet HyperX®HD/SD: the only full -featured character
generator capable of software switching between SD and HD formats with
just a click of a nouse.

No other CG can give you the combined power of amazing speed,
brilliant 3D graphics and real-time animations. Buy for SD today
and switch to HD tomorrow with no additional investment!

www.chyron.com
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THE HD/SD VIDEO/AUDIO DIGITAL DELAY FOR LIVE -TO -AIR BROADCAST

Featuring:

 Adjustable Video Defocus

 Adjustable Audio Tones

 Mute

 Auxiliary Video & Audio Inputs

Two Operator Controls for
tided Security

AirCleaner...
A whole new level of functionality
at a cost lower than the competition.

ACCOM
2005 Accom. All rights reserved. The Accom logo is a registered trademark r.f

Accom, Inc. in the U.S. and other countries. AirCleaner is a trademark of Accorr, Inc.
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enjoy now - one that will continue to
be important in the future - is that
they are close to the edge of the Internet
(not the digital cliff).

Any content,
anywhere, anytime

Emerging digital technologies pre-
sent broadcasters with all kinds of dis-
ruptions to what was once an easy -to -
make -money business model, albeit,
a model based on the concept of scar-
city of programming choices. Cable
and DBS have made inroads by ad-
dressing the issue of scarcity and, to a
limited extent, by selling content di-
rectly to the consumer in lieu of all of
those annoying ad interruptions.

The personal video recorder (PVR)
makes it easier for consumers to time -
shift their viewing and to skip ads. The
delivery of video programming via
DVDs and potentially broadband net-
works in the future, further under-
mines the traditional role that broad-
casters have played as the gatekeepers
of content for their communities.

There is a big buzz around IPTV. The
term for the delivery of television pro-
gramming using Internet Protocol net-
works is often misapplied. Several of
the regional Bell companies in the
United States are beginning to deploy
IPTV systems. Like digital cable, these
networks will support broadband data
services, but the television services will
not be delivered via the public Internet.
These systems are being designed as
walled gardens and provisioned to
deal with the delivery of multiple pro-
grams simultaneously to TVs located
throughout the home. A wide range of
program choices will be routed to a
neighborhood using IP multicast tech-
niques, allowing viewers to select from
the available multicasts. And only the
programs the customer chooses to
watch will be routed to the home. To
do this, the system needs the ability to
route between 25Mb/s and 50Mb/s to
each home.

Today's broadband services are in-
capable of dealing with the delivery of
hundreds of channels to the thou-
sands of viewers in any community.

The bottleneck comes at the edges of
the network, close to the customers,
where everyone is vying for access to
a new world of content. To alleviate
these bottlenecks, companies such as
Akamai mirror bandwidth -intensive
digital media content on hundreds of
servers around the world. This allows
customers to access servers that are
close to the point of consumption,
avoiding many Internet traffic jams.

Broadcasters have been close to the
edge from day one. They serve local
markets and in the emerging digital
world, they have the ability to serve
up content of interest to their com-

to create distribution networks for
companies with multiple locations
and vendors for several years. And vir-
tually all of the companies involved
with video compression technology
have the systems needed to take con-
tent from baseband into the world of
IP, where it can be transported via
public and private networks.

Likewise, many STL and remote mi-
crowave links are benefiting from the
ability to compress the signals. JVC is
promoting HD ENG, using its MPEG-
2 encoder to squeeze HD signals into
the bandwidth of a single baseband
microwave link. As WiFi networks are

Emerging digital technologies present broadcasters

with all kinds of disruptions to what was once an
easy -to -make -money business model.

munities - potentially offering a wide
range of programming customized
and localized to sub -markets and in-
dividual homes.

A DTV transmitter can push a vir-
tual avalanche of bits into the homes
in acommunity, and when properly
integrated with broadband networks,
it can become a two-way system ca-
pable of handling transactions and the
localization of content to the IP ad-
dresses of individual viewers.

For today, broadcasters should be
thinking about dealing with the inter-
nal movement of video files and the
ability to ingest content from suppli-
ers via public and private digital net-
works. With next -generation codecs,
such as AVC, an SD video feed can be
delivered at 700Kb/s to 2Mb/s, and an
HD feed can be delivered at 8Mb/s to
15Mb/s. Already, many companies use
broadband networks to deliver com-
mercials to broadcast facilities; the
delivery of program -length material is
beginning as well. Cost saving relative
to the physical movement of assets or
the satellite time required to move
them will be a major factor in the shift
to broadband delivery.

Companies such as Telestream have
been providing the systems necessary

built out across the country, it may be
possible to feed live radio and TV news
reports using a notebook computer.
We are all familiar now with live news
reports delivered via broadband net-
works and satellite phones.

As broadcasters move into the world
of Information Technology, they may
discover a new world of opportuni-
ties to serve their markets. The ability
to deliver bits of interest to your mar-
ket and to use IT to reach sub -mar-
kets and individual homes, rather than
feeding one signal to a transmitter that
sends the same programming to the
entire market, is likely to revolution-
ize our business. It is time to embrace
this revolution; resistance is futile. BE

Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant
at Pcube labs. He hosts and moderates
the OpenDTV Forum.

ATTENTION READERS!
Sign up now for

BroadcaslEngineering

7/e444,Technolo Ellpdate
e -newsletter

at www.broadcastengineering.com
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Send questions and comments to:

cbirkmaier@primediabusiness.com
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Controlled balance fine-tuned
The 519 is the first professional fluid video head in the world with an interchangeable and adjustable
counterbalance spring, allowing it to support camcorders from 2.2 to 22 lbs, and provide
counterbalance that can be fine-tuned anywhere from 3.3 to 19.8 lbs - a range that makes
the Manfrotto 519 ideal for all kinds of equipment from MiniDV to ENG.

Specifications:
Height - 5.9" 1

Half Ball - 75mm I Weight - 6.4 lbs I Max load - 22 lbs
Tilt - +91.5° -90° I Pan/Tilt drag - continuous variable

Also available as a kit with our leading video tripod models
525MVB, 351MVB, 532ART and 542ART Manfrotto

Manfrotto distributed by: Bogen Imaging Inc. 201 818 9500 www.bogenimaging.us info@bogenimaging.com



Online tower
construction notification
BY HARRY C. MARTIN

s most broadcasters are
now aware, the National

rogrammatic Agree-
ment (NPA) has gone into effect. The
NPA implements new procedures that
must be undertaken to assure that pro-
posed tower construction complies
with the National Historic Preserva-
tion Act of 1966 (NHPA), particularly
with respect to the potential impact
on areas under the jurisdiction of
State Historic Preservation Officers
(SHPOs), Indian tribes or Native Ha-
waiian Organizations (NHOs).

Last year, the commission estab-
lished an online Tower Construction
Notification System (TCNS) to facili-
tate compliance with those proce-
dures. In April, it provided clarifica-
tion about how that system is sup-
posed to work in terms of assisting
construction notifications to Indian
tribes and NHOs.

Using TCNS, SHPOs, tribes and
NHOs may enter and update the geo-
graphic areas for which they are in-
terested in receiving notices. When
you want to build a tower, you are re -

Dateline
Aug. 1 is the deadline for TV, TV
translator and Class A TV stations
in Illinois and Wisconsin to file
their 2005 renewal applications,
biennial ownership reports and
EEO program reports (FCC Form
396). Forms must include the
station's EEO public file reports for
the 12 -month periods ending in
July 2004 and July 2005.

Aug. 1 also is the date when TV
stations in Iowa and Missouri must
begin their prefiling renewal
announcements.

quired under the NPA to make rea-
sonable good faith efforts to identify
and make contact with any SHPO,
tribe or NHO that may attach religious
and cultural importance to your pro-
posed site. Someone planning to con-
struct a tower can, through TCNS,
identify and make initial contact with
organizations that may have an inter-
est in the project. Keep in mind, how-
ever, TCNS is intended only to facili-
tate early notifications; sending TCNS
notifications does not constitute a le-
gally sufficient resolution under
NHPA.

The system works like this: A tower
proponent enters the geographic in-
formation about the proposal into
TCNS. TCNS then forwards the noti-
fication to the SHPOs, tribes and
NHOs that have expressed an interest
in that geographic area. And, if one or
more of these organizations has not
specified any particular geographic
area, then the FCC forwards all noti-
fications throughout the entire United
States. SHPOs will receive notifica-
tions of tower construction in their
own and adjacent states. For example,
an Indian tribe in Alaska will receive
only notifications relating to propos-
als in Alaska, unless the tribe sets dif-
ferent preferences.

SHPOs, tribes and NHOs are en-
titled to respond to a TCNS notifica-
tion. But, the NPA does not specify any
deadline by which such responses
must be made. So if you propose a site
in an area in which an SHPO, tribe or
NHO has specified an interest, and if
the group does not respond to your
notification, you have to make a rea-
sonable effort to follow up. And if they
still don't respond, you must then seek
guidance from the commission.

The job is even tougher when it

comes to tribes and NHOs that have
not designated any geographic areas
of interest through TCNS. For them,
you must undertake reasonable, good
faith efforts to determine whether any
tribe or NHO might attach historic,
religious and cultural significance to
the property. If you conclude that such
an organization may attach such sig-
nificance, but has not responded to the
TCNS notification you filed, you have
to follow up and, if you still get no re-
sponse, you, too, must seek guidance
from the FCC.

Of course, if you determine that no
tribe or NHO is likely to attach such
significance to the area, you don't need
to take further action unless a tribe or
NHO at some later point indicates
some interest or other evidence of
potential interest comes to the
applicant's attention.
Thus, while it is true that by enter-

ing your proposal into TCNS, you
theoretically can notify all potentially
interested SHPOs, tribes and NHOs,
the burden is still on the applicant to
check into whether the proposed site
may be of particular interest to any
tribes or NHOs that have not indi-
cated any specific interest in the area
of that site. And once notices have
been given to all potentially interested
SHPOs, tribes and NHOs, the appli-
cant must still follow up if no response
is received. If no response to the fol-
low-up is received, the applicant is still
not out of the woods - the next step
is to seek guidance from the FCC. BE

Harry C. Martin is president of the Federal
Communications Bar Association and a
member of Fletcher, Heald and Hildreth
PLC, Arlington, VA.
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evolve.

think video. think Terayon.
Digital video changes everything - how we brand, communicate, entertain and inform.

Terayon accelerates your ability to evolve and capitalize on new business opportunities

brought on by this digital revolution. Terayon enables you to deliver picture perfect results

where it matters most - on the screen and on your bottom line.

TERA Y N
www.terayon.com info@terayon.com evolve faster.



Digital video
compression and noise
BY MICHAEL ROBIN

Ar%nalog video performance

tests are usually carried
out using static wave-

forms. Signal quality measurements
are a reasonably good way to deter-
mine the picture quality. This is due
to the fact that there is a strong corre-
lation between the shape of the video
test waveforms and the perceived pic-
ture quality with very few exceptions.

The reason signal quality measure-
ments work with analog and full band-
width digital systems is that uncom-
pressed systems are linear. Signal qual-
ity testing does not work well with the
compression/decompression pro-
cesses. Traditional test signals are eas-
ily compressed with little distortion
or loss.

Due to the lack of distortion, these
signals do not evaluate the compres-
sion/decompression process. For ex-
ample, classical signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) measurements using a flatfield

FRAME RAB

or a ramp are not a reliable measure
of compressed picture quality. They
are not constant and can give mislead-
ing results.

Compression -related
impairments

Video compression is a nonlinear
process. The picture quality is a func-
tion of bit rate, picture complexity
and encoding algorithm capabilities.
MPEG-2 is essentially a lossy compres-
sion method. The compressor ana-
lyzes a video image, decides what is
important information and discards
the unimportant information.

Compression algorithms are very
good but not perfect. Sometimes cer-
tain areas of the image are considered
to be less important than others. If
important information is discarded,
this becomes evident after decom-
pression. Typically, the background of
the image, particularly the darker

Habits of online broadcast consumers
Twice as many monthly online broadcast consumers buy online

Hist month

Past week

 Did not consume online broadcasts in past month
 Monthly consumers of online broadcasts

0 10 20 30 40 50

Percent who have bought online
60

Source:Arbitron/Edison media research www.arbi ron.com/
www.edisonresearch.com

areas, are affected. These distortions
have a noise -like appearance and can
be categorized as:
 Edge business: Distortion concen-
trated at edges of objects, moving ar-
tifacts or noise patterns superimposed
over objects.
 Mosquito noise: Edge business asso-
ciated with movements.
 Quantization noise: "Snow" or "salt
& pepper" similar to random noise but
not uniform across the image.
None of the standard analog SNR

tests are adequate. Compressed video
tests compare the picture changes to a
reference. The tests are useful only if
they have a good correlation with sub-
jective tests. One of the testing meth-
ods was developed by Tektronix and
uses the PQA200 picture quality
analysis system. This system expresses
the compress/decompress perfor-
mance of a system in picture quality
rating (PQR) and peak signal to noise
ratio (PSNR). The system is based on
the Just Noticeable Difference (JND)
concept developed by the Sarnoff
Research Institute.

The PQR performance measure-
ment compares the reconstructed im-
age present at the output of the sys-
tem with that present at the input of
the system, pixel -by -pixel, and ex-
presses the difference in numbers rep-
resenting the deterioration perceived
by the human vision system (HVS).
The comparison is carried out by a
computer that uses an algorithm
simulating the HVS. The performance
levels expressed in PQR on a scale of
one to 10 are interpreted as follows:

PQR = 1: The picture degradation is
hardly perceptible.

PQR = 3: The picture degradation is
slightly visible.

PQR = 10: The picture degradation
is highly visible.
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Revolutionary Wireless
CellCom digital wireless intercom. Truly new, truly
revolutionary. The first stand-alone wireless to
offer small group and person -to -person
conversations among beltpacks.

Complete programmability with up to six
communications routes per beltpack

The ability to remote and customize coverage
areas, and connect with two wired party -line
and four digital matrix channels

Ten beltpacks per base - all license -free, above
the UHF television bands and with no need for
frequency coordination.

Cell Corn . Join the revolution.

REMOTE IONE

CeliCon,
Beltwck

CELLCOM BASE STATION
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PY COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
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Transition to Diuital
"We selected Omneon servers and

shared storage for playout, and have
since connected our production
processes. Omneon is the one

solution that fits our tight budget,
meets all our requirements today and

supports us as our needs change."

Helge Blucher
Vice President

Detroit Public Television

Detroit Public Television operates on a very
tight budget with limited resources. When it
came time to select a media server, they
needed a cost-effective solution that gave
them both operational efficiencies and the
flexibility to satisfy multiple requirements.

With Omneon Spectrum media servers,
Detroit Public TV implemented a solution that
worked across their entire operation. Built
around the concept of Smart Scalabilityrm,
Omneon Spectrum systems can be configured
to meet precise format, channel count,
bandwidth and storage specifications. What's
more, Omneon Spectrum systems can then be
expanded in smart, manageable increments-
without replacing the original system and in
many cases, without taking the system
off-line.

To learn more about the unique advantages of
an Omneon Spectrum media server system
visit www.omneon.com.

It's not just
what you serve.

Its who.

OMNEON
It \ \\ )1; i\

The PQR measurement can
be carried out on the lumi-
nance signal (PQRy) or on
the luminance and chromi-
nance signals (PQRyc). The
PQRy measurements are car-
ried out only on the Y signal
to speed the process. The re-
sults permit the comparison
of various technologies or
equipment in most cases.
The PQRyc measurements
are carried out on the luminance and
chrominance components. They last
longer and allow a more complete
analysis. The result is a single number
that characterizes the quality of the
reconstructed image.
The PSNR measurements are esti-

Tektronix
PQA200

SDI
270M b/s

SDI
270Mb/s

MPEG-2
encoder

MPEG-2
decoder

Local
loop

Figure 1. Equipment evaluation test setup

lasts five seconds, of which two sec-
onds are used for analysis. I have been
using three sequences, known respec-
tively as "Diva," "BBC" and "Mobile
with calendar." These sequences have
different image details and move-
ments complexity. "Diva" is the least

stressful, and "Mobile
with calendar" is the
most stressful.

It is important to note
that manufacturers of
MPEG compression
and decompression
equipment (at least the

ones I know of) do not offer perfor-
mance spe-cifications other than as
PAL or NTSC analog composite lin-
ear distortions, nonlinear distortion
and noise. These performance fig-
ures are relevant to the analog com-
posite input-decoder/output-encoder
(if any) performance and, there-
fore, have nothing to do with the
MPEG-2 compression/decompres-
sion performance.

easured

parameters

Sequences Diva BBC

PQRy

PQRyc

PSNR (dB)

2.14

2.22

40.28

Mobile

3.10 4.95

3.2 5.12

34.31 28.41

Table 1. Test results of the MPEG codec

mates of the quality of the recon-
structed image compared to the origi-
nal image and are expressed in dB.
Acceptable PSNR figures vary be-
tween 20dB (acceptable) and 40dB
(excellent).

Double -ended systems have access to
the pre- and post -compression pro-
gram material. By comparing the
original image and the post -compres-
sion image or the level of pre- and
post -compression impairment, an in-
dication of picture quality can be
gained. This obviously has the limita-
tion of the need to have access to the
original signal.
Various video test sequences are

available on CD-ROMs. A sequence

Typical measurement
results

Some time ago, I was involved in the
specification and acceptance tests of
a bidirectional (Canada>Europe>
Canada) MPEG-2 system with input

Tektronix
PQA200

SDI
270Mb/s

SDI
270Mb/s

MPEG-2
encoder

MPEG-2
decoder

ATM
switch

Paris
loop

Figure 2. Bidirectional test setup with loop -through in Paris
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II

and output SDI 270Mb/s and a 4:2:2
compressed video bit -rate of 7.3Mb/s.
The distribution network was fiber -

optics, and the transport mechanism
was ATM. I carried out several sets of
tests using the three video sequences
known as "Diva", "BBC" and "Mobile
with calendar?' I am presenting the re-
sults of two tests:

Test #1: A local equipment
evaluation consisting of a
PQA200 analyzer, an MPEG-
2 compressor and an MPEG-
2 decompressor. The test
setup is shown in Figure 1 on
page 26 and the test results in
Table 1, also on page 26.

Test #2: A bidirectional (loop -

Choosing Sundance Digital to be your automation
provider isn't only good for operations. After all,
making the smart decision always makes you look good.
Not to mention that the smart call helps you avoid the
other call - the one that gets you out of bed in the
middle of the night.

Point being, the people at Sundance understand
what you expect from an automation company, and
they deliver on all counts. Reliability, professionalism,
customer service, technical support, flexibility, integrity
and rock -solid software. All these advantages make
Sundance Digital the world's best automation value -
and choosing that value makes you look smart.

Not to mention better rested.

www.sundancedigital.com 972 444 8442

SUNDkNCE
DIGITAL

BROADCAST AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS

Measured

parameters

Sequences Diva BBC Mobile
PQRy 2.15 3.14 4.98

PCIRyc 2.24 3.224 5.16

PSNR (dB) 40.13 34.04 28.52

Table 2. Test results of the MPEG codec with
the intercontinental loop

through) test comprising the transat-
lantic bidirectional ATM transport
with a loop -through in Paris. The
test setup is shown in Figure 2 (on
page 26) and the test results in Table 2.

Comparing the results in Table 1
with those in Table 2, you will notice
an almost imperceptible picture deg-
radation. This reinforced the expec-
tation that under normal circum-
stances, the picture quality is essen-
tially determined at the beginning
(compressing) and the end (decom-
pressing) of the transmission link.
Given error -free transmission of the
data signal, the picture quality remains
unchanged over the entire path.

Conclusion
The compressed picture quality af-

fects everyone in the broadcast
chain. The most effective approach
to assessing the performance is a com-
bination of subjective and objective
tests. The test setups and the video se-
quences used need to be consistent,
and the measurement results should
be referenced to an industry standard.

Broadcasters still have the problem
of ensuring adequate picture quality
through the transmission chain. This
requires the maintenance of the high-
est standards, including the interop-
erability of concatenated compres-
sion/decompression systems using
different technologies. An often ne-
glected aspect is the statistical multi-
plexing of several programs, which
generates a time -varying quality fac-
tor. As you undoubtedly noticed, we
are not quite there yet. BE

Michael Robin, a fellow of the SMPTE and
former engineer with the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.'s engineering headquar-
ters, is an independent broadcast
consultant located in Montreal, Canada.
He is co-author of "Digital Television
Fundamentals," published by McGraw-Hill
and translated into Chinese and Japanese.
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The new DV 15 Fluid Head is the perfect combination with any
digital ENG camcorder. It is yet another example of Sachtler's
proven qua ity oeing used to support the new generaticn of
cameras. Ar d w-th its central locking for immediate leg release, the
new Hot Pod CF is the fastest tripod in the world. Its maintenance-

! free pneumatic gas spring efforlessly lifts the camera over six feet
high. So whj wait? Optimize your equipment now. W th Sachtler!

vrAnN.sachtlercom

sachtler
corporation of anserica
709 Executie Blvd.
Valley Cottage, NY 10989
Phone: (516) 867 4900
Fax: (516) 623 6844
email sachtlarUS@aol.com

3316, West Jictory Blvd., Bit ank. CA. 91505
Phone: (818) 845-4446



Whether you're a videographer, documentarian, or filmmaker, you'll find the
XL2 possesses all the range required to help you realize your creative vision. Its

all-star cast of features gives you complete image control and lets you put to

02005 Canon (ISA ,Inc. Canon and Canon Know How are registered trademarks and "digital revolutionized video. we
revolutionized digital" is a trademark of Canon Inc. and may also be registered trademarks in other countries. Mac and the Mac



The Cast (hi Order of Appearance)

Aspect Ratios: Native 16:9 and 4:3 As Itself

Frame Rates: 60i, 30p, and 24p As Itself

3 Progressive Scan CCDs As Itself

Customizable Cine Settings As Itself

Canon Interchangeable Lens System As Itself

20x Professional Fluorite Lens As Itself

Optical Image Stabilizer As Itself

SMPTE Time Code As Itself

Built -In XLR Audio Inputs As Itself

Four Channel Independent Audio Control As Itself

SMPTE Color Bars With Tone As Itself

Program Auto Exposure Modes As Itself

Zebra Pattern As Itself

Skin Detail Adjustment As Itself

3 Custom Presets As Itself

Multifunction Color LCD Viewfinder As Itself

BNC Video Terminal As Itself

Rugged, Magnesium Alloy Frame As Itself

screen exactly what you see in your mind's eye. In fact, with so much creative power in your hands,

you'll find the XL2 allows you to be the visionary you always thought you could be. To find out more,

please log onto www.canondv.com. digital REVOLUTIONIZED video  we REVOLUTIONIZED digital'"

logo are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc.. registered in the U.S. anc other countries. Microsoft. Windows. and the Windows logo are trademarks or registered
trademarks of Microsoft Corpceation in the U.S. and/or other countries. The Designed for Windows XP logo refers to the digital camcorder and its driver only.

Canon
KNOW HOW°
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Switches
for broadcast
BY BRAD GILMER

As I travel around the
country, I find that
more and more broad-

casters are deploying IT -based tech-
nology in the core of their facilities.
But at a recent SMPTE meeting in At-
lanta, people expressed a high degree
of frustration with IT engineers, while
simultaneously saying that they rec-
ognize that they need the skills that the
IT engineers possess.
As IT -based technology becomes

more central to our core operations,
one area of extreme importance is
switching. Analog and serial digital
interface routers are critical to our
operations, and broadcast engineers
understand the nuances of these com-
ponents better than anyone, except

face questions about why we need to
purchase a $2000 Ethernet switch
when the same switch is available for
$95 at a local office supply store. Well,
here are a few areas to consider:

Backbone capacity
The ability of a switch to get all the

traffic from input to output is affected
by the overall backbone capacity of the
switch. If both switches have 10 ports,
the less expensive switch may have a
backbone capacity of 200Mb, and the
$2000 switch has a backbone capacity
of 1Gb. This means that theoretically,
the more expensive switch will be able
to carry all the traffic without delay-
ing or dropping traffic because of in-
sufficient bandwidth on the backbone.

network faster, but a blocking switch
just means that the network will run
slower. Depending on the criticality of
the network, a loss in speed may be
acceptable. But if the speed of deliv-
ery of data across the network is criti-
cal, then a non -blocking switch may
be worth the extra money.

Management
More expensive switches frequently

provide remote management. Remote
management allows the people re-
sponsible for the network to be able
to collect performance and mainte-
nance statistics from the network
components while the network is in
operation. This is usually provided
using the Simple Network Manage-

ment Protocol (SNMP).
Typical SNMP applica-

tions allow the user to
build a map of the net-
work. The components of
the network can be color
coded to show their status.
Such a map provides a
quick assessment of net-
work health and can allow

maintenance personnel to quickly de-
termine the location and nature of a
fault. Some SNMP monitoring appli-
cations provide phone -home capabil-
ity in which the monitoring applica-
tion notifies maintenance personnel
of failure by e-mail or cell phone.

Workstation Switch

1. Switch is programmed to pass particular
MAC addresses

2. Switch analyzes header of incoming packet.
If MAC address is authorized, then traffic is allowed
on to the network. If not, traffic is drop3ed.

Figurel. Layer 2 security allows the network engineer to permit traffic to pass through
a switch based upon the MAC address of the individual workstation.

perhaps the people who designed
them. The time is soon approaching
when broadcast engineers will need to
understand Ethernet and Fibre chan-
nel switches just as well.

For those of you who are saying,
"Ethernet switches in my core!? No
way," I would like to remind you that
the same thing was said about MPEG
compression, DV cameras for news
and countless other technologies.

Not only have many of us had to deal
with the introduction of new tech-
nologies, but also we have had to
implement these technologies under
closer financial scrutiny than ever
before. In this environment, we often

The more expensive switch is non -
blocking. That is, it can carry the maxi-
mum amount of traffic that could pos-
sibly be presented at its input without
dropping any traffic. However, when
the less expensive switch is presented
with data to switch at all of its inputs,
some of the data will have to wait be-
cause the switch does not have enough
capacity to handle it all. This is known
as blocking.

Because of the way Ethernet and
various protocols are designed, a
blocking switch may result in slower
throughput, but it is not usually fatal
to the network. In other words, a non -
blocking switch will make the overall

Redundancy
More expensive network switch

components can be configured to pro-
vide redundancy on several different
levels. Port redundancy allows the sys-
tem to mirror traffic on multiple ports.
Should one port fail, the second port
continues to function. Of course, this
capability assumes that the server,
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it's not too late...
for the EU to better implement "RoHS" & WEEE"

RoHS.. Restriction of Hazardous Substances

WEEE: Waste Electrical & Electronic Equipment

what they are: EU regulations affecting manufacturers and customers worldwide
RoHS: bans eqpt. with lead, mercury, cadmium + 3 others ('A' List). Next: PVC (vinyl) is on 'B' List...
WEEE: requires suppliers to arrange "take back" and achieve recycling minimums of end -of -life eqpt.

what's the problem? Higher costs, reduced reliability, constrained innovation
Products require immediate redesign to eliminate banned materials, diverting limited engineering and capital

 Costly verification requirements are imposed on both manufacturers and suppliers.
 "No -Lead" solder is much hotter, damages components, forms poorer connections resulting in

reduced product life and reliability, and significantly higher product prices.
...yet lead used in electronic solder is less than 1% of annual global lead consumption!

why they should be revised: Industry can't readily comply as currently mandated
 Allowed percentage of banned substances (<0.1% lead) is proposed based on smallest subcomponents
e.g. solder coating on IC pins; not on product as a whole or even subassemblies.

 Substitutes are not yet fully developed; implementing regulations are not finalized even now.
 Lead dispersion into environment is likely greater from tire balancing weights and EU roofing materials.
WEEE's aggressive recycling targets would force premature recycling operations, squandering wealth
and resources in an attempt to expand EU authority overseas.

what you can do: Stay informed, get involved, spread the word!
 Support intelligent implementation - objectively balance regulatory costs and benefits.
 Sign the petition to delay or phase -in RoHS/WEEE: http:www.technosteria.org
 Support the temporary "Last Time Buy" Exemption to save existing designs.
 Support revision of MCV (Maximum Concentration Values) basis.

http:www.technosteria.org

Techoosteria
challenging "green" hgsteria
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workstation or other equipment connected to the network
is capable of using two network interfaces and of switch-
ing to a backup interface should the main interface fail.
While this capability may seem rather exotic, I am finding
that it is becoming more common.

Protocol support
If your network is only supporting conventional traffic

such as e-mail, network file services, Web browsing and so
on, chances are that the less expensive switch will perform
just as well as the more expensive model. However, if you
are trying to do multicast streaming or QoS reservation,
you will most likely find that the switch will not meet your
needs. The reason is that as users needs become more ad-
vanced, more protocols have been developed. Some of these
protocols build intelligence into the network itself.

In the case of multicast, there is a lot of knowledge built
in to the network about who is participating in the
multicast and where streams of the multicast are replicated.

If you are trying to do multicast
streaming or GoS reservation,

you will most likely find that the: less
expensive switch will not meet

your needs.

With QoS reservation, there are a number of protocols
available. There are also small variations in implementa-
tion of these protocols.

Even though the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
has produced a number of Request for Comment docu-
ments dealing with QoS, the implementation of these in
less expensive routers is spotty at best. The result is that a
client requesting a specific QoS may not receive what it is
expecting because a less expensive switch somewhere
along the way did not know how to interpret the client's
request.

Customer support
If your needs are basic, then there is almost no need for

customer support on a switch in an Ethernet network. In
this case, the less expensive switch is the way to go.

One should realize that these switches are produced in
consumer quantities. It is almost impossible for a manu-
facturer to provide in-depth customer support on a prod-
uct when there are hundreds of thousands of items in the
field. If you are using more advanced features, such as net-
work management or less common protocols, then you
may find that you have a need for more advanced cus-
tomer support.

TL Mobile Television, Inc.
Springfield, MO

'We own two Thales

Angenieux 26 X Telephoto

Zoom lenses (along with five

other lenses from Thales

Angenieux) that we started

using in June of 2003

after consulting with

industry peers and

comparing glass

from competitive

manufacturers.

We found Thales Angenieux

lenses to be just as good, if

not better than competitive

brands - and their prices

were very attractive - which

provides a significant cost -

performance advantage,

26 x 7.8AF.HR Tele Super Zoom
26 x 7.8AF.HD Tele Super Zoom

angenieux

40ur clients love the quality,

and our operators have found

the 26X Thales Angenieux

lenses great for handheld

camera work because they

deliver the extra range we

want for sports coverage

while providing that extra

degree of mobility

or More information call 973-812-3858,
ail angenieux@tccus.com or visit www.angenieux.com
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C rin-r® The water cooled,
energy and money saving
solution from e2v

ezy technologies inc. USA
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US Toll -free number: +1-80o-342-5338
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Firmware upgrades
In many cases, it is not necessary to have a switch that is

software-upgradable. But if you are deploying the switch
in a network where you need to be able to deal with ad-
vanced protocols or where the switch is also serving as a
firewall, then software upgrades will be important.

Usually upgrades are downloaded from a Web site and
then loaded on to the switch. When the upgrade is executed,
new software is loaded into EPROM on the switch. In all
but the most expensive switches, you will have to reboot
the switch to load the new software.

Layer 2 level security
Security on broadcast networks is frequently a serious

concern. In most facilities, the last thing you want is to
have someone carry an unauthorized laptop into a techni-
cal area and plug it into the network.

More expensive switches can be programmed to allow
only certain computers to connect to the network based
upon that computer's Media Access Control (MAC) ad-
dress. Once a computer's MAC address is verified, the
computer's packets are allowed to transit onto the network.
While MAC addresses can be spoofed, this approach does
provide an enhanced degree of security and it prevents
someone from plugging into the network inadvertently.
(See Figure 1 on page 30.)

Protocol blocking
Broadcasters frequently would like to prevent particular

protocols on their networks. While undesired traffic is usu-
ally blocked at a firewall, it is possible to program a more
expensive switch to refuse to pass particular protocols. For
example, you could block the SNMP if you wanted to be
sure that mail traffic was not allowed on the network.

One key thing to consider is that you can mix full featured
switches with less capable ones, but you need to be careful.
For example, if you are using QoS protocols that are not
supported by the less capable switches, then QoS will fail
across the entire path. This points out the value of becom-
ing educated about IT. Learning about the technology will
allow you to take advantage of high -volume, low-cost prod-
ucts to lower your overall facility costs. But you must know
what you're doing to get satisfactory results. BE

Brad Gilmer is
president of Gilmer
& Associates,
executive director
of the AAF
Association and
executive director
of the Video
Services Forum.

SEND

FILE

INTERCHANGE
HANDBOOK

BRAD GILMER

To order Brad
Gilmer's book, File
Interchange
Handbook for
Images, Audio and
Metadata, from
Focal Press, visit
www.focalpress.corn
or call 800-545-2522.
The book is also

available from most major booksellers.

Send questions and comments to: brad gilmer@primediabusiness.com
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Standard definition? High definition? With
Kahuna you don't have to worry. It can
handle either of them - separately or at
the same time. It can even incorporate
SD sources into HD productions
without upconversion.

KAHUNA

SNELL & WILCOX
Engineering with Vision

KAHUNA - THE PRODUCTION
SWITC H ER THAT

DEFIES DEFINITION

Kahuna is the most versatile switcher
on the market. And the most economical.
Kahuna lets you take control of your
transition to HD without having to re -equip
with all -HD sources - and without having
to put an upconverter on every SD input.

Even if you have no plans to go HD just
yet, you can install Kahuna in SD only.
Then when you are good and ready,
upgrade to full multi -format SD/HD
operation, with no operational disruption.
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4 M/E Control Panel

KAHUNA - DESIGNED JUST
THE WAY YOU WANT IT

Each of the four comprehensive M/E
banks has:
 Four keyers able to perform luma,

linear, and chroma keying

Five transition wipe generators

Still store and clipstore

 RGB color correction
 Four utility buses
 Timeline, DMEM and Macro capability

Each keyer in the system is equipped with:
Its own FormatFusion engine to
integrate SD and HD sources

 DVE send -and -return architecture
that enable images to be manipulated
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Every source has its own
user -configurable mnemonic
identificationKAHUNA



a
Kahuna is the first production switcher
system in the world to offer simultaneous
standard definition and high definition
operation in the same mainframe with
the same control panel.

KAHUNA

SNELL & WILCOX
Engineering with Vision

AT LAST.
COMPLETE FORMAT FREEDOM

Even moremore remarkably, thanks to a
new technology called FormatFusion,
it enables you to integrate any SD
material, such as camera feeds,
graphics or archives into live HD
productions, seamlessly, without
the need for upconversion.

Kahuna is a truly multi -format system that
puts you in control of your transition to
HD. It gives you the flexibility to use
existing SD equipment, without the cost
of completely re -equipping with HD.

FORMATFUSION



SNELL & WILCOX
Engineering with Vision

KAHUNA - THE WORLD'S FIRST TRUE MULTI -FORMAT
SD/HD PRODUCTION SWITCHER

Example of HD Output from a Single M/E Using Mixed SD/HD Inputs
HD background B

Animation via one of
the internal clip stores

Benefits
 Legacy -compatible and future -proof
 Feature set and formats field-upgradable

through software

 Puts you in control of your transition to HD
 Competitively priced throughout the range
 Integrates SD sources into HD productions
 No need to replace all SD equipment
 No need for expensive upconversion
 Can cut SD and HD simultaneously
 Resource -sharing maximizes M/E use
 Familiar, intuitive control panels

 Robust system design ensures reliability
 Compact size, less weight, lower power

consumption

Features
 1, 2, 3 and 4 M/E versions
 All functions, options and PSUs contained

in a compact 11 RU chassis

Wipe bar provided
by Utility Bus

HD background A

HD camera studio shot
'squeezed back' using
picture resize engine

SD character
generator output
using FormatFusion
and resize engine

SD hand held camera
shot using FormatFusion
and resize engine

 Accepts all SD and HD standards
 Up to 80 field-upgradeable inputs
 Up to 40 assignable outputs
 4 keyers per M/E with flexible layering
 Each keyer able to perform luma and

linear keying

 Each keyer with high quality chroma keying
 Each M/E with 4 FormatFusion and

resize engines

 Independent keyer transition engine

 Every M/E has 4 stores for stills and clips
 Clipstores with 12 seconds of

uncompressed HD

 Five transition wipe generators per WE
 Input and color effects RGB color correction
 4 utility buses per M/E for video in border

and multi -program outputs
 DMEM and GMEM snapshot save and

recall memories

KAHUNA www.snellwilcox.com

 RGB & YUV color correction for all SD & HD
outputs with full broadcast specification
legalizers on each output (including auxiliary)

 Programmable clean feeds per M/E
 Integration with external equipment such as

VTRs, DDRs, audio desks, external routers
and edit controllers

 Powerful machine control
 Full source name displays
 Highly intuitive color touch -screen GUI
 Very powerful macro facility

 DMEM and GMEM snapshot save and
recall memories

 Off-line PC applications supporting stilVclip
transfer to switcher system

 Multi -panel and multi -frame capability

Options
 Four twin channels / 8 channels of 3D DVE

effects with warps, lighting and trail store

111
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Audio
consoles
BY JIM STARZYNSKI

In the mid 1990s, the professional
audio console business was en-
grossed in the transition from

analog to digital technology, keeping
pace as recording studios and television
networks and stations laid out the
groundwork for a digital revolution of
their own. Now, in 2005, looking back
at the evolution of first- and second -
generation digital mixing consoles, they
have all but replaced analog consoles.
Broadcasters are reaping the benefits of
each and every development that these
early digital mixers pioneered.

Today's console features are up, re-
liability is strong, and pricing is lower
than the cost of their early ancestors
from the 1990s. Research and devel-
opment costs have been recuperated,
the price of DSP is down, and suppli-
ers are now concentrating on maxi-
mizing their investment by offering a
family of similar and powerful prod-
ucts targeted at differentcustomers
across many TV markets.

A winning combination
Console manufacturers may start a

new product line focusing on the flag-
ship model that can be fitted with the
most channels and can have the larg-
est physical footprint and an abun-
dance of features. This product can
cover all the bases for the most de-

facturing. The next logical
step is to offer a scaled -
down version of the al-
ready designed top -of -the -
line model. This desk is de-
signed around a smaller,
less expensive control sur-
face with similar features
of the flagship in a more
cost-effective, but limited,
package. It benefits by us-
ing the same mixing en-
gine while being targeted
at a broader customer base.
Although this version of
the console may have fewer
channels and features, it's
still a win -win situation for
the station and engineer.

When selecting a smaller
to mid -size console, the
station profits from all the
development gone into
the flagship console. Often
this means the customer
gets identical hardware
and gains an advantage from the tech-
nology, expertise and service of the
high -end product at a lower cost.

Know your requirements
The person tasked with ordering a

new audio console first needs to col-
lect some important information

Today's console features are up, reliability is

strong, and pricing is lower than the cost of their
early ancestors of the '90s.

manding broadcaster, but at a "net-
work level," cost may not be within
reach of a market primarily composed
of hundreds of TV stations with lim-
ited budgets.

Enter digital technology and manu-

about the operation to be able to iden-
tify the right console to do the job.

The primary question often becomes:
How many channels should the con-
sole handle? Because the console is digi-
tal, the number of faders necessary to

Presets, automation, snapshots and other tools
make today's audio engineer's job easier. NBC
Universal's mixing engineer Fred Zeller uses a
Calrec Alpha 100 in Studio 6A at Rockefeller
Center.

access them becomes a second issue.
Inputs can be running under the di-
rect control of a fader or assigned to
the "B" layer (or more) of the console,
only tying up a fader input strip when
an adjustment is required.

However, operators typically need
instant access to a channel's level.
Though digital technology makes it
possible to run many channels of au-
dio from an assignable and smaller
control surface than from analog
desks, there must be enough strips to
access all necessary channels immedi-
ately, and layering should be reserved
for less demanding sources.

Next, you need to determine how
many outputs are needed. Start by
considering the most demanding
show your facility produces. Unlike
adding additional input channels with
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a mini mixer for election night, it's
O difficult and often impossible to add
O unique outputs to the mix without a

complicated add-on matrix. Mix-mi-
Cl nuses for talent, clean feeds for con-

trol -room monitoring, in-house
Q MATV feeds, and a main monaural

mix, stereo, and even 5.1 channel pro-
gram busses all require separate out-
puts. Some consoles offer a mix -mi-
nus per input channel as standard, and
some use an assignable buss. Aux send
outputs are available from the input
strip and vary in quantity, usually be-
tween six to 10.

Getting the right mix of I/O inter-
faces can be a real challenge. Every
signal that's connected to the digital
audio console will need the proper
format connection. A list of micro-
phones, analog sources and destina-
tions, AES digital sources and desti-
nations, and monitor paths should
be used to calculate the amount of
necessary conversion frames re-
quired for each format. Costs can
quickly add up when standard I/O
frame packages are exceeded and an-
other frame is required for only one
or two leftover circuits.

The added benefit of this type of in-
terconnection is its built-in routing
capabilities. Any source can be applied
to any input and any input to any out-
put. In some cases, inputs and outputs
can be connected without the audio
console in the circuit, potentially han-
dling all the audio routing needs of
the facility.

(.7

Today's features are
abundant

Digital consoles with today's lower -
cost DSP chips offer a tremendous
variety of features while using mature
digital control and solid mixing en-
gines. Consoles often provide easy -to -
see TFT metering displays, but con-
ventional LED bargraphs and me-
chanical VU meters are also available.

TFT displays may offer more custom-
izable information in less space with
choice of scaling and ballistics. They not
only monitor the signal but also can
analyze it by showing EQ, dynamics

and signal path information on an as -
needed basis, whether the signal is
mono, stereo or 5.1, from a choice of
points in the circuit. Much of this is
now standard on many consoles.

Inputs may be assigned as mono, ste-
reo or 5.1 as well, all under the con-
trol of one fader or broken away to
individual channels when discrete ad-
justment is required.

Processing functions are available on
fixed, selectable or centralized con -

Digital reliability is solid
Much of the DSP technology used for

the audio mixing engine in today's
consoles are redundant, fault -tolerant
and/or self -healing, though this does
vary. Software routines monitor the
console's heartbeat and then command
online resources to re-establish any
failed paths almost instantaneously and
without loss of audio. Many consoles
will continue to pass mixed audio if the
control system goes down.

Much of the DSP technology used for the audio

mixing engine in today's consoles are redundant,

fault -tolerant and/or self -healing.

trols. Each input strip will provide
dedicated controls, and some may
have assignable functions to a particu-
lar knob. A full array of control is avail-
able when an input can be interro-
gated and then sent to single or mul-
tiple master panels for fine-tuning.
Digital consoles often can provide

a bank of as many as 100 memory
snapshots. This provides the opera-
tor with the ability to electronically
reconfigure the console for different
shows or broadcasts with the push of
a button. Changes can include router
crosspoint and electronic scribble
strip changes along with trim, bus-
sing and processing configurations.
If your facility needs to handle back-
to-back shows, this feature is a real
time-saver.

Remote microphone input panels
that digitize the analog signal at the
talent stage are available, eliminating
the disadvantages of long analog cable
runs. Taking it a step further, sophis-
ticated multi -studio, multi -control
room applications can benefit from
networkable interfaces. This level of
optional sophistication allows input
and output sharing across multiple
systems, surrendering conventional
audio distribution to IT -based rout-
ing and connectivity. Moving from fa-
cility to facility and show to show can
be near instantaneous and under the
control of a single push-button.

On -board and remote diagnostics
may be available. Many permit remote
interrogation by the manufacturer to
access critical console data logs that
help facilitate local repair.

Look for components from faders to
I/O and for DSP cards to be hot-
swappable. This is key to effecting a
speedy recovery while minimizing
outage in the event of a problem. This
is especially critical if other portions
of the system are not completely fault -
tolerant or redundant.

Today, console commands are typically
carried out by dedicated and secure op-
erating systems, with control surface re-
sets taking seconds and full system re-
booting usually at or under a half -
minute. Look for redundancy here, but
regardless, control surface resets should
not affect the on -air output.

As the DTV transition continues, it's
evident that sophisticated audio de-
vices like consoles will become more
IT -friendly. The ultimate benefactor is
the TV station engineer. With the
many features, functions and capabili-
ties of today's digital consoles, engi-
neers can more easily specify new
mixer requirements, complete with a
full set of digital features that meet
their operations' needs, while staying
within budget. BE

Jim Starzynski is principal engineer in
advanced technology for NBC -Universal.
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CALREC BROADCAST SYSTEMS

M PLUS
THE EVOLUTION OF BROADCAST

AUDIO PRODUCTION

INk MIAM,A Mnk M rrA RV?! ,NN

COMPATIBLE WITH"''''"''.' NETWORKING

South and Mid West States: Tel: (615) 871 0094 Email: ericj@redwoodweb.com
North East States and Canada: Tel: (212) 586 7376 Email: dsimon@studioconsultants.com
Western States: Tel: (818) 841 3000 Email: jschaller@audiospeccom

Contact: Calrec Audio Ltd, Nutclough Mill, Hebden Bridge, West Yorkshire, HX7 BEZ, UK
Tel: 01144 1422 842159 Email: enquiries©calrec.com Web: www.calrec.com

The S,,,,stern Plus platform reprents a

new milestone in facilties which .ye now
available ccross the Alpha, Sigma and

Zeta range.

Sigma System Plus offers troadcasters a

wealth of upgraded specifications. A new

programmable monitoring system provides
greatly e>oancled monitoring options and

new colour TFT metanng snabtes user

defined freeing schemes to be individually
memorised. Also new is the provision for
SNMP reporting to an ex-trnal network for
sophisilicxed status nTortng

SIGMA

 Up -o 4 channel/group faders

 Up -o 20 equivalent mono d-Ennels

 Autom3tc redundancy on PSUs. DSP
and control processors

 All cures and panels are tat-Fwappable

 Comprehensive cokxr-11- P mete=ring
with ful. configurablity

II Fully confgurable monitoring 'Mtn full -

user profiles can monitor unto 12

differen- sources at any cne time

 8 stereo or mono audio groups

II 12 aaxes, 24 IFB / rrultitrack outputs

III 4 main tereo or 5.1 surround outputs

 Simultar:-o_. us LCRS, sterec and mono

outp_its available from each 51 main output

IIII Console operates independently of PC

 Console and racks boot rrom power
on in lets than 20 seconds

II Full control system reset n YYess than 15

seconds with no loss of audio

Find out why the world's biggest
broadcasters trust Calrec with
their most crucial creative
decisions at www.calrec.com
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Sony's HD Select systems

helped make it happen I
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- Jeff Friedman, Rainbow Studios
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When Rainbow Studios, a part of Cablevision, needed high definition in

a hurry, they turned to Sony HD Select'" systems. Jeff Friedman, VP of

Technical Operations explains, "Not only did Sony work with us to meet

our delivery schedule; but they insisted on sending their people in here

to commission the studio cameras and the switcher. One of the great

things was that our engineers worked hands-on with their guys, and our

questions were answered right from the source."

"We send our ENG cameras all over the planet - for everything from

fashion in Paris to extreme sports in Tibet and Madagascar," Friedman

declares. "When you have cameras falling down mountains, you depend

on service after the sale. Our maintenance contracts with Sony have been

fabulous. We drop a camera off and two days later it's delivered back to my

door. That really helps keep our customers satisfied."

If your own HD challenges extend beyond the box, go with a total HD

solution from the company totally qualified to provide it. An HD Select

system from Sony.

To learn about the HD Select Program and Sony's Music Download Promotion

VISIT WWW.SONY.COM/HDSELECT1
OR CALL YOUR SONY REPRESENTATIVE TODAY

Iike.no.other



The challenges
of datacasting
BY MICHAEL GROTTICELLI

Like interactive television be-
fore it, the prospects for
sending secondary data

within a station's digital bitstream, or
datacasting, were hyped for years as a
viable business model that would al-
low broadcasters to make DTV trans-
missions as financially successful as
their NTSC channel. Unfortunately,
like ITV, several factors have led to a
series of failed business ventures and
wasted resources, namely getting the
8-VSB modulation scheme to work,
building out the DTV infrastructure
to meet FCC mandates and competi-
tion from outside the industry.

Although some of these now defunct
services (e.g., Geocast, DTVPlus,
iBlast, Spectra Rep and Wavexpress)
could have been ahead of their time
with consumers, the technology they
used, which has since improved, is
readily available. Using standard digi-
tal RF transmitters, some terrestrial

transmission -delivered business -to -
business services are online and thriv-
ing. File -based push services, such as
The Walt Disney Company's Movie -
beam, are also surviving, though not
thriving. Also notable, WRAL-TV in
Raleigh, NC, serves hundreds of sub-
scribers each day with its AccessDTV
service to PCs with a receiver card and
a small antenna.

The emergence of the Internet has
also hurt subscription -based data de-
livery models. The initial data services
that provided news, sports and
weather information to subscribers'
desktop computers have been usurped
to a large degree by free information
from stations' Web sites.

In addition, commercial TV networks
are concerned about how using 2Mb/s
to 4Mb/s of spectrum to send MPEG-
2 compressed data might affect the
quality of their simultaneously broad-
casted HDTV programs.

: = I Ilik at a con um 11 , D11/

Interest in interactive TV features and functions
TV viewers want to play along with game shows

Direct outcome of program (e.g., choose endings)

Play along with game shows
(e.g., "Jeopardy," "Wheel of Fortune")

Vote on questions (e.g., favorite performer)

Watch extras about movies or programs

Watch multiple channels at once

Play basic video games (trivia/card games)

Play advanced video games (racing/action)

Play networked video games (distant opponents)

Place bets on sporting events

See info about products shown in ads

Order products shown in ads

See info about songs played on programs

Order music files/CDs of songs on prgorams

Order pizza/food for delivery

Send/receive e-mail/electronic messages

SOURCE: Lyra Research
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Interest level it =not at all interested, 5=extremely interested)

www.lyra.corn

Finding the right recipe
Commercial success is possible. Just

ask PBS, which understands that with
the myriad of channels on the air, dis-
tributing standard programming is
not its best chance for datacasting suc-
cess. Most stations are using Trivini
Digital's SkyScraper Data Broadcast
System to insert data packets into their
digital spectrum. PBS' real asset is its
broadcast frequency and the cost-ef-
fective delivery of educational and
public safety and service content.
There is a growing demand for edu-
cational content delivery systems and
local emergency and homeland secu-
rity alerts, sent, as well as received, as
digital files. (See Figure 1 on page 48.)

Kentucky Educational Television
serves PCs and networked servers
across the state with a network of trans-
mitters. The network also streams live
local government meetings OTA to
government employees' PCs, dissemi-
nating valuable information cost-ef-
fectively. And there's also talk of de-
livering school curriculum to the
home as well.

Within the commercial segment,
there is more activity (and opportu-
nity) than some realize. A company in
Maryland called Cident Entertain-
ment is building a datacast network
to push cultural programming to
dedicated PVRs. The company is leas-
ing spectrum from a local broadcaster
in Washington, D.C., and soon will
expand into other select markets. This
provides a much more cost-effective
way for consumers to view native lan-
guage content while providing broad-
casters with new revenue.

High-speed competition
For commercial stations, beating the

competition is tougher. WKRC-TV, a
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CBS affiliate in Cincinnati,
OH, got its datacasting
start with Geocast in 1999,
but that service proved
short-lived after it could
not get access to the types
of content consumers
wanted. Thus, subscrip-
tions were paltry, and the
service was not financially
viable to maintain.

In 2001, station manage-
ment decided to offer high-
speed Internet access to
underserved rural commu-
nities. Chief engineer Hank

Transmit
site

Transmitter
Modulator

Content
packaging station

Content
storage

Figure 1. Datacasting emergency and public safety alerts.
Hundemmer worked with Illustration courtesy Harris.

several software engineers to develop
a service called Web-Hopper.com.

Along with a microwave dish on the
roof of the station, the service used the
telephone line for requests on the
front end and about 3Mb/s to 4Mb/s
of its over -the -air digital spectrum as

the return channel. The remaining
15Mb/s to 16Mb/s was dedicated for
the station's local and CBS network
HDTV content.
At its height, using a Thales Broad-

cast solid-state digital transmitter at
full power and an IP encapsulator sys-

tem from SkyStream, the
high-speed Internet service
included about 500 sub-
scribers in the rural areas of
Kentucky, Indiana and
Ohio. However, after about
18 months, local DSL and
cable modem service pro-
viders came into the mar-
ket. Hundemmer says it was
an uphill battle all the way.
The telcos were aggressive
in the areas WKRC was try-
ing to serve, and the Web-
Hopper.com service was
slower and more expensive
than DSL. For a TV station,

Web-Hopper.com proved too costly,
and the station's owner, Clear Chan-
nel, shut it down.

The technology is sound
While it's clear that the current trans-

mitters and related technology to send

Fair and Balanced COlor
t's true. Kino Flo's telegenic
ParaBeam 400 studio fixture
delivers 3,000 Watts worth of

tungsten soft light on 2 Amps-with-
out the heat and without compromis-
ing your picture's color quality! The
ParaBeam 's cool brilliance owes to

a special parabolic reflector that practically 'till- ns
light waves into projectiles.

As for image quality, the fixture uses Kino Flo
designed True Match lamps that display profes-
sional tungsten and daylight balanced illumination
(CRI 95). A center mount lets you rotate betwee
horizontal and vertical beam. Slide in your choice
of focusing louvers to spot the beam down to a
90", 60° or 45° pool of light.
DMX, analog and manual con-
trols can dim the light to black.
Like all Kino Flos, the ParaBeam
is flicker free and dead quiet.

If you think the ParaBeam
looks good on paper, wait 'til
you see how it looks on video.

°L -67(iBeam

2840 North Hollywood Way Burbank (A 91505 818 767 6528 voice 818 767 7517 fax www.kinoflo.com



HE4000 PURECODE1
HO/SP NIPFO2 Fr+Cnocn

HD and SD Encoding Simultaneously
Front Panel Monitor

kg, Advanced "PUREPEG" Technology
EnhanceJ Low Bit Rate Performance
Absolute Finest Picture Quality

- Satellite and Terrestrial Interfaces
1 MB/s to 160 MB/s

P-4-10;tlf

PERNAN
.4 Mil ( 4)Mpt111'

Phoenbc 602-437-96M
San Diego: 858-458-1300
UK: 44-1420-540233
America 858-458-1800
Singapere: 65-6225-4016
Beijing: 86-10-65831975
dvww.radn.com
www.tiernan.com
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IP-encapsulated data transmissions
over the air are sound and reliable,
early implementations of an ATSC
stream were problematic to receive in
many urban areas. Improvements in
forward error -correction and noise
canceling in the enhanced-VSB speci-
fication have made a huge difference.
Advancements have also been made in
creating backchannels for terrestrial
broadcasters, which is also key to two-
way datacasting success.

Transmitter manufacturer Harris has
been involved with datacasting since
the late 1990s, supplying systems to
Dotcast, Geocast, IBlast and others to
build out their datacast services. The
company currently works with a num-
ber of PBS stations, but no commer-
cial stations. That's because even after
years of discussions and trials, there's
still no clear business model or killer
app for stations to pursue.

Digital signage is an opportunity

broadcasters can and should experi-
ment with in their respective local
markets. The ability to send 2Mb/s to
3Mb/s of data (and paid advertise-
ments) over the air to multiple receive
sites throughout a city is a viable and
cost-effective service for a station al-
ready broadcasting in digital.

The broadcast model
Axcera, another maker of analog and

digital TV transmitters, is working
with several PBS stations, including
KERA-TV in Dallas, to keep local mu-
nicipalities informed via terrestrial
datacasting. Using a 28kW Innovator
solid-state transmitter, data can be in-
serted into the digital program stream,
getting information to users in a time-
lier manner than the Internet can.
Local schools receive the information
as data packets overnight, ready for
uploading to a LAN in the morning.

Transmitting at less than full power,

which many stations have been doing
as a way to save on operating costs, has
also slowed datacasting's progress.
Axcera recently announced it is work-
ing with Crown Castle Media to pro-
vide a 1.7GHz single -frequency con-
sumer service via multiple transmis-
sion sites in and around Pittsburgh to
cell phones and other mobile devices.
Axcera is supplying 20 digital trans-
mitters based on the European DVB-
H transmission system in outdoor en-
closures for the Pittsburgh trials. BE

Michael Grotticelli regularly reports on the
professional video and broadcast
technology industries.

ATTENTION READERS!
Sign up no

dt cc,nn;

115llON*

Discover The Synapse Advantage

Engineered in collaboration with Axon Digital Design, the Synapse Modular
Media System provides an unprecedented level of multi function signal
processing in a flexible, modular, remotely controllable platform.

To integrate legacy analog equipment into a digital facility, look no further-

> SAM -10 Digital to Analog AN Bridge
> ASM-10 Analog to Digital AN Bridge

These Synapse modules handle conversion, audio embedding/disembedding,
and timing. They provide the same functionality as six or more modules in
comparable systems.

The SAM -10 and ASM-10 are just two of the
more than 100 modules in the Synapse family.

Visit us at our new web address www.nvision.tv

the ultimate modular broadcast system
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MULTI -CHANNEL SERVEI

d remi

VIDEO
SERVER

HD &SD
Live to Air Playback

Broadcast Time Delay

VTR Replacement

Sports Slow-Mo

Single Channel Video Recorders start at $4,35D
Multi -Channel Servers start at $16,000

:tiortnet

Doren-i Labs' MCS Video Server provides up to
four incependent record and play video channels
in a compact 3RU chassis. A second MCS Server
can be added to create a six channel system with
shared RAID5 storage.

System Compatibility
 HD -SDI, SDI, YUV,RGB, SVideo, Comp. in -out
 P2, VDCP, Odetics and GPI control
 Compatible with leading automation systems
 Automated playbad( via our ListMaker software

Reliable and Upgradeable Design
 One to Six video channel configurations
 Dedicated video hardware platform
 Eternal RAID5 or nternal storage
 Redundant power supply

i,011 Buit-in Video Transitions: Fade, Wipe & Dissolve

MCS-I-D Multi -channel HD Video Server
 2 record and 2 play independent HD video channels

Video Servers - HD MPEG2 Encoders, Decoders & Players - DVI Converters - Test Generator

Doremi Labs, Inc. tel. 818 562-1101 info@dormilabs.com www.doremikalos.com



The master control rbom
relies on dual Saturn'itias-
ter control switchers,
which are slaved to Venus
SDI/analog routers and
are controlled by a Harris
automation system.

High-performance production
distinguishes The Score tent is generated to support prime -

time coverage on the national 24 -
hour live event and sports news and

By Michael Grotticelli information channel based in Toronto, Ontario.
Adding to the challenge, some shows appearing on the

The frenetic production pace and significant output network, such as the two-hour live NBA show "Court Surf -
of packaged highlight clips appearing on The Score ing," allow viewers to pick which games they would like to

TV network is matched only by the actual sports they cover. see covered. Once a viewer poll is complete, the network
Four teams, each made up of a reporter and an editor, typi- goes live to six games and bounces between them featuring
tally ingest live video from an evening's 15 to 20 live games the most impressive live action and highlights. For the re -
and turn around 40 one- to three -minute projects - most porters, this means capturing live clips and turning them
with graphics and voiceover - in an eight- hour shift. MW- around in as li:tle as two minutes.
tiply that by four, and you get an idea of how much con- The network serves 6 million cable and satellite TV
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STUDER
Vista 8 Digital Audio
Console

You're live,
totally in control...

The Studer Vista 8 with its unique,
world -leading Vistonics® user interface
ensures fast, intuitive console operation

- the key to trouble free broadcasts.

The Vistonics concept of "where you look
is where you control" marries the familiar
feel of analog consoles with the powerful
control features found on today's digital
consoles.

..a and with the extra security of a fully redundant control system
With any live broadcast situation, redundancy is essential to ensure
constant 24/7 operation. In addition to RAID drives, redundant power
supplies throughout, and reserve DSP that engages automatically
as needed, the Vista 8 also offers the security of a second complete
control system. In the unlikely event of a control system problem,
the operator can switch to this back-up system. Most importantly,
operation resumes exactly as before, because all settings are
constantly mirrored.

VISTA
D,c,ITAL MIXING SYSTEM

With all this, plus legendary Studer sound quality, Virtual Surround
Panning, superb EQ and Dynamics, per channel Delay, internal
Reverbs, flexible configuration and routing, and more, it's no
wonder that broadcasters around the world are specifying Vista
Digital Mixing Systems for their mission -critical applications.

VCF Shang a m fug Pinewood TV
France China UK

www.studer.ch STUDER
professional audio equipment

Harman Pro North America, 8500 Balboa Blvd., Northridge CA 91329
Tel: 1-866-406-2349  Fax: 818-920-3208  E-mail: studer-usa@harman.com H A Harman International Company
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<<, N; sub -scribers across Canada. In order to fa-
c)<Sq. cilitate the required fast turnaround and main-

tain the quick -pace workflow, the network relies
C on Grass Valley NewsEdit workstations and two two -

channel Grass Valley FeedClip live feed capture systems
in each of its four sports edit suites.

Juggling multiple games
The 15,000sq ft facility records more than 40 inbound

analog feeds from around the world via satellite and fiber
each day. From these, the producers decide which will be
covered. On a typical night during baseball season, The
Score uses the four edit suites to cover four games per suite,
or 16 games simultaneously, for inclusion in that evening's
highlight shows and packaged wheel. This means that a
total of four reporters and four editors could be respon-
sible for 160 highlight clips in a single night.

The facility uses a Grass Valley editing and storage plat-
form comprised of FeedClip, NewsEdit and Profile serv-
ers. Video files are moved around via fiber at six to 20 times
faster than real time without incurring additional com-
pression hits. Because no drop -frame editing is performed,
the facility uses real time 30fps, not timecode, for edits.

Depending on how they will be used, clips can be pack -

"They listened to what
we wanted, and brought

us what we needed."

Mike Simmons, Director of Erginetwind WMFE, ORLANDO, FL

"The PCS proposal

was custom-made

for us, not a cookie -

cutter approach."

CONSULTING

DESIGN

EQUIPMENT

INTEGRATION

TRAINING

SUPPORT

PCS is die ONLY integrator with direct involvement
in the day -today operations of dozens of TV stations.

For system upgrades,

technology expertise, installation,
and ongoing assistance, call

Professional Communications Systems.

1.800.447.4714
www.pcomsys.com

solutions visualized7

Professional
Communications

Systems
A MEDIA GENERAL COMPANY

The production control room is supported by a 24 -chan-
nel Allen -Heath audio console, a Ross Synergy 3 pro-
duction switcher and a two -channel Abekas DVE. A
Chyron HyperX CG is currently being installed.

aged as a cuts -only series with simple background stereo
audio for use as an element in one of the live studio shows.
Or, the clip might be edited and combined with graphics,
CG, digital video effects, audio and VO on a NewsEdit,
then transferred to the Profile for playout directly to air
through the facility's Harris automation system.

Drag -and -drop file exchange
Each suite can ingest analog video at 18Mb/s (I -frame

only) and is supported with 22 hours of storage on each
FeedClip systems and an additional 22 hours of storage
on each NewsEdit workstation. Once a clip, or series of
clips, had been aired, it is sent from the server or edit suite
to the video library. The clip is then laid off to DVCPRO
and Betacam videotape and archived in a traditional li-
brary system.

Infrastructure
The signal routing infrastructure is SDI with stereo ana-

log audio. All live -to -air analog video is converted to SDI
baseband using DPS 465 A/D converters/frame synchro-
nizers/TBCs for live -to -air use on the production switcher.
All non -live -to -air sources are converted by Miranda Tech-
nologies' 10 -bit A/D converters to SDI video or if the clips
have beenrecorded in the sports edit suites, the FeedClip
system converts them and the SDI signals are routed by a
Grass Valley Venus 96x96 SDI/Analog audio routing
switcher.

The equipment rack room features a variety of high
performance digital broadcast gear, including the Grass
Valley Profile XP servers, Venus/Saturn routers, MCR
switcher and Miranda processing equipment.
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The Score's MCR uses two Saturn 16 -channel A/B switch-
ers (one for redundancy, though they've yet to use it) slaved
to the Venus SDI/analog router. A Venus 32x32 analog
router is used to distribute incoming analog signals. This
analog router is also used to support the FeedClip systems
for production.

The facility's main production studio, with a full lighting
grid and two Sony DX -35 pan -and -tilt head cameras on
Rademec servo -based robotic pedestals, is now being
paired with a new studio outfitted with two FOR -A Digi
Warp EX2 virtual sets.

The production control room includes a 24 -channel
Allen -Heath audio console, a Ross Synergy 3 video pro-
duction switcher, a two -channel Abekas DVE and a Chyron
HyperX CG.

The Score also features a continuous sports ticker that
displays real-time scores, betting odds and other informa-
tion about live or completed games. The ticker is unique
in that the network keeps it visible even during commer-
cials and live events. The current system is being replaced
with two Chyron HyperX CGs with custom code supplied
by Video Design Software, resulting in a true HD ticker.
The ticker will also display actual game clocks and up-to-
the-minute scores via XML real-time data sources.

HD is coming
Next February, The Score will begin distributing its ser-

vice in 720p HD as part of a two-phase HDTV project. At
that time, it will be the only Canadian network in 720p
and the only network displaying its entire lineup in full
16:9 widescreen. Currently, all other Canadian networks,
when upconverting HD material from SD, maintain a 4:3

aspect ratio, which does not fill the 16:9 screen.
A Teranex upconverter will be used to convert its SD pro-

gramming to HD widescreen. Native 1080i material will
be cross -converted by a Leitch X75HD. The network plans
to produce 30 to 40 games a year in native 720p.

Tapeless pioneer
The network has used an end -to -end tapeless nonlinear

workflow since the network was launched as "Headline
Sports" back in 1997. In those days, the editors worked on
Scitex VideoSphere nonlinear edit systems and DigiSphere
digital disc recorders.

While the technology and tools have changed, the
company's strategy and commitment to delivering timely
sports news and information has not. Making the tech-
nology transparent to the production team helps keep the
network competitive. Basing the infrastructure on Grass
Valley technology has allowed the network to leverage the
benefits of an expandable and upgradeable infrastructure
and enabled it to maintain high-performance growth. BE

Michael Grotticelli regularly reports on the professional video and
broadcast technology industries.

Abekas DVE
Allen -Heath audio console
Chyron HyperX CG

DPS 465 Frame Sync/converters
FOR -A Digi Warp EX2 virtual studios
Grass Valley

FeedClip ingest
NewsEciit NLE
Profile XP server
Venus SDI/Analog router

Harris automation
Leitch X75HD cross converter
Miranda A/D converters
Rademec robotic pedestals
Ross Synergy 3 production mixer
Sony DX -35 cameras

Brad Keay, vo, engineering and operations
Kevin Harkins, technical op manager
Matt Payne, sr. op. technician
Tim Hicks, broadcast techn cian
Kodam Ear, broadcast technician

Camera
Track Systems
 Smooth, quiet direct dive motorized trolley with variable

speed operation and preset positioning.

 Eliminates the cost of multiple cameras and pan/tilt heads.

 Lightweight aluminum track with in -line cable trolleys or
companion cable trac<

 Ceiling, wall or floor mounting

 Straight or curved cor figurations

TeJernetrics Inc.
CAMERA CONTROL SYSTEMS

wvvw.lelemetricsinc.com
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IBC2005 -
now even greater value

fre

fre

fre

entry to the
exhibition if you register
before 22 August

The IBC Training Zone offers hands-

on product training

=The IBC Displays Zone brings

together the state-of-the-art in

display technology

The IBC Mobile Zone showcases the

latest handheld devices, compelling

content and enabling technologies

The IBC D -Cinema shows the best

work including Hollywood films using

the latest technology

'What Caught My Eye' sessions

where experts steer you to the best

of IBC

www.ibc.org

 See state-of-the-art technology

from 1,000 suppliers

 Network with more than 40,000

key players from Europe and

120 countries

 Take part in the world's best

opinion forming conference

the world of
content
creation  management
delivery

Exhibition 9 - 13 September
Conference 8 - 12 September
RAI Amsterdam

IBC Aldwych House 81 Aldwych London WC2B 4EL United Kingdom Tel: +44 (0) 20 7611 7500 Fax: +44 (0) 20 7611 7530 Email: show@ibc.org
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Pir'' 'fits 58
The top 40 new products from this year's
show - selected by readers like you.

The 2005 Pick Hits judges:
Mark Brown, Signasys
Paul Byers, WQED-TV
Phil Cianci, Consultant
David Danto, Lehman Brothers
Ratna Kariyawasam, EAP Networks
Todd Loney, Consultant
George Maier, Orion Broadcast
Jack, McKain, Consultant
Brian Murray, Consultant
Gary Paxinos, USDTV
Steve Snyder, State Farm
Dan Stark, Stark Raving Solutions
Augusto Vallasenor, Globecomm Systems
Larry White, KOAM-TV
Bob Wyatt, KSPS-TV

Product lacknot 67_

The first batch of products from the show.
See the NAB Special Report (packaged
separately with this issue for more!

.w ing w wwww W

.62
Broadcast Engineering's writers and
consultants recap notable products and
trends from NAB.

Routing switchers

By John Luff
Cameras

By Dan Stark

Automation

By Jim Boston
Test, measurement and monitoring

By Phil Cianci

Squeeze harder

By Craig Birkmaier
Editing systems

By L.T. Martir
RF systems

By George Maier
Storage solutions push IT forward

By Michael Gotticelli
Audio products

ByTom Patric<

62

64

69

74

80

82

87

92

100
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1 Beyond 3817 HD
877-663-2396
www.lbeyond.com
This HD laptop NLE is optimized for HD editing
and delivery (including 720p and 1080i), and

features a 3 8GHz Pentium 4 processor with Hyperthreading
technology. Editors can mix HD, HDV and uncompressed SD
and DV footage simultaneously. The laptop supports Avid's
Mojo and external storage. It can output HD to its widescreen
monitor and supports 5.1 or 7.1 audio.

re c

360 Systems Image

Server 1000
818-991-0360

www.360Systems.corn
The server supports six video channels with up to 600 hours of
RAID -protected storage. It can record two MPEG-2 files
simultaneously and accepts SDI and composite video. It handles
MPEG-2 and DV file types, plus TARGA graphics with key -and -fill.
It includes a wide range of production tools and I/O standards,
including fast FTP file exchange and MXF compatibility.

AEG DR -100
866-817-9745

www.aeqbroadcast.corn
AEG's new handheld digital audio

recorder is the size of a cellular phone. It
includes a user-friendly, non-destructive

audio editor. Users can edit audio by cutting, copying and
pasting material. The internal flash memory has no moving parts

and is capable of recording up to 4.5 hours of audio material.
Files transfer remotely over RS232 and external modem or USB.

Axcera Dual -Use
724-873-8100
www.axcera.com
Dual -Use is an analog/DTV transmitter based

on the Innovator LX transmitter and the DM8
digital modulator for 8VSB. As a backup transmitter, it allows a
single Innovator LX broadband transmitter to back up both a
main analog and a main DTV transmitter, eliminating the need
for separate analog and DTV standby transmitters.

Belden CDT 10GX
800-331-0779

www.beldencdt.corn
The 10GX is an end -to -end UTP

cabling solution for 10Gb Ethernet
service. Cables rely on four pairs of

conductors with a bi-directional data rate of 2.5Gb/s per pair,
producing an equivalent to a bandwidth of 500MHz.

Camplex PRO -X C5
620-342-7743
www.camplex.corn
Camplex's new camera control unit
helps convert mini -DV camcorders

into live production cameras via a Cat -5 cable up to 1000ft.
System includes a dockable adapter with power for camcorder
and all control signals over a Cat -5 cable.

Dielectric RF Scout
800-341-9678; www.dielectric.com

The RF Scout continuously monitors transmission -line VSWR
and forward power and outputs data to remote terminals via

RS232 or Ethernet interfaces.

 6.4,8   $'   
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Edirol V-400HD
360-594-4273; www.edirol.com
This multiformat video mixer/switcher handles HD video, SD
video and SXGA computer signals. It supports up to eight inputs
of four SD plus four HD or RGB and outputs 1080i or 720p for HD

and RGB displays.

Fujinon Precision

Focus system
973-633-5600

www.fujinon.com
The Precision Focus system provides

a highly accurate focusing assist system to camera operators.
Camera operators can select size and position of the focus

area, which tracks the lens as it moves and zooms. The system
instantly brings objects into perfect focus without searching for
focus and can follow objects smoothly while maintaining focus.

Grace Distribution

PIN-MIC
323-876-7888;
www.gracedistribution.com
The PIN-MIC back plate and cable
go under clothing, and the capsule

connects to protruding pins, eliminating the need for unsightly
cables and connectors. The minature microphone comes
standard with back plate, sleeve and a case. The exterior
capsule has permanent wind mesh over it, which can be hidden
behind station logos or apparel.
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Hamlet Flexiscope
866-442-6538

www.hamlet.co.uk
The unit is a handheld HD and SD waveform

monitor/vectorscope analyzer. It provides
measurement and monitoring using patented
digital processing. It covers HD, SD and SDI

standards, plus CAV, composite, YC and DV with plug-in options.

Ikegami HDN-X10

Editcam HD
201-368-9171
www.ikegami.corn
This multiformat HD camcorder uses

2.1 megapixel CMOS sensors to capture 1080/60i, 1080/50i,
1080/24p, 720/60p or 720/50p, all as native format. By employing
a new image device and superior video processing, the
EditcamHD achieves 1000TV line of horizontal resolution, 56dB
of S/N ratio and F10 at 2000 lux sensitivity.

!DX X3-Lite
310-891-2800; www.idx.tv
The X3-Lite is an on -board camera light

using new high-powered LED technology.
The LED light provides high output with

minimum power consumption without flicker or noise. It
provides heat -free LED operation with 10,000 hour LED life.

Image Video VxV-4
416-750-8015;
www.imagevideo.con
The VxV-4 features four 4:2:2 SDI/
composite analog inputs and
selectable 16:9/4:3 aspect ratio
output. There are two versions
available: DVI output 1280x1024 aid

SDI output with composite analog monitoring. Any input may be
zoomed to full -screen resolution.

K -WILL VP21H
949-553-9701; www.kwillcorporation.com
The VP21H is a powerful double -

stimulus video quality measure-
ment and analysis system for

baseband video (HD/SD SDI). It
achieves automated, real-time measurement and analysis by

comparing the source and the tested video. Video synchronization
is done automatically, and analysis is completed at the pixel level.

LARCAN PLUS series
303-665-8000
www.larcan.com
This fully -integrated multichannel digital LPTV
transmission system is based on the LARCAN
MXD series transmitter. It is capable of
multiplexing digital signals together to provide

multiple channels from one transmitter, enabling the flexibility to
grow from one to many channels on a plug and play basis.

Leitch X75-HD/X75-SD
859-371-5533; www.leitch.con

Leitch's multiformat converter synchronizer features auto -
detection of inputs with auto -changeover and user -selectable
alarms. Infinitely flexible I/O input options for the X75 with HD
upgrade provide up-, down- and cross -conversion from up to
seven input video formats to almost any output video format.

Manfrotto FIG RIG
201-818-9500

www.bogenimaging.us
This modular camera support system smoothly
supports the DV camera and acts as a frame to

mount all accessories, including zoom
controllers, mics, mixers, lights monitors and
arms. It consists of a circular frame with a crossbar to mount

most mini DV cameras and becomes part of the body to
produce smooth, steady traveling shots.

Microwave Radio

Communications

CodeRunner 4
800-490-5700

www.mrcbroadcast.corn
The CodeRunner 4 central receiver supports a wide variety of

analog and digital configurations, including new BAS frequency
plans. All receivers are switchable from today's analog

operation to the new BAS COFCM digital transmission system.

Miranda HD -Bridge DEC
514-333-1772

www.miranda.com
Miranda's HD -Bridge DEC provides

high -quality HDV to HD -SDI 1080i/720p conversion with
embedded audio and Time Code, along with digital and analog
video/audio outputs. Its built-in crossconverter allows users to

convert between 720p and 1080i.
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Modulation Sciences

msi 4400
800-826-2603
www.modsci.com
This analyzer includes a single rack unit

controller that receives and evaluates the 8-VSB signal and
relays the data to a Windows -based PC. The front -panel
indicators show the status of alarms and confirm RF level and
signal strength. It features external connections for alarms,
LVDS, SMPTE 310M and DVB-ASI.

MOG Solutions

theScribe
+351 229 408 224

www.mog-solutions.corn
TheScribe is a full -featured MXF editor

enabling the user to create new MXF
files and update existing ones with rich metadata descriptions.
Synchronized with the audio -video essence, the files are fully

compliant with DMS-1 (SMPTE S380M).

NEOTION MPEG-4 Card
+33 4 42 98 07 70
www.neotion.com
The MPEG-4 plug -n -play card allows

broadcasters to implement MPEG-4 transmission over existing
transmission platforms. System is compatible with current
MPEG-2 receivers using DVB-CI or cable cards. The product
facilitates new service expansion of TV-over-IP providing VOD-
over-IP and other new services.

Optibase MGW 1100
800-451-5101; www.optibase.com
This integrated carrier -grade TV -streaming platform supports
encoding, transcoding and conversion of MPEG-2, MPEG-1,
MPEG-4 AVC and WMV. It supports up to 30 TV and music
channels and offers sophisticated capabilities to control and
monitor the IP/ATM video from a central SNMP-based
interface.

Panasonic AG-HVX200
201-348-5300

www.panasonic.com
The AG-HVX200 camcorder combines a progressive native 16:9

HD 3-CCD imaging system with a HD -quality Leica Dicomar wide-
angle zoom lens. It uses P2 solid-state storage of MXF files and

supports all 1080, 720 and 480 signals at 24p and 30p frame rates.

Pixelmetrix VISUALmpeg
954-472-5445

www.pixelmetrix.corn
VISUALmpeg is a product family of

analysis tools for evaluating and testing
MPEG-based advanced coding. Models
are available for MPEG-1, MPEG-2 and H.264 (MPEG-4 Part 101.
It requires only a modest PC with standard Windows software

for full and detailed analysis.

Rohde & Schwarz FSH3-TV
410-910-7988
www.rohde-schwarz.com
This TV analyzer combines the functions and
features of a complete spectrum analyzer
with those of a TV test receiver. The portable

analyzer is ideal for performing on -site measurements and
covers 100kHz to 3GHz with resolutions of 100Hz to 1MHz.

Sierra Automated

Systems Rubicon
818-840-6749;

www.sasaudio.com
The Rubicon audio console controls the

Sierra Automated Systems 32KD digital audio network for
mixing, switching, level control and effects. The frame sizes

range from four to 40 modules, and there is a full router input
select on each module.

ii1111111111110M

Serious Magic DV Rack
916-985-8000
www.seriousmagic.corn
This DV production software runs on a
PC connected to a DV camera. The DV
Rack puts 10 essential production tools
at users' fingertips, letting them

instantly preview, record, review and evaluate shots. HDV
support is available.

Sencore ATLAS
800-736-2673; www.sencore.com
The receiver is configurable to specific applications, providing
a flexible system base and powerful software package resulting
in easy system integration. It features a versatile modular
platform with local and remote signal monitoring and optional
conditional -access interface.
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Sencore VB-10 IP PROBE
800-736-2673; www.sencore.com
The VB-10 IP PROBE is a portable IP test and measurement unit
for inspecting TV multicasts as found in fiber or DSL triple -play
networks. The operator can monitor the signal quality of up to
10 TV multicasts anywhere in the network, ranging from cable
headends through to customer set -top boxes.

Shining Technology CitiDISK HDV
714-761-9598; www.shining.com
CitiDISK HDV is a powerful, lightweight, portable, high -capacity
hard drive storage platform. Complete with an internal
rechargeable battery, it connects directly to HDV/DV
camcorders and stores up to 90 minutes of DV, AVI, MOV or
M2T storage directly from the camera's FireWire port.

Sigalarm Model 410
800-589-3769

www.sigalarminc.corn
Sigalarm high -voltage detection

system can save lifes. It is designed to
protect the entire mast and antenna from touching high voltage
transmission lines. The system detects any nearby AC voltages

and sets off an alarm within the ENG vehicle. It can also
override any operator "raise" commands when AC is detected.

Sigma Electronics

Arablest
866-569-2681

www.sigmaelectronics.corn
The Arablest audio/video synchronizer system uses DATC
technology and provides automatic detection and compensa-
tion for any delays incurred between a video signal and a
corresponding audio signal in transmission environments. The
process is transparent to the video image and accurately
identifies the time relationship between the video and audio
signals and makes the needed correction.

Snell & Wilcox Kahuna
212-481-1830

www.snellwilcox.corn
This multiformat production switcher

offers SD and HD operation in the same
mainframe, with the same control panel.
New pixel -filtering technology, FormatFusion, allows integration
of any SD material into HD productions, seamlessly, without the

need for upconversion. It also allows HD material to be
incorporated into SD productions without downconversion.
Fully software upgradable, the switcher can be installed in

either SD -only or HD -only form and when required, converted
instantly, resulting in a fully multiformat SD/HD operation.

SoftNI Subtitler Suite
310-312-9558; www.softni.com
This subtitling software lets you prepare subtitling/captioning
files; encode closed captions; and burn -in subtitles using digital
and HD professional video cards, CGs and VBI CC/Teletext
encoders. The program also exports subtitling/captioning files
compatible with most DVD authoring systems, NLE editing
systems and multilingual cable/satellite transmission systems.

Telecast Rattler
508-754-4858
www.telecast-fiber.com
The Rattler is a mini HD/SDI fiber module

that makes it easy to transmit video over fiber. The module uses
BNC to ST media converters. The transmitters and receivers
measure only 2.5in x .7in x .7in. It has an 18dB optical link budget
and EO. for TX coax input and is standards compliant. Receivers
provide integral power meter. It is powered by standard USB.

Vision III Imaging V3
703-478-5270; www.inv3.com

The V3 is a parallax scanner for Angenieux
lenses. The V3 scanner uses a digital feedback
(closed loop) parallax scanning iris mechanism

that injects vivid impressions of depth into images to be
recorded on standard film or tape. Camera output is fully

compliant with standard film and video recording techniques.

Vistek V1681/1682
973-313-6416; www.vistek.co.uk
This audio/video ID generator/reader provides multiple test and
ID functions in an SDI environment. It generates both 16:9 and
4:3 test patterns, confirms lip sync, and generates stereo tone
with identifying silences that are locked to a specific visual
pattern, and has a built-in text generator.

Special Technology Award
Sony: 201-930-1000;

www.sony.com/professional
JVC: 973-317-5000;

http://pro.jvc.corn
Apple: 800-692-7753;

www.apple.com
The Pick Hits judges determined that three

companies - Apple, JVC and Sony - should
be recognized for their contribution to the

development of HDV production technology.
Specific HDV technology products include

Apple's Final Cut Pro 5.0 with native HDV, the
JVC GY HD100 24p camcorder and Sony's

HVR-Z1U camcorder with HVR-M1OU VTR.
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SATELLITE DATA SERVICE

SES Americom IPlex
solution
609-987-4000; www.ses-americom.com

Features LAN -to -LAN connectivity be-
tween a central office and numerous re-
mote sites for e-mail transfer, database ap-
plications and more; videoconferencing
between any number of designated offices,
via satellite or SES AMERICOM's terres-
trial backbone network.

DIGITAL AUTOMATION SYSTEM
MicroFirst Engineering
D.A.S.
201-651-9300; www.microfirst.com
Provides meta data management and de-
vice control through real-time automation
and management system; offers sophisti-
cated logging functionality, dynamic near
real time integration, full -functioned
graphical device control, distributed or
centralized IP control.

ASSET MANAGEMENT
ON -AIR Systems Kore
800-379-0809 www.on-air-systems.com

Application for scheduling, media asset
management and database workflow au-
tomation; part of the ingest-playout
workflow, providing a powerful set of tools
for automating labor and data intensive
tasks for program scheduling, media man-
agement and report generation.

BROADCAST AND AUDIOVISUAL
INTEGRATOR AND EQUIPMENT
SUPPLIER
Professional Communica-
tions Systems (PCS)
813-888-5353; www.pcomsys.com

Offers a host of services - from consult-
ing, design and engineering to equipment
procurement, documentation and training,
and after sales support; specializes in design,
installation, and maintaining turnkey audio
and video communication systems.

Routing switchers
BY JOHN LUFF

This year's NAB offered some in-
teresting new products from

several routing switcher manufactur-
ers. It is hard to say that anything in
this mature business is revolutionary,
but several manufacturers offered new
generations of products. Some capa-
bilities first shown last year became
deliverable, and others introduced by
a limited set of manufacturers became
more widely available. IP networking
for control has become almost a re-
quirement for major control system
products, and it became harder to find
analog routing on anyone's new prod-
uct list, with notable exceptions.

Grass Valley, formerly Thomson, and
formerly Grass Valley, has added fiber
and analog I/O to the Trinix line of
digital routing switchers. Trinix comes
in flavors as large as 512x512 in a single
frame and offers wide -band switchers
as well as I/O limited to SDTV appli-
cations. When fitted with analog in-
puts, a group of up to 16 inputs out of
32 on an input card can be analog, lim-
ited by physical space. This allows
Trinix to work in mixed analog and
digital environments without path
finding from analog matrices. Fiber
I/O is also available now.

Grass Valley is releasing the latest ver-
sion of its Encore control system with
enhanced capabilities, including the
ability to use SMS-7000 series panels
on Encore control, as well as the ability
to natively control SMS matrices. Its
Acapella line has additional offerings
and comes with a subset of Encore
(Prelude) embedded to allow control
to extend using the same panels as En-
core. Those control panels can be con-
verted from Prelude to Encore by flash
upgrade. Acapella offers up to 32x32 in
one frame and can be configured for
independent 8x8 matrices as well.

PESA held its first NAB press con-
ference in 10 years, having recently
been acquired by a private equity

group, QuStream. It
announced an analog
router with an incred-
ible 500MHz band-
width, ideal for high -
resolution display rout-
ing in command and control centers.

Also new this year were the Cheetah
64NE and 64XE frames. The 64XE is
expandable to 64x128, with the flex-
ibility to offer multiple outputs or con-
verting output cards in the matrix. It
also can offer redundant crosspoints,
which PESA calls "Watchdog," in a
64x64 format. Both of the new frames
offer HD -SDI, SDI, ASI, analog video
and AES/EBU capability. The 64NE is
1RU smaller, but is not expandable.
PESA also offers fiber I/O on these
switchers, as well as a totally photonic
router series in sizes to 24x24. That
router switches light, not electrons.

NVISION introduced two major
products. The NV5256 is a TDM ma-
chine control router with bidirectional
ports. Intriguingly, it offers the ability
to interface to both RS -422 and RS -232
control circuits and convert between
the two. In a first in machine control
routing, the 256 -port system can be ex-
panded to 512 by adding a second
frame connected using TDM Expan-
sion buss ports built into the system.

The NV7512 digital audio router of-
fers a full 512x512 synchronous audio
matrix in just 14RU. The back plane
density is achieved using high -density
coaxial connectors typically used in the
telecom industry (descriptively called
"1.0/2.3"), allowing backplane density
four times that possible with BNC
connectors.

The new switcher offers balanced and
unbalanced AES, time code, analog au-
dio and MADI format digital audio.
Four frames can be connected together
to form a 4096x4096 mono matrix in
less than two racks, assuming you could
get the wire into the floor.
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Utah Scientific showed its newest
additions to the UTAH -400 line, in-
cluding a 64 -port data router that oc-
cupies only 4RU. By connecting four
frames together over a high-speed
buss, up to a 256 -port switch can be
assembled. I/O is on RJ45 connectors.
As with a number of other manufac-
turers, UTAH now offers fiber-optic
I/O. Each card carries eight signals on
fiber, which allows considerable flex-
ibility in configuration of systems, es-
pecially larger systems. The fiber I/O
uses LC connectors.

Pro -Bel introduced the Sirius Gold
series of routing switchers. Sirius Gold
offers frame sizes to 512x512 and an

Routing technology continues to evolve as shown
by this year's introduction of optical routers as well
as several high -bandwidth IP routers targeted for
broadcast applications.

array of interface options, including, of
course, HD and SD. The newest tech-
nology touted in a paper given at NAB
by Pro-Bel's CTO, Neil Maycock, is
Sirius Fusion, which extends the I/O set
to include networked video and audio
over conventional IT networks. By
combining non -blocking conventional
routing with compressed networked
video over IT infrastructure, Sirius Fu-
sion adds interesting capabilities. One
possibility is to link distant frames to-
gether for wide area network tie line
management and path finding.

Leitch continued to expand its rout-
ing line, introducing a new line of
small routers with advanced features.

The Panacea Clean/Quiet Switch of-
fers 16 inputs with two outputs that
permit transitions between inputs
(plus six additional outputs without
transitions). Cuts, dissolves and fade
to black transitions can be done with
embedded audio undisturbed. With
a logo inserter added downstream,
some master control needs may be
solved inexpensively. The switcher is
capable of switching either HD or SD
signals. Audio transitions are a "soft
cut," eliminating disturbing pops and
clicks.

Quartz is now delivering the Xenon
routing system first shown at
NAB2004. Xenon has the unique abil-

ity to add signal pro-
cessing modules to
the frame, including
keyers and multi -
image processors.

At NAB2005, Quartz
showed a dual quad
split option, which al-
lows any input to be
shown in one quad-
rant of a combined
output. Because the
signals are SMPTE
259 -compatible, they
can be routed to con-
ventional monitors.
Also available is a
module that allows
overlays (keys) to be

done on individual outputs. Signal
processing is available on blocks of
up to eight outputs. Xenon can be de-
livered in two sizes, with 128x128 in
8RU. HD and SD are supported, as
well as AES and analog audio, analog
video, RS422 and time code. Future
Signal Processing Technology (SPT)
modules in development include
Dolby audio processing and further
features for master control lite.
Quartz also announced a deal with
Sony for distribution of its QMC
master control switchers. BE

John Luff is senior vice president of
business development at AZCAR.

PRODUCT
JACKPOT
ROUTER

Quartz Electronics Xenon
530-265-2815; www.quartzus.com

Two frame sizes available; active assemblies
are all hot swappable from the front of the
frame; power, control, cooling and refer-
ence generation are all available in dual
redundant configurations; every output
can be switched in the same TV frame..

HD AND SD ENCODER

Radyne NE4000
602-437-9620; www.radn.com

In its minimal configuration, the unit can
simultaneously encode one HD and one SD
video stream as well as up to four stereo
audio pairs; can be equipped with an ad-
vanced satellite modulator, making it ideal
for both contribution and distribution. El

WIRELESS CAMERA
TRANSMITTER
Microwave Radio
Communications Reporter
978-671-5700; www.mrcbroadcastcom

Broadcast live video to a central receiver
site up to 1093 yards away; features inte-
grated MPEG-2 encoding (4:2:2/4:2:0)
with COFDM modulation. gm

MULTIPLIERS

MITER SYS2XA45O9H and
SYS3XIL1957N
630-759-9500; www.miteq.com

Available in either carrier form or standard
SMA housing form; model SYS2XA4509H
is a doubler with 10 dBm output from
6GHz to 12GHz, for a +5 dBm input. Ei

TRANSPORT STREAM MONITOR
AND ANALYZER

Triveni Digital
Stream S cope
714-378-5841; www.trivenidigitaLcom

Enhanced version of real-time DTV trans-
port stream monitor and analyzer family;
monitors, measures, and analyzes DTV
streams and signals to ensure their integ-
rity, reliability and compliance with
MPEG-2, ATSC and SCTE standard. it
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DIGITAL MIXING CONSOLE
Studer OnAir 500 Modulo
+41 1 870 75 11; wwwstuder.ch

Consists of one or two fader modules, one
master module, the meter bridge and a 19in
electronics rack, resulting in a six -fader or
12 -fader mixing desk; is based on the same
platform as the OnAir 500 in its fixed frame
version but also offers the freedom to place
the individual modules wherever it is most
convenient for the users. in
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RECEIVER SYSTEM

Systems Wireless Venue
703-397-9249; wwwswl.com

A modular UHF design that operates with
Digital Hybrid Wireless transmitters, and
a variety of analog transmitters; the re-
ceiver uses a host assembly that includes
an antenna multi -coupler, computer com-
munications interface and mechanical
rack mounting for up to six receiver mod-
ules. El

CONSOLES FOR BROADCAST
ENVIRONMENTS
TBC Consoles intelliTrac
631-293-4068; www.tbcconsoles.com

Laterally sliding and positionable rack tur-
rets easily upgraded or relocated as equip-
ment and operational requirements
change; continuous front and rear device
tracks allow unlimited lateral positioning
of critical equipment.

PHOTOGRAPHIC, VIDEO, CINE
AND LIGHTING DISTRIBUTOR
Bogen Imaging
201-818-9500; www.bogenimaging.us

Distributor of products for the photo-
graphic, video, Cine and lighting markets;
including Manfrotto and Gitzo tripods,
heads and accessories; Avenger grip; Metz
electronic flash systems; Elinchrom studio
lighting systems.

VIDEO, AUDIO, MULTIMEDIA, AND
COMPUTER BASED PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES
Roscor
847-299-8080; www.roscorcom
Experience includes design and installation
on a turnkey basis of countless broadcast
television stations, ATSC transmission sys-
tems, commercial production facilities,
digital 601 post production facilities, cor-
porate production facilities. mi

Cameras
BY DAN STARK

This year, NAB again brought new
technologies and products to the

marketplace, as well as showed some
more mature products from technology
first introduced last year. New flavors of
HD products were certainly a hit and
caused much stir amongst attendees.

In the area of HD, HDV recording
technology is causing a considerable
amount of interest. JVC and Sony dis-
played new cameras and decks, with
several editing manufacturers show-
ing native HDV editing to help the fin-
ishing process. HDV now
offers cost-effective HD
production solutions. Al-
though highly compressed
to a 19.4Mbs MPEG-2
stream, the pictures are
quite impressive, especially
when one considers how in-
expensive many of these
new HD tools are.

The Miranda HD -Bridge
DEC received a Broadcast
EngineeringPick Hit award.
The device provides high -
quality HDV to HD -SDI
1080i/720p conversion with
embedded audio and time code along
with digital and analog audio and
video outputs. Dual HD -SDI outputs
are provided, one clean feed and one
with time code and graticlue markers.

A similar converter, the ASI-Bridge,
is a camera -mounted HDV-to -ASI
converter. It accepts HDV via an ILink
connection and converts it to standard
MPEG-2/ASI. This makes it ideal for
HDV news applications.

JVC introduced the first HDV prod-
ucts last year, and this year it introduced
the GY-HD100U. Based on three
newly -developed 1/3in CCDs, the cam-
era operates in 1280x720 progressive
at 24fps and 30fps and 480 24p and 60i
SD image formats. The GY-HD100U
is the only HDV camera to currently
support interchangeable lenses. It

comes standard with a
Fujinon 16x ProHD
lens, but a 13x wide-
angle lens also is avail-
able. The camera offers
two XLR inputs and a
small footprint while still offering a
shoulder -style mount. The camera
records to standard DV tapes using the
MPEG-2 HDV codec developed by JVC
and Sony. It also has an optional
DR-HD100 hard disc -based recorder.
Deliveries are scheduled for July.

HDV recording technology was a huge hit at
NAB2005. Miranda, JVC and Sony were three big
players that introduced new HDV products.

JVC also displayed the GY-DV5100U
SD professional DV camcorder. An
upgraded version of the existing
GY-DV5000U, the camera has im-
proved 12 -bit A/D with 24 -bit digital
signal processing. The camera is based
on three 1/tin 410,000 pixel 4:3 na-
tive CCDs. It offers 16:9 images via an-
amorphic squeeze or letterbox.

Sony displayed the HVR-Z1U HDV
camcorder. The camera is based on
three newly developed 1/3in 16:9 Su-
per HAD CCD imagers operating at
1080i in 50i/60i/30F/25F/24F and can
also record in SD. Recording is
achieved with the onboard recorder
using DVCam or DV tape. The
camcorder comes equipped with a
Carl Zeiss 12x lens with auto or
manual control of focus and iris, a
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your show matters

KC ET Los Angeles

KLRU Austin
KQED San Francisco

MPTV Milwaukee

NETC Lincoln
WEDU Tampa

WIPR San Juan

WMHT Schenectady

We test drove multiple digital audio consoles

but the Euphonix Max Air console outperformed

them all in regard to intuitiveness and va:ue.
It is truly a great console - easy to use and

very well priced for the quality.

Lee Young - Director of Engineering, KQED

PBS is among the many TV stations and groups that have selected

Euphonix to meet their broadcast audio needs. Euphonix is totally

committed to providing the most effective and reliable audio

mixing solutions for on -air and live -to -tape applications. We will

do whatever it takes to get you on -air and keep you on -air with

support, training, and technical expertise that is second to none.

The System 5 and Max Air models can be tailored to exactly meet

your current and future production needs with a simple upgrade

path and comprehensive features including surround, full integration

with your facility router, automation connectiviity to external GPIs,

and a modular I/O system. Most importantly, the consoles are easy

to learn and operate in a fast paced on -air environment.

Be Sure
euphoni x.com
(5)2005 Euphonix, Inc. All rights reserved  220 Portage Avenue  Palo Alto, CA 94306  Phone: (650) 855-0400  Fax (650) 855-0410 1



PRODUCT
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AES AUDIO EMBEDDER/
DISEMBEDDER

AJA HDIOAM
530-274-2048; www.oja.corn

Is dual rate, with eight channels AES I/O;
disembedder provides four AES outputs;
embedder is user -selectable, on a channel
pair basis, to either pass SDI input audio
or to embed input..

3.5in LCD display, balanced XLR au-
dio input and a variety of analog out-
puts, as well as iLink. The camera has
been available for delivery for a few
months now and has received good
reviews from users.

Sony also displayed the HDC-X310

Clearly Different...
High Resolution Meets Easy Installation.

Introducing Brilliance RGB
Banana Peel' Hi-res Component
Video Cables From Belden.

The unique patented design of Belden's
hi-res RGB video cables eliminates the need
for an overall jacket, simplifying installation
and saving you time and money.

Belden Brilliance Mini Hi-res Component
Video cables offer true 75 ohm high -frequency

performance, making them ideal for demanding

applications such as high resolution VGA on

large screens, HDTV, Hi-res CAD, animation,

editing and special effects. And now, to
meet the needs of the installer, they are
offered in Belden's unique Banana Peel
composite configuration.

BRILLIANCE

With no outer jacket, each individual cable
is easy to identify - just peel them off the
center spline and terminate! The elimination
of the outer jacket also increases the cable's
flexibility and allows the use of a smaller
size conduit.

But don't trust us, see it for yourself.
Get a FREE product sample and complete
technical information today!

For more information, call:
Belden CDT Electronics Division
1-800-BELDEN-4.

Or, go to Belden's Web site at:
www.belden.com

Belden CDT

7005 ,/ 011.

camera. An upgraded model of the
HDC-X300, the camera offers an op-
tional fiber-optic interface that enables
cable runs of up to 3300ft. Based on
three 1/2in 1.5 megapixel CCDs, it of-
fers 59.94i, 50i, 29.97psf, 25psf and
23.976 frame rates at 1080. Low-cost
interface boards include a fiber-optic
interface, VGA interfaces, CCU and
RCU units.

The HDC-1000, 1500 and 1550 cam-
era line offer 1080@60p images, an-
swering the requirements for trucks
to support both 1080 and 720 custom-
ers. All three cameras have 14 -bit A -D
and can connect to the HDCU-1000
CCU system through existing infra-
structures.

In the area of SD, Sony introduced
the MSW-970 MPEG IMX and DVW-
970 Digital Betacam camcorders offer-
ing 24p images. Both cameras share
2/3in Power HAD EX CCDs and
14 -bit A/D. In DVCam, the DSR-400
4:3 -only and DSR-450WS 4:3/16:9
switchable cameras were introduced.
Based on 2/3in Power HAD EX CCDs,
both units offer 24PsF/25PsF (PAL
model)/30PsF and 60i images.

Panasonic made a big splash with a
small product - the AG-HVX200. The
camera offers 1080/60i, 1080/24p, 1080/
30p, 720/60p, 720/24p, 720/30p, 480/60i,
480/24p and 480/30p HD and SD im-
ages. The unit comes standard with a
Mini -DV tape recorder and allocations
for two P2 cards. SD images are recorded
on Mini -DV tape or P2, and HD im-
ages using the DVCProHD100 codec are
recorded on P2 cards. The camera is
based on three 113in 16:9 progressive
native CCDs and a wide-angle Leica
Dicomar HD lens, with two XLR audio
inputs. The unit has an IEEE 1394 digi-
tal interface as well as analog I/O. Two
8 -Gig P2 cards provide 40 minutes of
720/24p recording and 16 minutes of
1080/24p recording.
The AJ-HDX400 is based on

DVCPRO HD -LP (1080/59.94i), with
three 2/3in CCDs with 12 -bit A/D
processing. The camera offers cine-
like gamma curves and standard
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HD -SDI output and built-in SD
(NTSC) composite outputs.

SD cameras included the AW-E860
box camera with native 16:9 three
2/3in CCDs. It is switchable 4:3/16:9,
has 12 -bit A/D, with 510,000 pixels.
The AJ-SPC700 DVCPRO P2
camcorder offers P2 recording cards
at either DVCPro/DV 25 or
DVCPro50 data rates. The camera is
based on three 2/3in IT CCDs offer-
ing 520,000 pixels.

Hitachi introduced a low-cost HD
camera in both 1080i and 720p ver-
sions, the SK3010P. Featuring new
2/3in IT CCDs with 2,200,000 pixels,
the cameras offer a digital fiber trans-
mission system with 3000m capacity.
Separate HD and SD setup controls
for numerous functions facilitate
higher quality output of both formats.

In SD cameras, Hitachi showed the
SK -900 with 14 -bit A/D, and three
2/3in mega -pixel CCDs. Switchable
between 4:3 or 16:9, the camera also
features DSP that allows up to 38 -bit
accuracy. The Z-3500 is a 4:3 only
camera with 410,000 pixel IT CCDs.
The camera offers triax or multicore
CCUs and offers a cost-effective ENG/
EFP studio configured version.

Grass Valley added the LDK400 SD
camera to its line, an upgrade of the
LDK-300 with 14 -bit A -D and a choice
of DPM, FT, IT or ITW sensors. The
optional LDK 5430 digital triax adapter
also was shown. In HD cameras, the
LDK-4000 was added to the line. It is
essentially a lower -cost LDK-6000 that
is either 1080i 50/60 or 720p 50/60 but
not switchable.

Also added to the line was the Venom
Flash pack solid-state recorder. Con-
necting to the Viper camera, it offers
10 minutes of 4:4:4 recording. ARRI
also announced that the Venom would
be interfaced to its D-20 camera.

Ikegami introduced Editcam HD
capabilities using the Avid DNxHD
codec at 140Mb/s 1080/60i, 1080/24p
and 720/60p recording with a new
FieldPak2 hard disc or solid-state re-
cording pack. Numerous enhance-

ments and maturity of technology in-
troduced at last year's NAB were
shown in its camera line. This in-
cluded the HDK-75EX ENG/EFP,
HDK-790E full studio and the com-
pact HD box -style HDL-40 cameras.

Iconix showed a micro three-CCD

Scopus Network
Technologies UE-9000
609-987-8090; www.scopus.net

Allows users to deploy existing MPEG-2
video compression technologies while pro-
viding a migration path to advanced com-
pression schemes such as AVC and VC -1
encoding in both SD and HD formats .

Everything looks better in 16:9.
Introducing the ERG HDM-EV85 portable HD monitor, designed specifically
for the Sony HVR-Z1U High Definition Camcorder. With a 16:9 aspect ratio
and an underscanned image, this monitor allows you to see exactly
what the camera sees. So you can frame a picture -perfect shot.
www.erg-ventures.com, contact@erg-ventures.com
US: +1-949-263-1630,Japan: +81-3-3760-8161

Photo courtesy of Sony Corporation

CRC HD Monitors
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ANALOG AUDIO CABLES
Belden plenum cable
847-590-1110; www.belden.com

Plenum versions of the 9451 and 9451D
analog audio cables; designed for line -level
audio connections, audio distribution
equipment and studio wiring with room -
to -room and plenum versions. um

FLUID HEAD

Sachtler DV II
516-867-4900; www.sachtlercom
For use with MiniDV camcorders; easy to
operate, lightweight, and automatically cre-
ate clean pictures; weighs 4.71b; payload is
0.8kg to 3.6 kg /1.81b to 7.91b.

FIBER VIDEO TRANSPORT
SOLUTION
Vyvx MPEG-2 compressed
fiber video
918-547-2660; www.wilteLcom/vyvx/

Expands the reach of the MPEG-2 Com-
pressed video network by enabling com-
pressed signals to originate or terminate at
any Vyvx TSC that offers 45Mb/s fiber
video transport service.

HD camera offering three 1/3in pro-
gressive CCDs with 720p/1 0 80i/
1080p capabilities. The camera head
measures 1.32in x 1.5in x 1.9 2in. The
controller unit offers tri-level genlock
input with analog and
digital outputs, including
dual -link in 4:4:4 and
4:2:2, as well as DVI-D.
Canon brought the

XL -2 this year, an up-
grade of the familiar XL -
1 footprint. The camera
offers 16:9 and 4:3 aspect
ratio shooting formats,
variable frame rates and
customizable cine look
functions from three
1/3in 680,000 progressive
scan CCDs.

Autoscript released its
Go -Prompt 12 teleprompter. It pro-
vides a high brightness display but also
incorporates a wireless control that al-
lows the user to select the files to be
displayed and control the scrolling
speed within the prompter. Go -
Prompt 12 accepts Word, RTF and text
files. Multiple languages are supported
through Unicode, and it runs either
on 12VDC or 11 0-240VAC. The
prompter provides a video output for

a second prompter and has the option
of adding the Autoscript 3in preview
screen.

This year's show did highlight some
maturity in existing and new SD and

Advances in SD and HD cameras and technol-
ogy brought many new products to NAB2005.

HD cameras and technology. The
highlight for a lot of attendees was
HDV and its implementation of low-
cost HD production. While the tools
are capable of unprecedented quality
for the investment, it still takes the
broadcast professional to harness the
capabilities for success. BE

Dan Stark is president of Stark Raving
Solutions.

Caring for your
signal transport needs

ROUTING  SIGNAL TRANSPORT AND PROCESSING
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Automation
BY JIM BOSTON

Automation at this year's NAB mirrored the evolu-
tionary changes that are taking place in the broad-

cast industry. As workflows inside a television facility change
in response to new emerging business
plans, automation is evolving to ac-
commodate new directions that are
taking shape. Automation took on
centralcasting a few years ago; now
monitoring and control technology
are catching up.

What was big at this show was the
explosion of asset management soft-
ware that now spans programs from
inception to delivery to the viewer.

Centralcasting technology
While geared towards the digital mes-

saging/signage market, Leightronix's
NEXUS might provide another ap-
proach to centralcasting. The NEXUS
provides multichannel digital video
playback and recording, digital messag-
ing/signage, DVD/VCR machine con-
trol, and video/audio signal routing.
The NEXUS operates as a standalone
device and is managed via a network
using provided WinNEXUS software.

Ingest
Crispin showed Catch Server Acqui-

sition, which has third -party interfaces
to content delivery systems, such as
FastChannel, DG Systems and Media
DVX. It also has developed, and is cur-
rently testing, an interface to PathFire.
In addition, Crispin is talking to po-
tential customers about Multi-IP, which
allows personnel within a facility to take
instant control over on -air operations
of channels or streams. This allows one
release center, whether in the same fa-
cility or at a remote location, to take
over for another center.

Sundance also is offering ingest
management via its Digital Delivery
Management System (DDMS).
DDMS integrates with PathFire and
MassTech's MMB to move content
from the various cache servers in a

BROADCAST POWER MONITORS
Bird Electronic BPM-E
Series
866-695-4569 www.bird-electronic.com

Integration of forward and reflected elements
into the RF Detection/Control Circuit yields
added stability and greater dynamic range;
Ethernet and RS -232 enabled. im

The Unique
Azden 1000
Integrated
UHF
Receiver Gold Mount 1000URX/AB

Whetter you use the Anton -Bauer® Gold Mount®
or a V -Mount battery, there's an Azden 1000 that's
been designed to snap right onto your battery,
and to give you maximum performance with no
additional batteries needed in the receiver. Using
the latest production techniques and the highest
quality components, we've made a bullet-proof
receiver which is ideal for broadcast cameras.

121 UHF channels (723-735MHz) user -selectable, with LCD readout
 True diversity system with 2 complete front -ends and high -gain antennas
 Proprietary DLC (Diversity Logic Control) circuitry for reduced dropouts
 State-of-the-art dielectric filters throughout, for improved image rejection
and superior diversity isolation  High 5th order filters for improved S/N
ratio  Multi -function LCD shows channel number and frequency, battery
info, AF level, and diversity operation  Ultra small, lightweight, switchable,
Earphone -out w/level control

Note: Order cables
specifically for your camera
and battery configuration.

IDX "V" Mount
100OUDXNM

Bodypack transmitter (1000BT) with
reduced current -drain for improved battery
life, is available with Azden EX -503H,
Sony ECM -44H.

Plug-in XLR transmitter
(1000XT) works with
dynamic mics.

P.O. Box 10, Franklin Square, NY 11010  (516) 328-7500  FAX: (516) 328-7506

E -Mail: azdenus@azdencorp.com Web site: www.azdencorp.com
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SD/HD MPEG-2 ENCODER
Snell & Wilcox MEMPHIS
818-556-2616; www.snellwilcox.com

Based on the company's Ph.0 phase cor-
relation motion estimation and Prefix
compression preprocessing; seamlessly in-
tegrates into existing environments; accepts
both SD and HD 1080/720 formats, un-
compressed PCM, MP1L2, Dolby E and
AC -3 audio.

SHORT HOP ATMOSPHERIC FIBER
TRANSPORT
Telecast Fiber Systems
Kermit
508-754-4858; www.telecast-fibercom

Augments fiber-optic runs and provides
signal connectivity where running fiber
cable is impractical or impossible; plug in
virtually any Telecast product, and Kermit
launches its signal through the air, up to a
half kilometer away.

MODULAR ROUTER
800-420-5909;
www.network-electronics.com
N etwork Electronics VikinX
Consists of the 128x128 AES router and the
64x64 analogue audio router; features dual,
hot swappable and load sharing power sup-
plies; supports dual and redundant system
control and monitoring tools.

TRANSMITTER
B roadcast Microwave
Carry -Coder II
800-669-9667; www.bms-inc.com

A portable module for video cameras; per-
forms wireless digital transmission of
video, audio, and user defined private data;
can be used in a backpack configuration
or plugged directly to the back of most pro-
fessional video cameras.

BROADCAST DELAY

Accom AirClean
650-328-3818; www.accom.com

SD/HD digital video/audio delay system;
built-in defocus engine; dual -operator
screening for extra security, two models
provide up to 11 seconds of delay in HD
and up to 60 seconds of delay in SD. r]

station to the transmission video
server.

At Telestream, the focus was on
workflow. First on the company's list
was the product Launch. The soft-
ware -based DNG system for Windows
and Macs lets journalists drag and
drop media files to a desktop icon for
flipping and transmission from the
field back to the station over Internet
connections. Telestream also showed
the Flip4Mac MXF input product. Its
MXF capability allows it to take files
from Sony XDCAM and eVTRs and
send them to Apple's FCP Pro HD.

Media asset management
As mentioned earlier, this was the

hot area in the automation arena. Har-
ris offered its H -Class platform, which
provides broadcasters and content
providers a means to integrate
disparate processes into a
single, modular system that
handles content management
and delivery enter-
prise -wide, from cre-
ation to consumption.
H -Class is geared towards serving the
"audience of one" by managing the de-
livery of media across multiple net-
works, channels, formats and devices.
This provides for more targeted pro-
gramming and advertising possibili-
ties. The joint automation -ingest plat-
form solution enables customers to
automatically process content for de-
livery in multiple formats for a range
of customer devices

Blue Line Technology introduced its
BlueSuite automated media manage-
ment software. BlueSuite is a single
software structure, and from that foun-
dation, all applications operate as one
suite of software. BlueSuite is billed as
an Enterprise software package.

Crispin's NewsArchive enables a news
department to store, catalog and later
locate and retrieve news stories previ-
ously aired from a video server. In ad-
dition to clip storage, NewsArchive or-
ganizes and manages video content so
that operators can find what they need

MN=

on the fly.
Although Sundance showed Seeker

last year as a media asset management
application, it has been reconfigured to
provide three functions in one: asset
management, media management and
project management. The media man-
agement portion allows you to move
content between various devices, using
a transcode engine if needed. The
project management engine allows
operators to create tasks and subtasks,
assign them to individuals or groups
(i.e. editors) and track their status. Us-
ers can create alerts, move the assign-
ment of tasks to others, create workflow
rules, etc. The integration of these three
functions results in an extremely inter-
esting product.

Pro-Bel's Morpheus Media Manage-
ment runs behind automation to en -

Media asset management

was the hot area in the

automation arena.

sure all media is accounted for and
ready for playback when needed. The
system works with the Morpheus au-
tomation platform, allowing the media
to be accounted for and present for
scheduled playback. Many applications
are included in order to manage play-
back, recording, transfer and archive.

NVERZION's Xpansion software
has the power to catalog, search and
retrieve massive amounts of data,
which allows you to combine existing
data acquisition tools, data archive
equipment and search mechanisms to
create a single, open system, while still
being able to quickly and efficiently
manage your assets locally or through-
out your whole system. Xpansion soft-
ware can be accessed globally using
existing Internet tools such as simple
search engines and Web browsers.

OmniBus demonstrated its Content
Management and Workflow systems,
which provide an integrated, task -
based solution that it claims unlocks
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www.sony.com/imready SONY

Th e newnew Vegas+DVD Product on Suite - which inc udes Vegas 6, GbD Architect' 3 and
a Dolby Digital Professional AC -3 Encoder - provides advanced solu-ions for today's
demanding workflows, and new technology for tomorrow's HD preduction.

Whether you're editing independent films, documentaries, events op feature productions,
Sony Vegas 6 software provides a next -generation video and and o platform for working
with DV, SD or HD content.

An industry standard, Vegas 6 software now includes: comprehensive HDV support;
SD/HD SDI capture, editing and export using Blackmagicdesign's D-2:kLink' boards;

enhanced multi -processor support; next -generation DVINGA ext-?.rral monitoring;
project nesting; AAF import/export; VST effects; broadcast WAV suit ort and superior
framerate conversions. DVD Arhitect 3 software now features du 3l -layer authoring
and burning; mastering to DLT, DDP, CMF; CSS and vlacrovision® enr.-yption tools;

Photoshop® (PSD) layer support; multi -angle select on and more. The Vegas+DVD

Production Suite also includes: Boris Grafitti Ltd, Boris FX Ltd for Veaz s, and Magic Bullet

Movie Looks HD50.

Functionality for today and torr orrow.The Vegas+DVD Production Site -
It's ready when you are.

For a free demo or to learn more: www.sony.com/imready

ver+tio°

-11.T11

-
loirmirW

Sony HVR-Z I U Professbnal Camcorder stown
with optional ECM -678 shotgun microp,one

like.no.other"



CAMERA SUPPORT SYSTEM
Anton Bauer STASIS
800-422-3473; www.antonbauercom

A lightweight shoulder mount; redirects
the geometry of a mini -DV camera to make
use of the body as a stable support plat-
form; the body support system improves
both the ergonomics and performance of
a professional min -DV handheld. mi

the value of video content. The
OmniBus Content Management and
Workflow systems integrate the
searching, viewing and moving of
video content into a desktop applica-
tion.

WANT TO TALK ROUTING?...

Talk to the
experts

Pro -Bel has long been associated with the most reliable routing switchers in the
industry. Twenty eight years of experience has ensured we know all there is to
know about routing.

Our huge range incorporates every signal format and size from 8 x 1 on a DA -style
card, to over 2000 x 2000 HD with our Sirius family.

We also understand the importance of router control and have developed intuitive
PC and hardware based platforms with unrivalled capabilities. Total flexibility is
provided by a variety of pushbutton, keypad, LCD and software -based panels,
including a web -based interface for remote access.

Whatever your routing requirement, Pro -Bel has the product and the
experience you can rely on.

www.pro-bel.com

Master Control Signal Management Autometim

4,0O if!)
Fr;ro

Playout/release
Although Sundance's FastBreak has

been around in various forms since
1994, FastBreak NXT is a complete
rewrite of the interface and uses a
number of components from the
company's flagship Titan system. It is
designed for playout control of one
to four channels, while Titan is tar-
geting at the larger channel count fa-
cilities, or for the groups who want
to do distributed centralcasting.
Pro -Bel announced that the

Morpheus was released at the begin-
ning of this year. The Morpheus is
scalable up from a single channel to
limitless multichannel operations,
with built-in flexibility and ease of
use. Features include unlimited sec-
ondary event scheduling; Opt out,
which allows zoned playback of com-
mercials or other programming; and
Media Ball, which is a grouping of
scheduled events contained in an
icon form and can be dragged into a
schedule, allowing the operator to
schedule an entire group of events as
a single event.

At the show, Optimal Solutions Inc
(OSi) highlighted its work with the
60 Sinclair stations. In the fall of 2004,
the company embarked upon the
largest traffic conversion in history,
moving some 60 Sinclair broadcast
TV stations to an integrated, central-
ized traffic system. With more than
half of the stations already converted,
the remaining 17 stations are sched-
uled to be completed by later this
year.

The bottom line
While IT has been the foundation for

the front office side of broadcasting,
the technology is now becoming en-
trenched in the hardware playout layer
as well. The delineation between soft-
ware systems will continue to evolve
and automation systems must be ro-
bust enough to play in an ever-chang-
ing landscape. BE

Jim Boston is a West Coast consultant.
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When the broadcast industry

needs rack sysfems... we deliver.

We understand the unique challenges
faced by broadcast engineers and
integrators, and offer engineered 54 spaces for
equipment mounting solutions to maximum

satisfy those requirements. For the
equipment density

past 25 years, when rack systems
were needed in broadcast facilities,
Middle Atlantic Products has been
there with the most comprehensive line
of racks and accessories available.

The Middle Atlantic Products difference:

Custom configurations...
the way you want it.

On time shipping...
there when you need it

Specify with confidence...
UL Listed, Seismic Certified standard.

VMRK Series

111)

opti-nized for
effective

cable management s
11141 11111111bh

Learn how we solved the racking needs of CNN, the Home Shopping Network,
the Discovery Channel and more at middleatlantic.com/broadcast3.htm

MRK Series

CC) US

LISTED

VRK Series

Middle Atlantic Products. Inc.

architectural

NTEGRATED

cablethermal power

Engineered Mounting Solutions Since 1979

800-266-7225 I middleatlantic.com

SOLUTIONS



PATCHING SYSTEM

ADC Telecom UniPatch
800-366-3891; wwwadc.com

Modular patching system with universal
chassis; combines full Audio Engineering
Society compliance, a highly durable RS -422
patching interface, and a modular design. n

VIDEO -ON -DEMAND
DESCRIPTION SOFTWARE
Anystream Agility VOD
703-450-7030; www.anystream.com

Enterprise -level description; allows content
producers to serve VOD outlets; designed in
response to demand from broadcast custom-
ers for a way to create and deliver content to
burgeoning video -on -demand outlets
affordably as opposed to outsourcing. n

UHF DIGITAL AND ANALOG
TRANSMITTER

Axcera Innovator HX
800-215-2614; www.axcera.com

Based on the advanced design of the In-
novator HX VHF transmitter; high -power
solid-state UHF transmitter; features
broadband amplifiers and combiners,
high -gain power modules and hot
swappable amplifiers. .1

DIGITAL KLYSTRODE IOT
CPI/Eimac K2
650-594-4089; www.cpii.com

For use in digital UHF television service
in the output stage of DTV transmitters;
suitable for use with 8VSB and COFDM
modulation schemes; have a magnetically
focused electron beam that is density -
bunched by an RF cavity -driven grid. n

TRANSMITTER
E2V 10Ts
914-592-6050; www.e2v.com

For high power analog and digital UHF TV
transmitters; include low power plug-in
types, higher power plug-in and build-up
types, and a range of high efficiency water
cooled energy -saving -collector IOTs
(ESCIOTs). n

Test, measurement
and monitoring
PHIL CIANCI

With the transition to digital in-
frastructures reaching critical

mass in the last year, test, measurement
and monitoring (TM&M) equipment
manufacturers are now forced to ad-
dress the marriage of broadcast and IT
technologies. Somewhere in the neigh-
borhood of 85 percent of all broadcast
equipment now has an RJ 45 LAN con-
nector. This presents an opportunity
for TM&M equipment to capture and
present at any instant a report on the
health of the infrastructure.

New and improved
Perennial heavy hitters weighed in with

either new equipment models or en-
hanced features to existing product lines.
Tektronix's new MTS4EA elemen-

tary stream analysis system can evalu-
ate and compare H.264/AVC, VC1
and MEPG-2 codecs. The MTM400
MPEG transport stream monitor
has added RF network interfaces for
COFDM, 8-VSB, QAM-B
and 8PSK. Motorola's
Digcipher II is now sup-
ported. Digital program in-
sertion, SCTE-35 and bit -
stream compliance can be
verified to help insure that
down stream automation
equipment can insert com-
mercial messages. The
WVR7100 and WVR6100
waveform rasterizer series
now both support Dolby E
and AC -3 with Lissajous
and Surround displays.

Statmon Technologies highlighted
its IP-networked based remote control
and monitoring systems. At the booth
was the EIF-32, a standalone remote
control and monitoring interface.
With a built-in CPU, it provides auto-
mated monitoring and control of re-

mote equipment. The
1RU package can
monitor and control
transmitters and other
remote devices on up
to 192 channels through Neuro, a soft-
ware -based engine and database.

Also shown was the UIF-32 moni-
toring interface. It provides a cost-ef-
fective way to connect a wide range of
devices via serial, TCP, WAN, LAN or
the Internet. It relays in real-time in-
formation on remote sensors and
comes with built-in temperature, hu-
midity and mains voltage monitors.

Videotek continues to expand its of-
ferings with the introduction of the
VTM series of HD and SD monitors.
Units offer combinations of measuring
and display of picture, eye pattern,
gamut, jitter, timing, data word, closed
captions and other performance data.
The VTM-950HD combines all of these
features in a single unit with an inte-

id* ..4111

The Snell and Wilcox booth was highlighted with
the introduction of its new all -digital SD/HD pro-
duction switcher, the Kahuna.

gral XGA TFT color LCD display. If you
want a flexible, multi -image picture and
waveform display, check it out.

Pixelmetrix announced Consolida-
torPlus, an SNMP-enabled multi
DVStation management application.
By collecting measurements, telemetry
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Outstanding in the field.

Outstanding TV measurement performance is finally
available in a compact, portable package.

The unique new R&S®FSH3-TV gives you all

the functionality you need for demanding TV

broadcast and cable TV system field service

measurements. It's compact, portable, and

battery -powered, and works in almost

any lighting conditions.

The R&S®FSH3-TV is a combination spectrum

analyzer and full -featured TV measurement

demodulator. It comes with TV measurement

software, pre -amplifier, and tracking generator.

It weighs just 6 pounds, and is tough enough

for the demands of daily use. It's outstanding

in the field.

The R&S®FSH3-TV gives you everything you

need in the field, at a very reasonable price:

- Spectrum analysis to 3 GHz

- Digital TV measurement demodulator

- Battery -powered field portability

It supports analog and digital broadcast

and digital cable standards used

throughout the world.

Find out more - go online or call us.

ROHDE&SCHWARZ
Rohde & Scnwarz, Inc

1-888-837-8772  www.rohde-schwarz com/USA



HD/SD CROSS CONVERTER
Ensemble Designs 7900
series
530-478-1830;
www.ensemblesdesigns.com
Provides HD up/down/cross conversion, 8 -
channel audio option with channel shuf-
fling and audio mixing; supports multi -
formats; accepts software upgrades for sig-
nal monitoring and alarms. D

PRODUCTION SWITCHER
Echolab Novaidenity4
978-262-0063; www.echolab.com
Compact design; includes six keyers, five
pattern generators, two 2-D DVEs with ro-
tation; 16 SDI inputs 16 SDI outputs; two
matt generators, two DVE border genera-
tors; frame buffer with alpha channel. n

LCD MONITOR
ERG HDM-EV85
949-263-1630; www.erg-ventures.com

Designed specifically for the Sony HVR-
Z1U HD camcorder; the active LCD area
has a 1024x768 resolution; displays 16.77
million colors by having eight bits per RGB;
has HD analog video input terminal. D

IP VIDEO GATEWAY

TANDBERG MA5400
678-812-6300; www.tandbergtv.com
Provides multiple ASI I/O; supports a Gig
network interface and PRO-MPEG stan-
dards; XML and Web browser interfaces with
dynamic network interface monitoring. D

CROSS CONVERTER
Evertz 7710XC converters
905-335-3700; www.evertz.com

Available in four versions to convert be-
tween SD and HD formats; accepts embed-
ded audio, re -embeds the audio on output
along with appropriate delay; handles
closed captions and time code. n

and alarms from a network of
DVStations, monitoring can be ac-
complished from a centralized loca-
tion. The graphical interface displays
network maps and diagrams of equip-
ment rack layouts.

The Leader FS3019 signal monitor-
ing system allows the performance of
remote HD -SDI and SD -SDI equip-
ment to be checked via an Internet
connection. Up to 50 Leader LV5700,
LV5700A and LV5750 multistandard
SDI monitors and LT292 SDI line
analyzers can be connected to an
FS3019-equipped PC, enabling local
or remote studio installations to be
monitored continuously on a single
display screen.

Jien Shen of Triveni presented a talk
about extending DVB TS priority test-

TM&M to go
Rohde & Schwarz introduced the

portable FSH3-TV spectrum analyzer/
TV test receiver. It features spectrum
analysis up to 3GHz. Equipped with a
TV board, a preamplifier and a track-
ing generator, it supports TV stan-
dards NTSC and M/PAL, and can be
upgraded for DVB-C, J.83/B or ATSC/
8VSB. The battery -powered analyzer
can store up to 100 measurement re-
sults and settings in memory and can
transfer them by a USB interface to a
PC for further evaluation.

Hand-held measuring of HD and
SD -SDI video and embedded audio
can be accomplished using Hamlet's
FlexiScope, another Pick Hits award
winner. A 3.5in diagonal TFT display
shows a picture in 4:3 or 16:9 formats,

The idea of extending DVB TS priority testing to
ATSC is to determine if an error is fatal.

ing to ATSC. The idea is to determine
if an error is fatal and number -one
priority. If so, the stream can't be
decoded. Second, it can determine
where quality may be affected or
where it could result in an omission
of screen information such as a letter
in closed captioning. Products such as
StreamScope MT30 can be configured
according to this methodology.

DNF Controls has introduced data log-
ging capabilities for The Analyst RS422/
RS232 tester. Serial communication can
be captured and logged for review and
analysis, assisting in isolating and identi-
fying communication problems.

The K -WILL VP21H baseband video
analyzer is a Pick Hits award winner.
The unit has SDI and HD -SDI inputs
for double stimulus analysis of two
video inputs in real time. This enables
automated measurement and compari-
son of encoded vs. decoded signals in
real time. It meets the requirements of
1.144, the ITU-ratified standards rec-
ommendation on objective perceptual
video quality measurement techniques.

while audio can be monitored on the
internal speaker or via headphones.
Digital cursors enable timing and
level measurements. Error monitor-
ing includes EDH, color gamut and
stuck bit detection. Vidscope-VX, a
video waveform, vector and audio
monitoring software application, also
made its debut.
Announced at last year's NAB, and

now ready for shipment, Wohler's
Penpal-HD test signal generator has
32 video test patterns in 18 HD stan-
dards, each of which can be combined
with different audio tone settings. Its
capabilities include three moving test
patterns and four stereo pairs of AES
audio embedded in the HD -SDI sig-
nal. The tool measures 6in long and
weighs less than 6oz. It can be pow-
ered using a 3V power adapter.

Media network TM&M
IneoQuest Technologies, a well-

known manufacturer of network test
and monitoring equipment, was one
of a growing number of IT companies
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High -Performance Products
for Digital Broadcasting

Ethernet and Fiber Infrastructure
As non-linear editing systems and video stor-

age servers expand in your facility, so does
the need for high-performance Ethernet

and fiber infrastructure products.

Broadcasters depend on their systems to
work flawlessly all day every day, and
cannot afford to lose valuable time
because of "network problems." ADC
knows how to apply Ethernet and fiber
in broadcast networks better than any-
one. In fact, ADC's Cat 6 Ethernet jacks
were the first products on the market
to be independently certified for Cat 6
performance.

Our decades of manufacturing and sys-
tems integration experience are
reflected in the quality and unique
designs of our products. Whether it is
AES audio, digital video, HD, R5422,
Cat 5E/Cat 6, multi -mode or single
mode `fiber, ADC has the leading prod-
ucts to meet your needs.

gnIPMelin001011=
111.111011MI.
1mm

Cat 6 24 -Port Patch Panel
ADC's patented left angle/right angle
termination design relieves cable tension.

Call today for fast delivery!

For a free copy of ADC's 13th edition broadcast product catalog,
call 1.800.366.3891 ext. 20000. Or visit adc.com/broadcast.



PRODUCTION SWITCHER
Grass Valley XtenDD HD
800-547-8949; www.grassvalley.corn

Supports both HD and simulcast opera-
tions; handles up to four mix/effects chan-
nels in a 12RU package or up a 2 M/E ver-
sion in a 7RU configuration; sophisticated
digital effects.

FIBER OPTIC CABLE CHECKER

Canare FCT-FCKT
818-365-2446; www.canare.com

Simplifies use and maintenance of fiber
cable; measures optical signal, power level;
detects broken electrical lines; auto power
off to conserve battery life; zero -calibra-
tion; complete with measuring unit and
loop -back unit.

present at NAB2005. By combining
IQMediaStim, a video-over-IP signal
source generator, with IQMedia Ana-
lyzer, which is capable of displaying
and measuring live video, voice or data
over IP streams, complete testing of
IP networks can be accomplished. Its
IQMediaMonitor application uses
SNMP to enable simultaneous moni-
toring of several IneoQuest units for
jitter, delay, packet loss and bit rate,
and it includes logging and event no-
tification features.

VideoBRIDGE, a video-over-IP
TM&M product, can generate, moni-
tor and analyze conformance on both
the IP and MPEG layers. The product
is the result of a partnership between
Sencore and Bridgetech. Compression
standards H.264/AVC, WM9/AC1 and
MPEG-2 SD/HD are supported.

Sencore also has partnered with 'Males

to create MPEGScan, a system that has
the ability to scan files on a video server
and detect various kinds of MPEG er-
rors. Sencore's MAP1850 MPEG service
analyzer and the PC -based DTU-234
probe continue their tradition of RF-
capable monitoring features.

Spirent Communications, another
IT vendor at NAB2005, exhibited its
Avalanche 2500 and Avalanche 220
load testing appliances. By generating
realistic network traffic, media net-
works can be stressed and analyzed to
ensure that file transfers never choke
network throughput. Real-time statis-
tics provide instant feedback during
performance testing.

Acterna announced the addition of
MPEG-4 real-time analysis to its DTS-
330 and DTS-200.

The system supports QPSK, ASI.
GigE, SMPTE-310. DHEI, QAM,

PLAY

TECHNICS INC.
Go Digital. Go LIVE.

well with others

simultaneously in openly

shared environments.

easily with users

and manage assets

for seamless ingest,

edit, playout and archive.

end -to -end solutions

for the next generation
IT -based broadcast world.

So easy, it feels like play.. ,cs offers solid IT -based and non-proprietary solutions that are
designed to easily integrate and scale from small to large broadcast environments. So now, you can
afford to transition from tape to digital using a seamless ingest, edit, playback and archive solution

n e w flow- apella.-
SD Video Clip Server HD/Si) Media Server

Call (404)327.8300 or
visit www.videotechnics.com
for more information.
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COFDM and 8VSB inputs and out-
puts. With these capabilities, the sys-
tem can be used to verify MPEG, DVB
and ATSC standards compliance.

BRAIN is an SNMP-based monitor-
ing and control system offered by
BUG.TV, a vendor exhibiting at NAB
for the first time. Based on open -source
software, custom -user interfaces with
features such as automatic switchover
can be built, making it possible to
implement a complete end -to -end
strategy for monitoring signal flow.

Where do we stand?
Essence TM&M has never been an

issue and is sufficiently addressed.
MPEG TS streams now have been ana-
lyzed by several generations of equip-
ment. However, still lacking are ad-
equate means to monitor application
health and computer configurations.

I don't understand why this technol-
ogy is not exhibited at NAB shows.
Similarly, security technology is no-
ticeably absent.

The holy grail of complete infra-
structure monitoring and analysis us-
ing one application is nowhere to be

found. However, if one intelligently
centralizes essence, media network,
application and security status presen-
tations onto one large multiple win-
dow display, all of a network's critical
operation status will be easy to see.

Even more important, with this type
of centralization, ease of diagnosis and
dispatch of support personnel in the
event of an alarm condition will be a

natural conclusion. BE

Philip J. Cianci has been in the TV business
for 21 years and has done circuit design in
the Grand Alliance ATSC prototype system

MULTI -FORMAT EDITOR

Dayang D3 -Edit
+852 2730 2117; www.dayang.com

Capable of operating in HD and SD for-
mats; editing features include real-time 3-
D and 2-D effects, real-time multi -layered
character generation, unlimited edit layers,
unlimited effects layers.

BROADCAST INTERFACES

ScheduALL NMS/M&C
954-334-5406; wwwscheduall.com

Interfaces allow users to easily interconnect
and control external hardware and software
resources; communicates over TCP/IP net-
works with XML; M&C module sends/re-
ceives commands to external machine con-
trol devices. mi

Designed to
fully integrate,
this task -based
solution unlocks
the value of
video content.

OmniBus Content
Management Solutions

Breaks down complex video content management
operations into individual elements.

Seamlessly integrates the searching, viewing
and moving of video content at the desktop.

Business workflows, operational processes
and content integrated via a high-level task
management layer.

Provides rich interfaces with external systems
for enterprise -wide, 'best -of -breed' content
management solutions.

OMNRI3US
Innovate I Integrate I Deliver

www.omnibus.tv
Tel +1303.237.4868 USsales@omnibussystems.com

1536 Cole Blvd., Ste.165, Lakewood CO 80401 USA
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"Very few systems

integrators bring this

level of expertise to

the table ... Roscor is

a vital part of our
team, and is directly

responsible for the

success of our facility"

- Bob Reeu
Director of Technical Operations,

Total Living Network

gic

ROSCOR ANALYSIS & DESIGN,

IMPLEMENTATION & TESTING,

TRAINING & SUPPORT RESULTS

ROSCOR,
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

WWW.ROSCOR.COM/SI

Squeeze harder
BY CRAIG BIRKMAIER

More than 25 companies dem-
onstrated products in sup-

port of H.264 at NAB. Many of these
products also support the VC -1 codec
from Microsoft. These products span
a wide range, including: real-time
hardware encoding; software encod-
ing; hardware decoders; software de-
coders; dedicated chips and/or pro-
grammable processors for encoders
and decoders; and transport products
to deliver compressed content.

As was the case with MPEG-2 encod-
ers, implementing new real-time
hardware encoders involves a signifi-
cant learning curve. H.264 and VC -1
use many new tools, and it will take
some time for manufacturers to de-
velop and optimize products for real-
time encoding, especially for HD for-
mats. Software encoders and decod-
ers have existed for these H.264 and
VC -1 for several years; however, many
broadcast applications require real-
time capabilities.

Most of the product announcements
and technology demonstrations re-
lated to real-time encod-
ing reflect the reality that
these products are still in
the early stages of devel-
opment. Several compa-
nies will offer standard
definition encoders in the
near future, with plans to
support high -definition
formats in the future.

TANDBERG Television
has taken an early lead with
advanced encoding sys-
tems for H.264 and VC -1,
claiming to have shipped
more than 500 such sys-
tems. The company has developed a
programmable approach for the new
advanced codecs, which will allow them
to be upgraded as the systems are opti-
mized in the future. TANDBERG dem-
onstrated two standard -definition en-

coders, the EN5920 for
VC -1 and the EN5930
for H.264, and two new
HD encoders, the
EN5990 for H.264 and
the EN5980 VC -1.

Modulus, which announced its for-
mation just before NAB2004, came to
NAB2005 with its new ME -6000
H.264 HD encoder, to complement
the ME -1000 H.264 SD encoder an-
nounced last year. Able to support
more than 600 billion operations per
second, the programmable design of
the ME6000 HD encoder will allow
this product to evolve as the encoding
tools are optimized.

The DiviCom MV 100 encoder from
Harmonic is an advanced MPEG-2
standard -definition encoder with soft-
ware options to support H.264 and
VC -1. Harmonic also offered a tech-
nology demonstration of an H.264
HD encoder.

Envivio, an established developer of
software tools for MPEG-4, is now add-
ing real-time hardware encoding and

With optimism rising, attendance at this year's con-
vention rose to more than 104,000 including 23,000
from outside the United States.

decoding to its product line with sup-
port for H.264. The company's 4Caster
and 4Coder Broadcast series MPEG-4
AVC/H.264 encoders are optimized for
digital news gathering (DNG), contri-
bution/distribution applications and
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digital television services delivered via
cable, IPTV, satellite or terrestrial, and
enterprise networks.
While MPEG-2 encoders are now

becoming mature products, Snell &
Wilcox has pulled a trick or two out
of its vast experience with inter -for-
mat (standards) conversion, to give
the MPEG-2 tools a boost in perfor-
mance. The Memphis encoder takes
advantage of the company's Emmy
award winning Ph.0 phase correlation
motion estimation and Prefix com-
pression pre-processing to bring
MPEG-2 to a higher level of compres-
sion efficiency. The Memphis encoder
can be configured initially for SD ap-
plications and then upgraded to HD
capabilities in the future.

Squeeze better
Compression technology is now

playing an important role in video
acquisition. The consumer DV format
and several variants, including
Panasonic's DVCPRO 25 and 50 and
Sony's DVCam, have been using
intraframe compression for several
years. In the past year various flavors
of HDV have emerged using Long -
GOP MPEG-2 encoding at 25Mb/s;
several products were shown at NAB
that will extend HDV to higher bit
rates to support higher frame rates.

The Frequency Range Extensions to
H.264 are likely to play a major role in
acquisition products in the future.
Several off -the -floor technology dem-
onstrations at NAB provided a
glimpse into a future that will take
advantage of the extended encoding
ranges established via the Frequency
Range Extensions, which include pro-
files that support high -definition for-
mats with up to 12 -bit samples in 4:2:0
(progressive), 4:2:2 (interlaced) and
4:4:4 color spaces.
The story of compression at

NAB2005 does not end with H.264
and VC -1. Wavelets are showing up in
more applications, including the new
APR/ClipStore MXc HD/SD video
clip server from Accom. And Ikegami

is now offering the HDN-X10
Editcam, which captures HD to hard
disk packs using Avid's DNX compres-
sion technology. BE

Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant
at Pcube Labs, and he hosts and moder-
ates the OpenDTV forum.

LIVE SPORTS PRODUCTION
IBIS ServerLoad Sport
+44 1483 280208; www.ibis.tv

Allows the capture of highlights at ingest
through up to six different feeds, provid-
ing the choice of viewing from multiple
angles; duai screens and thumbnails, which
are linked directly to video; fast turnaround
for live sports highlights production. I.

Over
1,000,000,000 seconds

of precision timing

WHEN you require the best, most accurate in precision
timing look only to ESE. Designed for "Precision
Timing", ESE Master Clocks & Accessories have
been the industry standard for over three decades.

Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency
accuracy - all ESE Master Clocks can drive digital or analog
slave clocks, as well as interface with video and/or computer
based systems. Call or visit our web site for more details.

3 -Year Warranty

142 Sierra Street  El Segundo. CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136 Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com
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PRODUCT
JACKPOT

HD GRAPHICS PLATFORM

Inscriber Inca Studio HD
519-570-9111; www.inscribercom

Real-time, multi -layer, live production HD
graphics system; comprehensive suite of
tools including on -air CG applications;
includes Rapidfire, a fast keyboard data
entry and display for breaking news or live
events. El

DIGITAL MONITORING SYSTEM
Genelec 8130A
508-652-0900; www.genelec.com

Features AES/EBU digital and analog au-
dio inputs in a single loudspeaker system;
192kHz/24-bit digital audio interface;
Genelec's Minimum Diffraction Enclosure
design.

MULTIPLEXING SYSTEM
Harmonic DiviTrackIP
408-542-2500; www.harmonicinc.com

Closed -loop statistical multiplexing sys-
tem; incorporates remotely acquired video
content to better optimize picture quality
and compression efficiency; can support
encoders using MPEG-2, MPEG-4/AVC
(H.264) and SMPTE VC -1. 

COMPACT ROUTERS
Sigma Electronics Dagger
series
866-569-2681;
www.sigmaelectronics.com

A series of economical SD and HD video
and AES audio routers designed to fit into
a single modular frame; include equaliza-
tion and relocking of all outputs; a variety
of audio and video matrix sizes available
for inclusion. mi

AUTOMATION
Digital Transaction Group
XE
800-243-2001; www.dtgtv.com

A media asset management, content
lifecycle and TV automation system; is ca-
pable of managing and controlling content
from inception to its end of life, empha-
sizing delivery of uninterrupted, reliable
workflow.

Editing systems
BY L. T. MARTIN

This year, the shape of the edit-
ing world changed drastically

through acquisitions and rebranding,
as well as through new technologies.

First, Avid Technology announced its
intent to buy Pinnacle Systems for
$462 million. Then, Adobe Systems
spent $3.4 billion on Macromedia.
Media 100 was separated into an indi-
vidual division of Optibase, and
Discreet's products were rebranded
under the parent company AutoDesk.
Finally, Thomson announced the re-
vival of the venerable Grass Valley name
for its post -production products.
Much of the technology excitement

at the show revolved around the rela-
tively new HDV format. Both Sony
and JVC released camcorders capable
of making the long -GOP MPEG-2 for-
mat into a sophisticated acquisition
medium, although Sony records HDV
interlaced and JVC in progressive for-
mat. Despite that incompatibility,
many edit systems stepped up to the
challenge of posting both.

Pinnacle Systems
Having been the first to accomplish

native HDV editing last year, improve-
ments to Pinnacle's SmartEDIT tech-
nology version 6.1 software for the
Liquid line of real-time NLEs lets you
mix HDV, Panasonic's P2 and Sony's
XDCAM on the same timeline. The
HD option for Liquid chrome sup-
ports uncompressed SD and HD
through its SD/HDI breakout box, and
Liquid can provide multi -speed SDTI
background capture, as well as handle
the DVCPRO50 format.

Apple
This year, Apple Computer also in-

cluded editing native HDV in its
Mac -based editing software by up-
grading it to Final Cut Pro 5 as part
of its Final Cut Pro Suite of software
modules. That is in part thanks to

Apple's release of its new Tiger OS X
10.4 and QuickTime 7, which incor-
porate support of the H.264 codec.
The other three components of Final
Cut Pro Suite include Soundtrack
Pro, offering a nifty waveform editor
with flexible Action Layers; Motion
2, for real-time motion and anima-
tion graphics accelerated through
32 -bit float rendering; and DVD Stu-
dio Pro 4, which, for the first time,
enables burning HD DVDs directly
from a PowerMac G 5.

Avid Technology
Although Avid decided to wait until

later this year to provide native HDV
editing, it introduced the new Avid
Symphony Nitris. The product pro-
vides HD editors the power of bring-
ing all the edit decisions, effects cre-
ation and associated metadata into the
real-time finishing arena of Nitris
DNA acceleration. The Media Com-
poser Adrenaline HD NLEs received
new version 2.1 software with 24fps
HD support for film. And, the Avid
DS Nitris family stepped up to version
7.6 with expanded DPX file -conform
capabilities for digital intermediate
(DI) workflows using 10 -bit uncom-
pressed HD and SK/4K media
projects.

For desktop editors, Avid unveiled
Avid XpressStudio HD built around
Avid Xpress Pro HD video editing
software, Avid Pro Tools LE audio ed-
iting/mixing, Avid 3D, Avid FX and
Avid DVD by Sonic.

But perhaps one of Avid's most in-
novative introductions was Avid
iNEWS Instinct, a newsroom compo-
sition tool that will let journalists cre-
ate news stories by combining
voiceover narration and video footage
in a text -based content creation system,
and then hand packages off to a more
sophisticated craft editor for the inclu-
sion of effects, titles and graphics.
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PRODUCT
JACKPOT

ANALOG/DIGITAL AUDIO
ROUTING SWITCHER
PESA TDM3000
631-845-5020; www.pesa.com
Now features a time division multiplex
(TDM) module to accommodate a denser
switching matrix than conventional cross -
point switches. p

STEREO CONDENSER
MICROPHONE

beyerdynamic MCE 72
631-293-3200;
www.beyerdynamic-usa.com

Ideal for XY-type stereo recording; offers a
wide, linear frequency response of 60Hz
to 20,000Hz; features two microphone cap-
sules that are mounted at 60 degrees to the
microphone axis to achieve an accurate re-
production of the sound source.

SYNC AND TEST GENERATOR
Trilogy Mentor XL
+44 1264 384000;
www.trilogy-broadcastco.uk
Operates simultaneously in 525 and 625
modes; can be upgraded to HD standards
by purchase of software keys; dual
timecode outputs available; GPS locking
will be available via an optional mode.

INTERNET BROWSE TOOL

Pebble Beach Systems
Internet Media Browser
+44 1737 821 522; www.pebble.ty

Provides a means of viewing low -resolu-
tion copies of media content from any-
where in the world; features the company's
metadata searching tools, which operators
can use to formulate complex queries to
search and find the required clips.

DIGITAL BROADCAST CONSOLE
Solid State Logic 0200
version 3
212-315-1111
www.solid-state-logic.com

Includes support for a new DAW control
option, providing workstation integration
and using technology from the AWS 900
system; new snapshot system allows se-
quencing and crossfade of console set-ups
under manual or automated control.

Video Technics
Video Technics demonstrated its Proxy

Editor for news applications. It provides
enterprise -wide, low-res editing/brows-
ing and asset management. While it's
designed to work especially with the
company's NewsFlow newsroom sys-
tem, Proxy Editor is also compatible with
Avid iNEWS and AP's ENPS.

Canopus
Not only can the new EMUS Pro 3.3

software offer HQ batch capture from
HDV, it also has a new Format Support
Modules feature that includes MXF in-
terchange and support for XDCAM, P2
and VariCam. Two of the most useful
enhancements from Canopus are a tape
export wizard that assists in outputting
to various recording devices and an ex-
port-to-HTML feature that lets editors
print and share clip lists.

Leitch Technology
The new version 9.1 software

for VelocityHD from Leitch can
edit HDV through its own pro-
prietary transcoder.VelocityHD
also can handle VariCam's
overcranking and undercrank-
ing for off -speed effects. To
accompany VelocityQ and
VelocityHD, Leitch previewed
its new software -only VelocityX
NLE. It also expanded its news edit-
ing line with the VelocityXNG, which
is designed for journalists who need
to work on laptops or in remote loca-
tions.

Optibase
Another software -only offering

came from Optibase in the form of
Media 100 sw, which shares the same
interface as its Media 100 HD. Al-
though Mac -based, Media 100 sw is
able to open any program created on
their Media 100i for Windows, export
material as a QuickTime movie and
output via a Media 100i system to tape.
The turnkey Media 100 HD received
version 10.1 software, which includes
a new Media 100 software codec that

lets editors using Adobe After Effects
and other third -party packages render
out QuickTime movies and drop into
a Media 100 HD project.

Lightworks
Feature film editors welcomed that

Gee Broadcast brought the Lightworks
system back to NAB this year with new
Touch Version 2.0 software, bringing
a more robust editing engine, better
DVE effects, stripview enhancements
and new plug -ins for Adobe After Ef-
fects, Sapphire, Primatte and Boris
Continuum. Because the HD output
from Lightworks is increasingly being
used to prepare audience preview
screenings, the company also showed
the Lightworks Touch M. E. outboard
audio mixer with nine motorized slid-
ers on a Mackie console.

By Thursday, the rush was over and attendees
found ample seating at presentations that were
overflowing on the first three days of the show.

With DI creation becoming an in-
creasing part of post -production,
there were several moves toward han-
dling this large file format. Previously,
Avid's DS Nitris had been the only
mainstream nonlinear system to
handle 4K files, although not in real
time. This year, however, it received
some company.

Digital Video Systems
(DVS)

CLIPSTER from DVS can edit, con-
form, color correct and finish a 2K DI
in real time with its new version 2.0
software and then generate a 4K mas-
ter with hardware assistance at half
speed by rendering single -frame DPX
files. CLIPSTER can record and play
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Everyone's waiting to see it.

HA18x7.6ERMTRD
High Definition

A18x7.6ERM/ERD
Standard Definition

HAs18x7.6BNIO
Motor Drive

Features vary with model.

ONLY FROM FUJINON!
 18X Standard Zoom Range

 Longest and Widest Standard Lens

 DigiPower Servo

 User -Programmable Functions

 Remote Control

FUJINON
FUJIFILM

Broadcast and Commulications Products Division
FUJINON INC. 10 Koh Point Dr.. Wayre. NJ 07470-;434 Phone: (973) 633-5600, FAX: (973) 633-5216

FUJINON CORPORATION 1-32L Uetate. Kita-Ku, Saitama Can Saitama 331-9624 Japan Phone: 81-48-668-2152



Graphics
Authoring

. IIIII

STANDARDS CONVERTER
Brick House Video Proteus
+44 23 8067 6026;
www.brickhousevideo.com

Features 10 -bit SDI, analog composite and
audio I/O; offers an advanced standards
conversion algorithm for PAL to NTSC and
NTSC to PAL, comprehensive audio syn-
chronization facilities and a full set of sig-
nal processing controls; is field -portable. mg

HD -SDI TEST SIGNAL GENERATOR

Wohler Technologies
Penpal-HD
650-589-5676; www.wohlercom
Produces 32 video test patterns in 18 HD
formats, each of which can be combined
with three different audio tone settings;
capabilities include three moving test pat-
terns, pathologicals and four stereo pairs
of AES audio embedded in the HD -SDI
signal; 6in long and weighs 6oz. mi

out data in any format, any resolution
or color space in real time without
conversions. When combined with
DVS -SAN central DI storage, it has the
bandwidth to handle three simulta-
neous 2K streams.

Digital Vision
If you need to work real-time 4K

editing, consider the Film Cutter from
Digital Vision, based on a single stan-
dard Windows NTFS workstation Its
Nucoda Digital Intermediate software
also is used in Digital Vision's Nucoda
Data Dailies and Nucoda Film Master
color corrector systems.

Quantel
For those who are primarily doing SD

production, but only occasionally need
high -end post production finishing or
would just like to try it out, Quantel in-

troduced the "Pay as you Go" concept.
This allows users to adopt an eQ edit-
ing/effects/mastering system that
handles both SD and HD tasks. With
Pay as you Go, facilities can purchase
an SD -enabled version of eQ and then
incrementally turn on its HD (or
higher) capabilities by purchasing a
special password only for the time dur-
ing which those features are needed.

This approach provides an extremely
cost-effective approach to getting into
the HD production business without the
initial overhead of buying an HD sys-
tem. Company officials said that the so-
lution means customers don't have to
pay extra for HD capability they won't
use, yet full HD capability and function-
ality is there when projects demand.

L.T. Martin is a freelance writer and post -
production consultant.

Your

graphics workflow
is different...

E KNOW
From simple data -driven tickers to centralized broadcasting to automated newsrooms -

we know your graphics workflow better than anyone.

The Xmedia Suite, Vertigoknedia's 3rd generation graphics

automation platform, is the only open system connecting your

newsroom tools, station automation, asset management and news

databases to your CGs, Clip Players and Still Stores. And our

VertigoXG family of graphics systems combines the ultimate rendering

engine with the on -air robustness you require. For your next graphics

project, large or small, contact VertigoXmedia - We Know Graphics.

Asset
Management

41 el (3),
Graphics
Systems

Real -Time Data
Management

Playout/Playlist
Controllers

:0:t"

Content
Editing Tools

www.vertigoXmedia.com /know I 1 -877 -4 -VERTIGO I info@vertigoXmedia.com
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RF systems
BY GEORGE MAIER

In looking through the maze of RF products on display
I at NAB this year, two items bubbled up to the top of the
list with respect to "buzz" on the show floor. First, there
was a literal flood of new microwave systems, antennas and
related accessories to address the 2GHz BAS relocation pro-
cess. Every microwave vendor at NAB had its own version
of new or upgraded transition equipment and convincing
stories to match.

The second hot spot was the unveiling of new transmit-
ters and processing equipment to address the emerging
DVB-H market. DVB-H refers to the ETSI standard for
Digital Video Broadcasting to Handheld terminals. In other
words: video IP streaming to cell phones, PDAs and simi-
lar devices. Services are in the trial phase at this point; how-
ever, many transmitter manufacturers are adding 700MHz
and 1.6GHz DVB-H models to their product portfolio to
be ready for large-scale implementations. Our report, how-
ever, begins with the microwave transition.

BAS is center stage
Traditional companies such as Broadcast Microwave Ser-

vices (BMS), Global Microwave Systems (GMS), Micro-
wave Radio Communications (MRC) and Nucomm all
showed new or revised ENG product lines.

In the BAS -upgraded Truck -Coder II transmitter and
Central De -Coder II receiver, BMS featured a substantial
facelift with a new user-friendly control interface. Eight
push buttons and a rotary encoder allow up to 100 chan-
nel pre-sets to be programmed and accessed rapidly. Its
new Field -Coder II COFDM transmitter is a compact 1W
portable that can be tripod -mounted for digital remotes.

Continuing the tradition of portables for every occasion,
GMS introduced the High Definition Messenger Transmit-
ter (HDMT), an HD version of its wireless COFDM cam-
era link, along with a matching Messenger Smart Receiver
(MSR) that can support multi -input diversity combining.

MRC focused on enhancement over replacement, a mes-
sage that the company re -enforced by showing new acces-
sories that add BAS transition enhancements to its exist-
ing ENG line-up. When connected to an existing
CodeRunner 4 Central Receiver, the new MRX4000 inte-
grated demodulator -decoder leverages existing technology
to provide integrated functionality. It supports new and
old FCC band plans for both analog and digital transmis-
sion. Full BAS enhancements are available for CodeRunner
2 ENG transmitters. The company also introduced the
SCM4000, a variable rate digital modem; the DVC4000
MPEG-2 codec system, a fully integrated IP over ENG plat-
form; and new features to its airborne HDTV package.

Broadcasters Trust
Telecast Fiber for ALL

their Fiber Optic Needs.
.4,40,1011,400,, . 81' .:

ADDER and ADDER II
Whether you need analog audio, AE3, intercom

or even A -D and D -A signal conversion, there

is an Adder system ready 'o handle any audio

challerge. Up to 256 charnels per fber, at 24 -bit

resoluion, with optical recundancy 'or quiet,
reliable sound.

SHEIWHDX and COBRA
For Triax and hybrid cable.I camera.; we have

solution to liberate you from your reavy copper.
SHEDs eliminate your cos -1y hybrid 3ables on HD

cameras, while Cobras replace trim. on HD or SD
camera systems... with ter times Ma distance.

VIPER I / SIDEWINDER
For 14 years the Viper anc Sidewinder have sup-
ported ENG/SNG applicatiens mourn the globe.

The real -mounted Sidewinder and Iiiper Mussel

Shell are immediately faniliar as the workhorse
systems that have proven themselves in the most
extreme conditions...day 1.2 and day out.

VIPER II
With small "throw down" nodules fiat can be
converted to rack mount, he Viper 4, is an expand-

able system that grows wth your facility.
Modules range from videc'audio to Ethernet to
robotic HD/POV for incredble flexiWity using

simple building blocks.

COPPERHEAD HD/SD
Our camera -mounted CopoerHead makes light
work cf a wide range of nplicatiors, from
news .overage to digital cinematogaphy.
Turn your ENG camera int2 a remob production
camera, and avoid the cumbersome, expensive
triax backs and base stathns.

DIAMONDBACK II
Picking up where its predecessor lit off, the
DBII now offers 8 channel of broaecast-
quality NTSC/PAL video or each wavelength.

With ootional audio and CAW tecenology a
huge backbone can be invlementerl on a
single optical core.

CC  

1111403106121

Save time on your event production schedule. On a single

lightweight cablf we support all your broadcast signals from

the field and the booth to the truck. From Telecast, the leade

ir, fiber for television broadcast production.

Telecast (508) 754-4858
Fibe' Systems, Inc.

All product mentioned herein are trademarks of Telecast Fiber Syrtems

www.telecast-fiber.com
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SD/HD GRAPHICS PLATFORM
Pinnacle Deko 1000/3000
Hybrid
650-526-1600; www.pinnaclesys.cm

Models targeted at live sports, entertain-
ment and newsrooms; applications include
channel branding, in -program promotions
and advertising; provides sophisticated
credit sequences, weather and other data -
driven alerts.

MULTIMEDIA CONTROLLER

Keywest Technology MX5
Plus
800-331-2019;
www.keywesttechnology.corn

Supports high -resolution displays; input
NTSC source video and up-res the video
to native resolution; supports 4:3, 16:9 and
9:16 aspect ratio displays with a high -reso-
lution RGB progressive scan and DVI out-
put; key up to five crawls on screen. p

MULTI -PORT, BI-DIRECTIONAL IP
VIDEO GATEWAY
Path 1 Network Technolo-
gies Vx8000 VolP Gateway
858-450-4220; www.pathl.com

Deliver real-time, broadcast -quality
MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 video in SD and
HD to remote locations over public and
private IP networks; uses the latest stan-
dards -compliant techniques for forward
error -correction (FEC).

HD HDV CAMCORDER

JVC GY-HD100U
973-317-5000; httpl/projvc.com

Records 24p with timecode; utilizes three
newly -developed 1/3in CCD image sen-
sors, each one featuring an array of
1280x720 pixels with micro lenses. NE

AUTOMATION

Florical Systems Auto-
mated Join in Progress
PIP)
352-372-8326; www.floricaLcom

Featured in the AirBoss presentation con-
troller; is fully automated to provide po-
tentially unattended join in progress of lo-
cal recorded programs based on a remote
signal from the network.

Moseley Associates continued to
build its presence in television with
the introduction of its Event HD ENG
portable systems for 2GHz and 7GHz.
The company emphasized its choice
of 32 carrier OFDM transmission as
the optimum choice for data rates up
to 85Mb/s in the BAS bands.

At Nucomm, the new Channel -
Master TX1 ENG portable transmit-
ter integrates digital and analog trans-
mission, FM, CODFM and VSB
modulation, and an integrated
MPEG-2 encoder all in one user-
friendly package. The Newscaster
CR6D Central Receiver has a new
Smart Display front panel with ex-
panded diagnostics and includes all of
the BAS upgrades. The Newscoder
TX3 got a similar facelift and now of-
fers a DVB-S option for satellite
uplinking. The company also intro-
duced the Go -Pack, a mini-COFDM
transmitter with integrated MPEG-2
encoder and a new IP over ENG sys-
tem with a diversity combiner
receiving option.
With so much activity sur-

rounding the NEXTEL-related
2GHz transition, it was no sur-
prise to see newer players such
as RF Central and Microwave
Service Company (MSC) at
NAB with a suite of products
aimed squarely at ENG. The RF
Central product line now in-
cludes a rack -mounted ENG
transmitters and central receiv-
ers, plus a camera back transmit-
ter with a suitcase docking station that
converts it to a 10W portable.

MSC has been known for years as the
folks that fix any microwave. This year,
it introduced its own line of COFDM
equipment, but with a new twist. Its
Genesis systems can support two or
more videos in the same RF channel
without significant degradation.

Both NSI and RadioWaves had a lot
to say about antenna upgrades in light
of the 2GHz relocation. NSI has spe-
cific upgrade or replacement plans,
depending on the age of the original

installation, and it also has a sophisti-
cated control system that has been
updated to support all of the new cen-
tral receivers.

RadioWaves, which provides anten-
nas under private label agreements,
has a complete kit of feed assembly
and antenna replacements to support
the BAS relocation.

DVB-H solutions
In the heavy-duty TV RF depart-

ment, some of the manufacturers
showed a significant interest in
DVB-H, with new equipment on dis-
play from Axcera, Harris, Rohde &
Schwarz and Thales. Antenna manu-
facturers, including Dielectric prod-
ucts and Micro Communications, also
showed DVB-H products.

Broadcast transmitters
Axcera introduced a new dual -use

transmitter that can switch between ana-
log and digital on command. The ratio -

Automation vendors were busy with questions
as engineers continued their quest to improve
station efficiency and IT integration.

nale is that one transmitter can serve as
a total spare for both analog and digital
sides of a transmission plant.

Dielectric introduced the TFU-UT
antenna, a new UHF bowtie slot an-
tenna for low -power applications. The
antenna is extremely broad, with a
VSWR of 1.1:1 across the band. Its RF
Scout is a new remote monitoring sys-
tem that provides real-time Web -
based transmitter metrics, including
power output, VSWR, line pressure
and temperature. VSWR is calculated
in real time, and all data can be stored
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C74) ometimes it takes a new company to turn
advanced technology into reality. In the server
business, the new name is 36o Systems. In truth,
we've spent the last 33 years designing advanced
digital technology into broadcast products.

Now, the Image Server 2000 delivers a level of technical excellence

unique to the broadcast industry. Its true next -generation design
includes an exceptionally broad set of features, and a high standard

for reliability. But most important, the Image Server 2000 estab-
lishes a new, reasonable price for broadcast video servers.

Join the hundreds of broadcast professionals who made the Image
Server 2000 their first choice. Visit www.360Systems.com for the
complete story on the next -generation Image Server 2000.

Sales line: (818) 735-8221
E-mail: Servers@36oSystems.com

What Can an Image

Server 2000 Deliver

at $11,999?
 Three video channels

12 audio channels

 SDI and composite video

 AES digital and +4 analog audio

 100 hours of RAID -5 storage

 MXF file transfers over

Gigabit Ethernet

 Premium quality video to

50 Mb/sec

 VDCP, Odetics, P2 and

GPI control

 On -screen GUI for full control,

plus trimming, segmenting

and playlisting

Only 31/2" of rack space

NEW Multi -Format
Server Option

Import and play DV -format video

Play TARGA graphics with

Key -and -Fill

Control by Ross Synergy

switchers
© 2004 360 Systems. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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SMPTE TIME CODE
GENERATOR
ESE ES -461U
310-322-2136; www.ese-web.com

Is a microprocessor -based pre-settable
SMPTE time code generator with Jam
Sync; provides a front panel mounted
thumbwheel switch that allows the preset-
ting of hours, minutes and seconds data
and six digits of user bits.

VIDEO SERVER

360 Systems
Image Server 7000
818-991-0360; www.360systems.com

Designed for satellite ingest, production and
play -to -air; the two -input, six -output multi -
format design supports MPEG-2, DV and
TARGA graphics; up to 400 hours of inter-
nal raid storage is available (accessible from
the server's front panel). I.

for up to one year.
Harris continues to invest in ATSC re-

lated products and upgraded its liquid -
cooled Atlas solid-state UHF transmit-
ter line to 30KW this year. Harris also
showed its Truepoint digital microwave
system combined with NetVX as an STL
for 7GHz, 13GHz and 18GHz.

ERI showed a new and interesting
UHF channel combiner. Optimized
for N+2 spacing, the combiner re-
quires about half the space of a tradi-
tional constant -impedance combiner,
with a significant reduction in pur-
chase price as well.

Larcan displayed its new Plus
DTT500 transmitter that is positioned
for digital LPTV applications, once the
FCC digital rules are solidified. The
new transmitter is a clever integration
of MPEG-2, EBS and RF equipment
that will support up to four digital
streams on one channel.

Myat has added semi -rigid air dielec-
tric coaxial cable to its product port-

folio, with sizes ranging from 1/2in to
6in diameter.

RFS highlighted the RD slot cavity
antenna for UHF DTV applications at
power levels up to 220KW. The anten-
nas operate over 10 to 20 channels and
are available with a variety of pattern
options.

Rohde & Schwarz showed its new
NH/NV 8200 series air-cooled UHF
transmitters, available at power levels
from 500W to 2KW for analog opera-
tion and from 200W to 1.2KW for
digital operation.

RF Technologies featured its new
SFNstar UHF slot transmitting an-
tenna, which dramatically reduces
ground -level RFR with no impact on
the main lobe. This is particularly use-
ful in side -mount and short tower
applications with high -power analog
or DTV transmitters. RE

George Maier is the founder of Orion
Broadcast Solutions.

MegaPiAcelf Re olutibn
tikzemtvA

i

Marshall's 1.2 TFT-MegaPixel

TFIWegaPixeliTM
Our new triple rackmount V-R653P-HDSDI has 1.2 TFT-Megapixel
High Definition displays. Representing the leading edge of imaging
technology, each screen will accept ALL Digital HD or SD formats, in-
cluding 1080-24P 1080-50/60i and 720-50/60P

s 

Competitor's best resolution

Marshall Tel.: ram: LCDRacks.com infoComm ® booth#7709
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What's more, our variety of end -to -end
IP-based solutions take video contribution
to new heights in cost effectiveness
and flexibility.

Use Optibase's all -digital video contribution solutior to transmit video over IP

IIt
Broadcasters save money by sending multiple channels over leased lines or satellite

Single or multi -channel configurations offer the right solution now, with flexibility to grow

Full support for a wide range of broadcast-qualily resolutions and bit -rates

 Rack -mount, appliance -based solutions deliver exceptional reliability and ease of use

To learn more, check out www.optibase.com/video_cont or info@optibase.com
Tel: 1-800-451-5101; 1-650-230-2400

optibase
,oeu itinuvatiori
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HD ENG-STYLE LENS
Fujinon HA25X11.5BRD
973-633-5600; www.fujinon.com

Light -weight lens for ENG and documen-
tary applications; suited for gyro stabilized
platforms in aircraft and wildlife photog-
raphy; reduced focus breathing, F-stop
range of 2.0 to 2.8 with DigiPower servo
system. -

FIBER-OPTIC CONNECTOR FOR
HDTV CAMERAS

Fischer Connectors 1053
series
800-551-0121;
www.fischerconnectors.com

Enable users to field -assemble and field -re-
pair HDTV camera connectors anywhere;
eliminates polishing fiber-optic elements
well as preparing special epoxies when us-
ing the new Series 1053T connector.

J PEG 2000 SERVER

Doremi V1 -HD
818-562-1101; www.doremilabs.com

Relies on JPEG2000 video compression up
to 300Mbs providing visually lossless re-
cording; provides over 12 hour of video re-
cording on one hot-swappable drive; V1-
UHD provides uncompressed JPEG2000
storage.

PRESENTATION CG
VertigoXmedia Powerpoint
CG
514-397-0955; www.vertigoxmedia.com

Based on Microsoft's PowerPoint, turns
presentations into high -end broadcast -
quality video; runs in PowerPoint user in-
terface; no scan converter required.

MODULAR LIBRARY
Storagetek StreamLine
SL8500
800-877-9220; www.storagetek.com

Attaches to mainframe, supercomputing,
UNIX, Linux and Windows; supports the
T9840 and T9940 lines of tape drives, and
ITO [Atrium and SILT tape drives. n

Storage solutions
push IT forward
BY MICHAEL GROTTICELLI

No equipment category has ben-
efited more from the IT world

than storage. This includes solid-state
memory, optical media, data drives,
flash memory, hard drive storage and,
yes, even digital videotape.

With the demand for digital SD and
HD programming from cable, satel-
lite and telco TV providers increasing,
the importance of - and the need for
even more - storage has never been
greater. It's been said that any viable
production facility or multichannel
playout center is only as
useful as its storage ca-
pacity.
At the NAB conven-

tion in April, every-
thing from a small USB
stick and Apple iPod to
large, data tape -based
archival systems and
multiformat, multi-
channel video servers
all showed signs of ad-
vancement, enabling
production profession-
als to handle more con-
tent, easier, with the
same amount of man-
power and tools they had previously.

There were also a few surprises, such
as holographic storage and intelligent
DLT archive libraries that expand the
storage capacity, system throughput
and access to material stored on secure
AV/IT drives. Indeed, when consider-
ing a storage purchase, it's important
to think about sustaining access to the
material (on and off the drives) as
much as storage capacity.

Here's a look at some of the storage
highlights shown this year.

Emerging storage
InPhase Technologies is offering a

data density of 200Gb per square inch,
significantly higher than any other
optical format. Using its patented
polytopic recording method, the
company's Tapestry drive family,
which will be available in 2006, offers
300GB capacity on a single disk. This
will be followed a family of products
with up to 1.6TB capacity in 2009.

Fuji Photo Film U.S.A. showed its
own version of the Holographic Ver-
satile Disc (HVD), which the company
said promises more than 200 times

With the demand for digital SD and HD programming
from cable, satellite and telco TV providers increas-
ing, the importance of storage has never been greater.

greater capacity (or up to 3.9TB) and
40 times the transfer speed of today's
DVD media.

In July 2004, Optware demonstrated
recording and playback of digital mov-
ies on a holographic recording disc
with a reflective layer using its pat-
ented Collinear Technologies.

Holographic storage delivers high
capacity by recording data throughout
the volume of the recording material,
and not just on the surface. A data page
of approximately one million bits is
recorded in one exposure of the laser.
Each data page is located at a unique
address within the material. Several
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3-D CG PLATFORM
Chyron Lyric 3D +
631-845-2000; www.chyron.com

Template -based 3-D graphics and anima-
tion; direct import of 3-D objects; mix and
animate 2-D and 3-D objects with real-
time lighting and camera effects; 3-D tran-
sitions between scenes and pages. mi

INTEGRATED CONSOLES
Calrec System Plus
+44 422 842159; www.calrec.com

Technology upgrades of hardware and soft-
ware are available as optional upgrades to
existing 100 Series consoles, basic platform
includes - fully redundant power sup-
plies; 20 second boot time. 

ULTRA -MINIATURE HD COAX
CABLE

Gepco VDM260
847-795-9555; www.gepco.com

Ideal for mobile production trucks; meets
and exceeds the bandwidth required for a
1.485Gb/s HD video transmission, with a
precision 75ohm impedance and low struc-
tural return loss up to 3GHz.

LIGHT
Kino Flo ParaBeam Zip 400
and 200
818-767-6528; www.kinoflo.com

Optics compress the focal range of the light
wave to produce a broad soft source along
the horizontal axis and a narrow beam on
the vertical axis; measures 24in by 24in; can
light a four -person news desk from ap-
proximately I 5ft away. rn

DUAL HD MONITOR
Marshall Electronics
V-R72P-2HDA
310-333-0606; www.lcdracks.com

Rack -mounted monitor features high reso-
lution, 1.2 million pixel screens with digi-
tal signal processing; designed for analog
applications; accepts DVI and HDMI com-
puter or video signals plus HD and SD ana-
log video standards and signal types.

hundred pages of data, each with their
own unique address, are recorded in
the same location of the medium. A
collection of data pages is referred to
as a book. This new recording tech-
nique enables more holograms to be
stored in the same volume of material
by overlapping not only pages, but also
books of data. This dramatically in-
creases the storage density.

Quantum demonstrated its SDLT
600A tape drive with DLTxchange
Technology based on an enhanced ver-
sion of the company's DLT technology.
The SDLT 600A system is a network -
attached, file accessible data tape stor-
age drive designed for storing large
amounts of data and full-length pro-
grams. It offers the benefits of data tape
and the flexibility of video-
tape, while supporting the
Material eXchange Format
(MXF), to quickly locate and
retrieve files off specific data
tapes.

Drive maker Ciprico dem-
onstrated its DiMeda 1724
network attached storage
(NAS) drive with iSCSI sup-
port, adding what it calls
"block access capabilities" to
its existing file -based archi-
tecture. A single DiMeda
now supports both block
and file access to a storage
device, simplifying the overall man-
agement of different classes of storage.
The FireStore series of Direct -to -

Edit (DTE) products from Focus En-
hancements were virtually everywhere
on the show floor at NAB this year.
That's because the products convert
any IEEE -1394 drive into a digital disk
recorder/player. Using most tape -
based DV and HDV camcorders, op-
erators can record directly to disk and
save time in editing. Like Panasonic's
P2 card system and Sony's XDCAM
family, the advantages include no in-
gest time and access to material as a
digital file to log clips and for doing
rough EDLs right inside the camera.
There's no capturing, file transfer or

file conversion necessary.

Server storage
The advent of the storage area net-

work (SAN) has revolutionized con-
tent production and distribution. As
a key component of these multi-user
networks, video servers have become
so sophisticated that they now can
store and distribute SD and HD files
within the same frame, from the same
timeline. At NAB, both the Grass Val-
ley Profile 6G and Omneon Video
Network's Media Spectrum systems
showed the ability to play back SD and
HD content simultaneously from a
single timeline of any combination of
SD and HD source clips.
With built-in up- and downconver-

Virtual sets continue to expand in features
and drop in price. This year, the demos did
not allow attendees to participate as was the
case at previous shows.

sion, which eliminate external boxes
and thus save space and money, the
new servers deliver integrated play-
back for today's heterogeneous broad-
cast facilities and help smooth the
transition to handling HD material. In
addition, these servers can be con-
trolled remotely via SNMP-based
monitoring.

The Grass Valley Profile 6G family,
including the PVS 300 and 3500, can
be used for standalone, distributed or
storage area network (SAN) applica-
tions. It is also available as an upgrade
package for existing Profile XP Media
Platform servers.

Profile 6G now offers 600Mb/s inter-
nal bandwidth for future expansion, up
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Join Broadcast Engineering and Avid Technology in a FREE, live
Webcast that will show you how to achieve big gains in newsroom
productivity by bridging the worlds of video and the newsroom. A4
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Live on your computer screen: See the iNEWV Instinct' system in action,
the new technology designed to make journalists more productive.

 Learn how your newsroom can produce more stories in less time
 See how this innovative, new, easy -to -use interface can create

sophisticated newscasts from the journalist's desktop
 Discover how common IT technology can be used to create

an integrated production environment in the newsroom
 Get your news people up -to -speed editing faster with fewer

errors without complex, time-consuming NLE train ng

Organized and moderated by:

BroaocamEngineering Avid.
For more informal.," to register, visit;

broadcastengineering.com/webcast/television_news_production
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OPTICAL RECORDING
TECHNOLOGY
Maxell and InPhase Tech-
nologies Holographic MEDi
800-533-2836; www.maxell.com

Has 300GB storage capacity and 1 60Mb/s
transfer rate; uses a laser beam to form and
store data in several 3-D hologram images
of data pages into the same location. fm

QUAD SPLIT VIDEO PROCESSOR
Image Video VxV-4 DVI/SDI
416-750-8872; www.imagevideo.com

Provides four 4:2:2 SDI/composite analog
inputs with selectable 16:9 or 4:3 aspect
ratio outputs; any input can be zoomed to
full screen resolution..

to seven video channels, 16 or 32 digi-
tal audio channels (16 AES pairs), and
built-in decoders and encoders.

Omneon's Spectrum modules, part of
its the MultiPort 4100 series of inter-
face devices for MPEG-2 decoding,
support simultaneous playback of both
SD and HD MPEG-2 material. Incor-
porating built-in up- and downconver-
sion capabilities, operators not only can
mix SD and HD material to create a
single output channel, but also they can
use one program timeline consisting of
intermixed SD and HD material to cre-
ate two simultaneous outputs - one
for SD and another for HD.

When an external conversion device
is used, the MultiPort 4100 series'
built-in, adjustable audio -delay com-
pensation maintains audio/video
synchronization.

The MultiPort 4100 series can be in-

corporated into any existing Omneon
Spectrum media server to add inte-
grated HD playout capabilities.

360 Systems announced a new, fully
redundant server package, which em-
ploys new Image Server software to
create an immediate protection copy
of stored content. The system works
with standard automation controllers
and requires no third -party software
or additional serial ports.

Unlike other mirrored servers, 360
Systems provides high reliability
through simultaneous recording to
two servers, rather than delayed trans-
fers from a primary server to a sec-
ondary one. Similarly, automation
commands are executed in parallel on
both servers, using the company's new
Dual Server Controller.

Sony introduced its new Media -
Venue server at NAB, which supports

": Q111k%

HD andand SD Converters boast solid performance.
Rigorously tight specs. Unsurpassed reliability. That's precisely why

they're the products of choice for major professional sports events.

From miniature stand -atones to rackmount interface cards and

frames, we offer a full range of digital/analog models. Built by

video pros for video pros, they deliver top -of -the -line quality at a

can't -beat -it price.

Keepin' It Real
Our HD and SD converters consistently
score a hole in one, working flawlessly 24/7
to deliver perfect signal and image quality at
breakthrough prices.
No worries. Now enjoy that doughnut.

Prepare for the ultimate reality.
Check out our product line, call 530.274.2048 or

visit www.aja.com for details.

4t\M\
AEA VIDEO SYSTEMS INC
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We're ready when you are ...
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We thought you should know what MRC offers for tie BAS conversion: EVERYTHING!

By any measure, MRC has the most complete line of microwave systems available...

STRATA Airborne & Portable HD/SD ENG - Solut ons for everyday operation.

CR4 Central Receiver - New BAS Channel plans and IF filter selections

MRX4000 Universal demodulator and MPEG decoder with MRC Link Quality monitor
CR2 ENG Van Transmitter - User friendly BAS channel plans & presets, source name ID

DAR Plus 2 GHz STL/ ICR - Fully compliant with -evised FCC rule for 12 MHz channels

SCM4000 - Digital modem supports user choice of interface, mcdulation, and MPEG coding.

For the EAS relocation, or for other microwave ieecs, we offer proven technology that has steadily
evolved to support digital video transmission. MRC continues to be a reliable and stable source
that the broadcast industry can rely on for timely shipments, regard ess of the workload.
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MRC has been providing world -class microwave transport solutions
for over four decades. We made the first solid state STL'!, and we
were there when ENG was born. As future trends cevelop, MRC will
continue to ead with innovations and applications.

SD/ HD

SD/ HD
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Transmitter
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Transmitter
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Microwave Radio Communications 101 Billerica Ave. Bldg 6  North Billerica, MA USA 01862-1256 +1-978-671-5700
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UHF TRANSMITTER
DMT LDMOS UHF
856-423-0010; www.dmtonline.us

LDMOS-based solid-state transmitters;
power levels to 25KW; modules are hot
swappable; each power module has sepa-
rate power supply; easy upgrades through
the addition of modules. gm

CAMERA TROLLEY SYSTEM

Telemetrics TeleGlide
201-848-9818; www.telemetricsinc.com

Consists of a single or dual trolley for opti-
mal load stabilization; the track is a dual
rail system with connecting brackets; is fully
servo controlled with location feedback for
preset positioning and motion control. 0

SD and HD material, as well as MXF
as a native file format. It also provides
complete interoperability across many
commonly used formats and com-
pression standards. MXF serves as a
common denominator, bringing to-
gether multiple HD (1080i, 720p) and
SD standards as well as numerous
codecs, including MPEG-2 Long GOP,
Intra GOP, VBR, CBR and DV25.

Industry -standard control interfaces
include VDCP for real-time control
and FTP (RFC959) for file transfer. Gi-
gabit Ethernet capability allows high-
speed access and direct -mount com-
patibility for nonlinear editors and
other third -party devices.

Sony's RAID storage provides high
reliability with multiple error correction
for broadcast applications. All system
components can be fully redundant to
avoid having a single point of failure.

SeaChange International introduced
the MediaLibrary X12100e - its larg-
est online content library ever - ca-
pable of storing up to 344TB of me-
dia in any format with IP connectiv-
ity throughout a broadcast facility.
The company also introduced the
MediaClient 4201 SD/HD simulcast
decoder, which can simultaneously
produce a multiformat SD and HD
output from a single video file. The
SeaChange VOD Content Production
System, jointly developed with
Anystream, also was demonstrated,
which provides an integrated system
for automatically ingesting, producing
and distributing content for on -de-
mand television. BE

Michael Grotticelli regularly reports on the
professional video and broadcast
technology industries.

Master Control Intelligent Master Control
World leader in scalable multi -channel playout

QMC scales from a single channel
to over 60, with the flexibility to
meet your needs using a unique
selection of HD and SD channels,
control panels and upstream routers

QMC-2
 HD or SD operation from a common hardware platform

 Handles dual stream Dolby E for 16 channel audio

 Dual logo stores and up to three external keyers

Toll Free: 888 638 874'
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Avenue modules include
video and audio converters,
up/downconverters,
frame syncs and SPG's.
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Oh, and the control system rocks.

ad to H DI

Where do you want to go?
Avenue will take you from

SD to HD.
Analog to Digital.
AES to Embedded.
And more...

TM

Signal
Integration

System

ENS MBLE
Tel +1 E30.4781830 A Fax +1 530.476.1832

Alwwensembledesigns corn A info@ensembledesigns.com

PO Bcx 993 Grass Valley CA 95945 JSA
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HD AUDIO DE-EMBEDDER
Graham -Patten HDDM-8
888-622-4747; www.gpsys.com

Provides eight channels of analog audio
output in a compact package from a
SMPTE 292M signal with embedded au-
dio; rack mountable or battery operation;
AES group and channel selectors.

GRAPHIC OVERLAY

Terayon Digital Motion
Graphics Overlay (DMGO)
408-235-5500; www.terayon.com

Enables broadcasters to implement high -
quality, real-time graphic overlays in their
digital services to brand, promote and ad-
vertise; does not require any decoding or
re -encoding of the underlying digital
programming.

 
Audio products
Digital audio products at NAB2005 help

broadcasters sing a happy tune

BYTOM PATRICK MCAULIFFE

I t the NAB2005 North Hall filled
1 with audio products were a song, it
might have been the tune "Happy
Days Are Here Again!" It was the busi-
est show in recent memory, and the
mood in the aisles was upbeat.

Solutions aplenty
To support remote recording, Edirol

demonstrated the R-4 portable field
recorder. Small size, high quality, port-
ability and long battery life make this
a good fit for anyone needing to store

digital audio for later
production. The recorder's connectors
support full control functions for Sony
HDV cameras.

Apple introduced its Soundtrack
Pro software for audio editing and
sound design. The program features
a waveform editor with flexible Action
Layers that allow users to instantly re-
order, bypass or change any edit, ef-
fect or process. The new Mac -only
software package has a new Intelligent
Find -and -Fix feature, which provides

Newscaster CR6D

ChannelMaster TX lib.

Nucomm IS REAdy TO hElp YOU
NAVigATE ThROUqh TILE 2 GHz

TRANSITION wirIT pROdUCTS

oprimizEd FOR THE 2 GHz RELOCATION.

Nu4mm
Innovation InsIdd'

Nucomm's proven, comprehensive set of solutions feature:
Compatibility with existing equipment
Enhanced ease -of -use through presets of key parameters
10 Watt digital power outputs available

. Integrated, multiple modulation formats

. Capability for HDTV remote transmission

. Expanded manufacturing resources assures rapid delivery
through Nucomm-Comtech partnership

Make Nucomm your choice for upgrade or replacement
2 GHz systems.

101 Bilby Road, Hackettstown, New Jersey 07840 USA
t: 908.852.3700, 800.968.2666, f: 908.813.0399
www.nucomm.com
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a quick fix for common audio prob-
lems such as background noise, pops,
clicks and hum.

Audio-Technica featured three new
products: the AT892 MicroSet micro
miniature mic, 2000 series wireless
mic system and the AT2020 cardioid
condenser microphone. The AT892 is
a miniature omnidirectional con-
denser headworn mic. It has an ergo-
nomic under -ear design and a flexible
contoured loop that hooks behind ei-
ther the right or left ear for a secure,
comfortable fit.
Azden showed its new 100LT UHF

wireless microphone system designed
for smaller DV cameras. The 100LT
has 63 user -selectable frequencies. Its
compact size allots the mic to fit di-
rectly in a camera's light shoe. The
company also demonstrated its APS 25
wireless powered speaker system,

available with VHF, UHF and infra-
red wireless transmission, as well as its
popular SGM-1000 phantom -pow-
ered (or battery -operated) shotgun
microphone that features a switchable
low-cut filter and a shock -mount mic
holder and windscreen.

Sometimes considered the 'big
Kahuna' of audio software, Avid's
Digidesign announced several new
products at the show. The ICON
D -Command is a new control system
for Pro ToolsIHD and is smaller than
the original D -Command large -for-
mat console.

In a standing room only booth,
Digidesign unveiled the newest version
of Pro Tools 6.9 for the PC and Mac
with a new cross -platform feature set
and enhanced tools for video post pro-
duction. One noteworthy announce-
ment was Digidesign's new DigiDelivery

Leitch VelocityHD
757-548-2300; www.leitch.corn

Supports SD, HD, HDV and Panasonic
VariCam formats; direct timeline support
for DV25 and DVCPRO formats; P2 sup-
port; direct 1394 I/O for both 1080i and
720p from HDV devices; HDV content can
be seamlessly mixed with other HD for-
mats on the same timeline; handles dual -
stream, real-time HD transitions and ef-
fects and full -quality HD playback of dual
video streams.

MULTI -FORMAT HD/SDI
MONITOR

Videotek TVM-950HD
610-327-2292; www.videotek.com

Waveform monitor supports both HD and
SD applications in a half -rack configura-
tion; displays waveform, vector, gamut,
audio, picture, timing and data analyzer
functions in quadrant or full -screen views;
displays up to four inputs simultaneously;
advanced audio analysis with CineSound,
Surround and Dolby decoding modes. mi

Why Pay Extra for Service and Support?
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Utah Scientific gives you all three at no charge)

When you are choosing a routing or master control
system, remember to consider the cost of support.

Only Utah offers these first-class support services
to all customers at no additional charge.

New Directions in Digital Switching

www.utahscientific.com
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DIGITAL/ANALOG RECEIVER

Nucomm CR6D
908-852-3700; www.nucomm.com

Device comes with internal MPEG-2 de-
coder and COFDM demodulator; compat-
ible with most remote controls; capable of
multi -band operation when used with
block down converters.

SUBTITLING SYSTEM
Screen Protitle
+44 1473 831700;
www.screen.subtitling.com

Solution for the preparation, editing, and
timing of subtitles; creates in all major lan-
guages; all tools easily controlled from a
PC keyboard via simple short cuts, drop
down and contextual menus. ED

2.0 file delivery system. The program al-
lows post facilities to securely exchange
of digital files of any size.

Facilities that have adopted the
DigiDelivery system include Warner
Brothers, Fox Film, Technicolor, As-
cent Media, Universal Music, SDI
Media and Skywalker Sound. Accord-
ing to the company, the new delivery
system is more secure than FTP and
can save broadcast and post facilities
money by eliminating overnight de-
livery services. Sorry Fed -X.

Digigram highlighted its first profes-
sional USB audio interface that has
been specifically designed for broad-
cast applications. The small UAX220,
which is about the size of a breakout
cable, provides stereo input/output via
USB. Using USB 1.1, the UAX220 is
plug -and -play and provides 24 -bit/
48kHz audio quality with Zero -latency

The Measurable Difference
in Precision and Clarity

 HDTV Video Coax

 1100 Digital Audio Twisted -pair

 Analog Audio Cable

 Fiber and Triax Camera Cable

 Network and Automation Cable

GEPCO
I\IIERNATIONAL, INC.

for direct monitoring. (There's a
handy headphone jack too). The de-
vice is powered via the USB port.

Euphonix had a busy booth, at the
center of which was Max Air, a 96 -
channel digital mixing system de-
signed for on -air, live -to -tape and out-
side broadcast applications. Also spot-
lighted were its System 5-B and Sys-
tem 5 -BP digital audio mixing con-
soles. The System 5-P audio post mixer
includes a film monitoring panel and
multi -operator capability for film and
TV post applications.

The System 5 -BP includes dynamic
automation and can support more
than 300 channels for both live and
audio post applications. Also new this
year is the System 5 -MC integrated
DAW audio mixing system and the
announcement that Euphonix and
SAN Solutions have teamed up to of-
fer a new audio facility network server
solution, which was shown for the first
time at the show.

What good is surround sound and
HD audio if you can't hear it? Speaker
maker Genelec hopes to help with that.

Perfect for audio control rooms mea-
suring up to 3000cu ft, the 8030 LSE
PowerPak system consists of five
Genelec 8030A two-way, bi-amplified
active monitors, one Genelec 7060A
LSE series active subwoofer and a
Genelec acoustic/tape frequency/wave-
length measuring tape. In addition, an
8030 LSE PowerPak setup guide is in-
cluded for accurate speaker placement,
wiring and fine-tuning.

One of the more interesting products
at the show was from a small company
called Holophone. The Holophone-
MINI surround sound microphone is
specifically designed for broadcast ap-
plications. It enables instantaneous,
professional quality, 5.1 surround
sound capture on any camera for
broadcast ENG and field applications.

The Innkeeper 2 is a new two-line,
rack -mount digital hybrid telephone
interface from JK Audio. The front -
panel keypad, display and handset jacks
provide easy speed dialing and call
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RADIO

ROUTING

OB VAN

SERVICE

With 30 years of broadcast experience and more than 300 digital
consoles installed worldwide, Lawo has developed the zirkon digital
on -air console - compact, modular and cost-efficient.

It is well -suited for any application from on -air to production and is
easily configured by the user.

Its potential includes the networking to the scale of large broadcast
centres and the rea isation of simple and integrative workflows.
Other basic features are the integrator in radio automation and rerrote
servicing via TCP/IP.

NETWORKING
AUDIO
SYSTEMS

Headquarters: Lawo AG  Rastatt/Germany +49 7222 1002-0  www.lawo.de
Lawo North America Corp.  Canada  +1 416 292-0078 www.lawo.ca



HD CAMCORDER
Panasonic AG-HVX200
B00-528-860;
www.panasonic.com/broadcast

DVCPRO HD P2 hand-held camcorder pro-
vides 1080i and 720p recording at 100Mb/s

DVCPRO HD; shoots in 1080/60i, 30p and
24p; in 720/60p, 30p and 24p and in
DVCPRO50, DVCPRO or DV. mi

NEWS PRODUCTION PLATFORM

Quantel Newsbox
203-972-3199; www.quanteLcom

Pre-packaged integrated news production
system; self-contained, users can ingest,
view rushes, choose shots, edit stories, re-
view finished pieces and play -to -air. n

setup. Digital hybrids allow you to send
signals into the phone line while main-
taining excellent separation between
your voice and the caller. The balanced
XLR output jacks contain only the
caller's voice, so there's no more trans-
mit/receive crosstalk common to ana-
log units. It's only 7.21bs and is about
half the price of its competitors.

What is smaller than a pack of tic-
tacs yet captures great audio? The new
Lectrosonics SuperMini (SM) audio
wireless transmitter. Housed in a tiny
splash -proof package, the SM features
a native digital hybrid, so there's no
analog compandor. Lectrosonics'
patent -pending Digital Hybrid Wire-
less technology provides both 24 -bit
digital audio and analog FM signal
transmission to encode a digital sig-
nal delivering a 107dB signal-to-noise
ratio and a flat frequency response.

NAB2005 saw Linear Acoustic leav-
ing visitors impressed with its new LA -
5421 StreamStacker audio bitstream
multiplexer and LA -512 StreamStacker
multiplexer and AC -3 splicer. The new
LA -5124 offers enhanced channel den-
sity by extracting up to four 5.1 chan-
nel AC -3 encoded programs from a
single AES-format digital signal.
Stacked AC -3 streams produced by the
companion model LA -521 multiplexer
are fully compatible with all Dolby -cer-
tified AC -3 audio decoders.

Mackie, now a LOUD Technologies
company, had plenty to show.
Tracktion 2 is Mackie's updated audio
recording and production software. It
sports a clutter -free user interface,
multitrack digital audio recording,
automated mix down, full VST instru-
ment and plug-in support. The pro-
gram can import and export all

2GHZ Relocation Solutions

Wisp oven it at NAB...

Two 6 mHz Live Shots...
One 12 MHz Channel

Available NOW!
4

Don't just replace - upgrade to the best!

Easy -to -use products

Superior warranty / service plans

112

4M0

BROADCAST MICROWAVE SERVICES. INC.

12367 Crosthwaite Circle
Poway, CA 92064 U.S.A.

www.bms-inc.com

Tel: +1-858-391-3050
Toll Free (U.S.): 800-669-9667
Fax: +1-858-391-3049
E-mail: dept100@bms-inc.com
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Continuing A Tradition Of Innovation and Quality
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The Only Company To Receive 2 "Pick Hit" Awards At NAB2005

Atlas MRD 3187

Modular Receiver/ Decoder

Supports Up To 2 Decoders

8 Configurable I/O Slols

Web Based Remote Access

The Only Receiver Solution You Will Ever Need

VideoBridge VB10
IPTV Multi Service Probe

MPEG & IP Class Layer Analysis

Monitor Up To 10 Multicast Simultaneously

Intuitive Web Based User Interlace

Part Of The VideoBridge Family Of
IPTV Test Solutions

For over 50 years, Sencore has ensured the delivery of quality video services with immobile
solutions designed to solve the challenges of converging technology. This year's award

winning products are no exception. Both of this year's award winners solve challenges today
and will continue to evolve with you and vow network. For more information about these, or other

Sencore products, simply call , or see us at



DIGITAL WIRELESS INTERCOM

Clear-Com CeIlCorn
510-496-6666; www.clearcom.com

Based on FreeSpeak technology; delivers a

wireless version of a traditional wired in-
tercom control panel for communications
including point-to-point and party line
(conference) without multiple frequencies
or manual selection.

WORKFLOW AUTOMATION

Telestream FlipFactory HD
530-470-1300; www.telestream.net

Designed to simplify conversion of
multiformat source media to HD; fits into
any file -based workflow; tasks are com-
pletely automated, enabling content to flow
in and out of the workflow without
baseband signal routing and without the
need for operator intervention.

CARDIOID CONDENSER
MICROPHONE

Audio-Technica AT2020
330-686-2600 www.audio-technica.com

Features custom -engineered low -mass dia-
phragm, providing extended frequency re-
sponse, plus the ability to handle extremely
high SPLs; has a fixed cardioid polar pat-
tern to allow isolation of the desired sound
source; features a flat, extended frequency
response (20Hz to 20,000Hz), high SPL
handling capability (144dB), and a wide
dynamic range (124dB).

LED CAMERA LIGHTING

Frezzi FS -LED
973-427-1160 ; www.frezzi.com

Preset colors of 5500 degrees Kelvin and
3200 degrees Kelvin; full dimming from
one to 100 percent without color shifting;
no color shift when dimming; standard
Frezzi mounts and accessories; runs from
(-m1(.1.11).1;1(1\7 01 C \ ICI 11,11 ,,uhhhv. fl

major audio file formats, and is cross -
platform Mac- and PC -compatible.

The new NAGRA V is a portable,
digital two -channel recorder designed
for television, film and documentary
work. Recording 16 -bit or 24 -bit up
to 96kHz on a removable hard disk,
the recorder features pre -record, cam-
era return monitoring, timecode with
chase synchronizer, routable inputs,
internal hard drive storage and audio
limiter circuitry. It also records post -
production compatible BWF files. Ac-
cording to the firm, the NAGRA V is
designed as the successor to the popu-
lar NAGRA IVS-TC and is a possible
replacement for R-DAT.

Neural Audio showed off its new
NeuStar MultiMerge 5.1 product and
announced that TV sta-
tions were already using
it to broadcast 5.1 sur-
round sound 24/7. Using
sound from a two -chan-
nel mono or stereo
source, the MultiMerge
transcodes and merges
audio sources and then
provides an uninter-
rupted stream of 5.1 sur-
round sound. According
to the company, it is a
simple and effective way
for television affiliates to
initiate 5.1 audio capa-
bilities without breaking the bank.

When it comes to being refereed to
as a "standard," there are only a hand-
ful of companies that can claim their
products are such. Neumann is one of
them. Neumann booth visitors could
try various mics, including the new
BCM 705. The second microphone in
the new Neumann broadcast line and
the first Neumann dynamic micro-
phone, the BCM 705 features the new
Neumann mic capsule with mechani-
cal suspension that helps reduce the
mic's sensitivity to stand movement or
handling shocks. The microphone
comes with a mount that is elastically
suspended and a mount that is com-
patible with standard broadcast -seg-

ment microphone arms.
The new Riedel DHY-101 digital

telephone hybrid interface provides
bi-directional communication be-
tween the intercom matrix and a stan-
dard DTMF capable analog telephone
line. It features advanced DSP process-
ing and echo canceling on both send
and receive and can be used stand-
alone or integrated in an artist inter-
com system.

Stagetec introduced an AES interface
for its ORTATIS intercom. This nifty
feature allows intercom signals to be
sent over standard AES lines. This al-
lows a conventional audio router to
handle also the intercom feeds.

Stagetec also showed its new SDI
embedding/de-embedding card for the

There were many notable speakers at NAB2005, in-
cluding Tonight Show host Jay Leno, who spoke at a
Television Luncheon sponsored by Microsoft.

NEXUS router. The router allows asyn-
chronous signals to have different clock
sources. This means that an SDI signal
does not have to be in sync with the
audio at the router. Sample rate con-
verters on the router's XSDI board per-
form all the necessary conversions. Also
new to the router is an optional eight -
channel analog output card.

Finally, the company showed its
AURUS direct -access console for live
broadcasts. This sophisticated and
flexible console can handle a maxi-
mum of 96 channel strips supporting
300 audio channels. The AURUS fully
integrates with the NEXUS STAR digi-
tal router, which further expands the
console's versatility.
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fischer
field install able
connectors

www.fischerconnectors_com

1053- HDTV
No Epoxy - No Polish
Incorporates Corning UniCam
Fiber -Optic technology
Fast and easy cable termination:
15-30 minutes from start to finish
True field install -ability
Outstanding iicrease in connector
simplicity anc convenience
Significant decrease in assembly labo

plus

TCORNING

Triax
American and International Standard
versions, Series 1052 and 1051
Compatible with 3/8" and 1 /2" cables
Superior shielding
Waterp-oof rugged design
Ideal fo- multiplex s gnal transmission
Precisicn self-locking connector for
low con tact resistan:E and long life

- costs

Fischer Connectors, - nc.
1735 Founders Parkway

Alpharetta, GA 30304
Tel 800 551 0_21
Fax 578.393.501

nail@fischerconnectors.com

wwischerCONNECTOR S



BROADCAST ENCLOSURE
Middle Atlantic Products
GRK Series
800-266-7225; vvww.middleatlantic.com

Is engineered with large openings to ac-
commodate cable pass-throughs, and
abundant lacing points; has no raw edges
at the bottom and top to prevent cable
chafing and straight vertical top -to -bottom
cable runs. El

TAPELESS HD DNG
Ikegami HDN-X10 Editcam
HD
201-368-9171; www.ikegami.com

Provides 1000TV lines of resolution; 56dB
of S/N and FIO at 20001ux; power con-
sumption only 32W; uses three 2/3in
2.1megapixel CMOS sensors; uses Avid
DNxHD codecs working at 8 or 10 -bit
sampling at 145Mbs and 220Mbs; portable
FieldPak2 storage ingests directly into Avid
HD NLE; proxy and metadata are stored
on camera's USB flash cards.

Smart AV presented its Elite Series
Smart Console for the first time at
NAB. The Smart Console provides a
touch -sensitive arc that can summon
up to 96 channels directly to the
operator's fingertips. The Smart Con-
sole is currently available in 48 -and
96 -channel configurations, with a 72 -
channel version coming soon. The
console uses an Ethernet I/O to con-
nect to a growing number of signal
processing and routing devices and
was shown interfaced to a Mac Logic
Pro 7 workstation.

In a booth that resembled a small city,
it was easy to see why Sony is a leader
in broadcasting. Unfortunately, it was
a little harder finding its audio solu-
tions. Sony introduced two new micro-
phones this year. The new ECM -674
shotgun microphone is compact and
lightweight. Its rugged design is made
for use with Sony's new line of HDV,
DVCAM and XDCAM camcorders,
but it can be used with others. The cost-
effective mic has a two-way powering
feature, which allows for either phan-
tom power or battery operation. The
new ECM -674 offers high sensitivity,
low noise characteristics and both a flat
and wide frequency response from
60Hz to 18kHz, with a dynamic range

of at least 90dB.
For ENG applications, the Sony F-112

dynamic microphone features a rug-
ged, ergonomic design with an omni-
directional capsule, capable of clear
voice pick-up from all directions When
combined with the optional wireless
plug -on transmitter, the F-112 becomes
an essential tool for field interviews.

Japan's Sanken has come up with the
world's first dual -capsule lavaliere mic,
the new COS -22. The ultra -miniature
microphone measures only 1.25in in
length but provides a full frequency
response up to 20kHz. With two -chan-
nels, the dual -omnidirectional COS -22
is perfect for live broadcasting with a
completely redundant dual capsule de-
sign with totally separated electronics.

It was standing room only as Sound
Devices showed two new portable
high -resolution digital audio record-
ers: the 722 and the 744T. Recording
to an internal hard drive and/or a
CompactFlash card, the small record-
ers capture uncompressed audio up to
24 -bit at 192kHz and have analog and
digital I/O's with linking capability for
additional optional channels. The new
744T recorder features four channels,
each with time code.

In the SSL booth was version 2

Flexlscope

HD/SD
SD/SDI

Patent:

US 6.493.02461

GB 2329294

Flexiscope...
HD and SD waveform, vectors and audio,

measurement and monitoring using proprietary
and Patented ALL digital processing
- ALL in the PALM of your hand!

IT'S ALL YOU EVER WANTED!
Covers ALL HD, SD stancards, with

more plug in options to follow.

Made to measure. Irresistibly priced.

You can Exceed your Expectations
TEL: (949) 916-1070 TOLLFREE: 866 -4 -HAMLET E -Mail: sales@hamletus.com
Web site: www.hamlet.us.com

'Iksadcaskrgio.rrg,'

2005 3

UK Tel: +44 (0) 1494 729 728 Freephone (UK): 0501 625 525 E -Mall: sales@hamlet.co.uk
Web site: www.hamlet.co.uk

HAMLET
EXCELLENCE IN VISION
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Create with EDIUS

Edit HD, SD, HDV, and DV
EDIUS includes hundreds of features offering powerful. streamlined, m xed format editing,

a flexible user interface, and full 1080i realtime output to a monitor or deck:

DV

HDV 11111711
11111MIIIMMIEM.

SD (uncompressed) 111 MOM
HD

IEEE 1394 (FireWire) w/deck control 11115,
Composite Video Output

Composite Video Input

Component Video Output

Component Video Input

RS -422 Deck Control

AES / EBU Audio

SD SDI

HD SDI

.14111111111 1111111=110

millatiM1.10110

4%GK 6V.

Broabangimemi:i

2OO4,

www.canopus.corn
or cat 9 -8E3B-899-EDIT canopus

Create. Purpose. Deliver



ASSET MANAGEMENT
SOFTWARE
Sundance Digital Seeker
972-444-8442;
www.sundancedigitaLcom

Workflow Management engine allows tasks
to be created, assigned to an individual or
group, and tracked; features media data-
base that tracks, manages, stores and in-
dexes video, audio, graphic and all types
of document files; media management en-
gine integrates with third party transcoding
engines.

DECODER

Omneon MultiPort 4000
Series
408-585-5000; www.omneon.com

HD MPEG decoders for integrated play-
back of HD material ingested into an
Omneon Spectrum media server; provides
one or two independent channels of HD
playback. zi

HD MULTIFORMAT CONVERTER
Prime Image Time Tailor
408-867-6519 www.primeimageinc.com

Provides conversion between all standards
and formats; features analog HD inputs and
outputs for supporting HD camcorders, HD
set -top boxes, HD-DVRs, HD-DVHs, etc.

3-D OPTICS SYSTEM
Thales Angenieux, Vision III
Imaging V3 Moving Optical
Element
973-812-3858; www.angenieux.com

Scanning lens is integrated with Thales
Angenieux's Digital 26 X 7.8 AIF HD ENG/
EFP telephoto zoom and 15 X 8.3 AIF HR
ENG/EFP telephoto lenses; images with en-
hanced texture and depth appear as 3-D when
viewed on standard image displays.

HD SERVER

Leitch NEXIO HD
757-548-2300; www.leitch.com

Software -based agile codec for HD record-
ing with up/down-conversion for simul-
taneous applications; supports interpolated
off -speed play and scrub audio. 0

software for the SSL C100 digital
broadcast console. It includes
TouchPan, which provides full 5.1 pan-
ning access from one central touch
screen. The mixing console features
color -coded displays and comprehen-
sive control of all surround parameter.
The new software upgrade supports the
I/O expansion for the Centauri core
and increases the C100's range of ap-
plications by supporting 44.1kHz na-
tive sample frequency operation.

SRS Labs exhibited new enhance-
ments to its Circle Surround (CS)
product line and technology. The new
Xtract 6.1 surround software utility
helps users with mono or stereo au-
dio upgrade to 6.1 channels. CS -en-
coded audio technology was also dis-
played in other booths,
including Linear Acous-
tics and Holophone. CS
encoding technology is
specifically designed for
the professional broad-
cast market, enabling in-
stantaneous 5.1 sur-
round sound capture.

With a 48 -track hybrid
hard disk workstation at
its booth, TASCAM had
one of its best shows in
years. The new TASCAM
X-48 offers the best of
both the hardware and
the software worlds in a
state-of-the-art digital audio worksta-
tion. With 96kHz/24-bit recording
across all 48 tracks and 192kHz re-
cording across 24 tracks, the X-48
multitrack recorder also offers WAVE
file and OMF import and export file
support. In addition to the built-in
automated 48 -channel digital mixer, it
has VGA display output, support for
FireWire hard drives and Gigabit
Ethernet with a built in DVD+RW
drive for backups.

TSL could be heard at the show via
the new compact loudspeaker, Cameo,
which is a slim 1RU-mount audio
monitoring reference speaker. With
special internal processing and a state-

of-the-art speaker, the unit allows the
operator to hear the audio signal
above the din of the broadcast opera-
tions room.

The Yamaha DM2000 audio console
was shown controlling Steinberg's
Nuendo and Cubase software appli-
cations and vice versa via the Studio
Connections protocol. Additionally,
five new proprietary add-on effects
have been added to Yamaha's version
2 digital mixing consoles. The new ef-
fects plug -ins - Surround Post, Vir-
tual Stomp, Reverb, Channel Strip and
Master Strip - are designed to be
used separately or in combination,
and the control software is compatible
with both Max OS X and Windows
2000/XP operating systems.

Jonathan Prince, creator and executive produce of
NBC'S American Dreams, urged broadcasters to
avoid trying to imitate cable by chasing viewers with
sex and violence.

As another indicator of how fast 5.1
surround sound is growing, industry
giant Wheatstone introduced the new
SR -9 Surround Sound mixing console.
A 6 -channel, 5.1 surround sound (plus
three stereo output mixes) digital mixer
with live radio 5.1 surround sound pro-
cessing, the new product features sup-
port for surround/stereo control room
audio monitoring and the ability to
handle four telephone callers/remotes
simultaneously. For audio metering,
there are switched meters with system-
wide access via an embedded signal that
does not require any AES signal allo-
cations. There's an intuitive graphic in-
terface for setup via included software
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RF & L -Band Fiber Optic Links

Multiple Receiver Card Cage ne n t
Fiber Optic Transmitter and Receiver

Fiber Optic Link Models
Model Number Frequency

DL -103000-1 10-3000MHz

Description Model Number Frequency
Card Cage OCC-1

Power Supply PS-OCC-1

L -Band Receiver OCCR-103000-1 10-302C MHz

L -Band Transmitter OCCT-103000-1 10-300C MHz 01-3442-1 3.4-4.2 GHz

C -Band Receiver OCCR-3442-1 3.4-4 2GHz 01-95012750-1 0.9S-12.75 GHz

Broadband Receiver OCCR-95012750-1 0.95-1'.-5GHz
Fiber Optic Tra ismitter Models

The MITEQ F ber Optic Card Cages are capable of

supporting up to ten individual receiver modt_les at

all of the covered frequency bands. The carc cage

features hot swappable connection and sun nary

alarm contacts for each module. The card cage can

be ordered with up to ten receiver modules at any

available frequency or any comb nation of L-3and

transmitters or receivers

Model Number F uenc
ORT- 03000-1 10'-3000 MHz

ORT-3442-1 3 4-4.2GHz

ORT-95012750-1 0.95-12.75 GHz

Fiber Optic Receiver Mocels
Model Number Frequency

ORM-103000-1

ORM-3442-1

03M-95012750-1

For additiona information please ca -tact Chris Alfenito
at (631) 439-9108 or calfenitc@miteq.com

1C -300C MHz

34-4 2GHz

0.95-12.75 GHz

WARRANTY

100 Davids Dive. Hauppauge, NY 11788
(631) 436-7400 FAX: (631) 436-743'

www.miteq.com



PRODUCT
JACKPOT

PRODUCTION SWITCHER
Ross Synergy SD
613-652-4886; www. ross video. c om

Powerful control panel, expanded key-
board support and removable USB stor-
age; new squeeze and tease WARP effects
including corner pinning, lens flare, ob-
scure, and shards. mi

HD DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE
Lawo mc2 66
+49 7222 10020; www.Iawo.de

Lightweight construction; low power con-
sumption; compact dimensions; optimally
suited for production particularly in OB
vans; in combination with the routing
matrix integrated in the core it offers maxi-
mum flexibility for I/O interfaces and DSP
resources; possible matrix capacity of 3072
mono inputs and outputs as well as up to
192 fully equipped DSP channels and 144
summing buses.

that's automation -friendly with event
scheduling abilities.

Wohler Technologies' new flagship
product, the AMP2-E8MDA Dolby E
audio monitor/converter, is a 2RU-
mounted unit with a high -quality self -
powered speaker system and eight 53 -
segment level meters. It functions both
as an audio monitor and as a converter.

Zaxcom introduced the TRX900, a
digital wireless microphone trans-

pany set up a simulated broadcast cen-
ter in its booth demonstrating Dolby
products being used end -to -end for
over -the -air, cable and satellite HDTV
broadcasting. The company also an-
nounced that Dolby Digital Plus and
MLP Loss less audio technologies have
been approved as options for the next -
generation of DVDs called Blu-ray
and that Dolby Digital is to be the
mandatory audio standard for the new

New _products weren't the only things going on.

For audio pros at the show, there were lots

of pure technology demonstrations

and educational opportunities.

ceiver that can be custom -ordered
with a wide array of features. The
TRX900 has a unique built-in IFB that
eliminates the need for on -air talent
to wear two separate body packs.
New products weren't the only

things going on. For audio pros at the
show, there were lots of pure technol-
ogy demonstrations and educational
opportunities. Fresh off an IPO, Dolby
Laboratories had a large impact at the
show, with several technology and
product announcements. The com-

HD capable discs. Dolby Digital Plus
is the new extension of the popular
Dolby Digital format used for digital
cable and digital television broadcast-
ing as well as DVD-Video. Plus is de-
signed to offer discrete channel cov-
erage to the newer 7.1 channel sys-
tems, as well as new streaming and
mixing capabilities for the future. BE

Tom Patrick McAuliffe is a journalist,
entertainer and contributing writer and
editor for Video Systems, Singer and
Hawaiian Style magazines.

Curious? Please visit our website: www.riedel.net RIEDEL
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intuitive configuration software
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audio quality easy analog -style set-up incl daisy -chaining. Successfully
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More people
are looking to Ross products
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rather than their equipment.
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Delicate Productions
Camarillo, California
Ross Synergy 2 and Synergy 4

SD or HD, Ross products are known
for robust feature sets, user-friendly
installation and operations, extensive
warranties and years of trouble -free
use... making them the choice of
many broadcasters, sports stadiums,
educational institutes, corporate
and government agencies,
as well as religious institutes.
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capabilities
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 Keyboard support
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cross converter tie
line management for
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ron CG integration
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changeover
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Routing Systems
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RossGear MD
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Geartite MD
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 Introducing RossGear
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 Rack mounted
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IMPLEMENTING NEW
WORKFLOW PRINCIPLES

If you ask a dozen vendors what me-
dia workflow means, you'll get two

dozen answers. With that said, let's
develop one and stick with it through-
out this article. The following defini-
tion can be applied to a wide variety
of needs, yet covers the entire media
lifecycle:

Media workflow is the movement and
transformation of content across the
three fundamental activities of the
broadcast business: acquisition, man-
agement and distribution. Movement of
content through each of the high-level
activities is managed by a series of dis-
crete operations called workflows. These
add value or remove cost at each step of
the process.

The challenge ahead
Broadcast engineers are faced with

the challenge of reducing the number

of discrete steps required to move con-
tent through its lifecycle while assur-
ing that critical business processes re-
main unaffected.

An ideal workflow system will be
based on business rules and seamlessly
integrate and automate, as far as pos-
sible, the following steps: acquisition,
ingest, metadata acquisition, storage,
asset management, search, retrieval,
desktop cuts -only editing, trans -

coding, scheduling, automation,
playout, billing, accounting and archi-
val management.

To accomplish this, secure, scalable
systems must be designed and built in
ways that preserve to the greatest de-
gree possible legacy infrastructure in-
vestments. These systems should allow
asset -related data to be available to
enterprise information systems that
manage financial, customer, sales and

rights information and reporting. In
other words, Mr. Engineer, this solu-
tion is a whole lot bigger than you may
have thought.

Analog today
Let's examine an example of a typi-

cal analog linear workflow versus a
digital, rules -based one. Consider a
large media enterprise with the follow-
ing attributes:

 incoming feeds from multiple
sources, many arriving at once;

 the need to develop fresh, updated
programming on a minute -by -minute
basis;

 the need to feed multiple output
channels;

 a large, growing analog tape library;
 a labor-intensive process of getting

archived tapes;
 a chaotic production process.
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Easy to clean. Innovative. Reliable. Canare's
Hybrid Fiber -Optic Camera Connectors feature
a high -quality new fiber design that ensures
optimal performance.

Tech Notes

Outer diameter of the clad is 0.125mm with a core of 0.010mm.

Although the cables have superb transmission quality, even a

minuscule speck on the core can have a disabling effect and

cause a signal to be lost. Canare recommends proper

maintenance and verifying the connector before use. Simply

detach the alignment sleeve along with the insulator part for

easy cleaning.

before cleaning after cleaning
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Tel: 818 365 2446 Fax: 818 365 0479
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AdPC Polish
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Discover our all new Optic Products and more!
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 Palm -size Camera Cable Checker
 Converters and CWDM
 New Mid -size Video Jacks
 Front or Rear Mount Video Panel Jacks
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IMPLEMENTING NEW
WORKFLOW PRINCIPLES

To repackage content from the tape
archive requires multiple activities,
decision points and employees. At its
worst, it might take several hours to
go through this process for each tape
needed. (See Figure 1.) Once re-
trieved, tapes must be reviewed and

orienting the dish, selecting the chan-
nel, routing the feed to the encoder
and capturing the digital file. More-
over, once the digital frame has been
captured, it may become available to
everyone in the enterprise, depending
on access rules. Basic metadata is cap -

Scheduling

Engineering Transmission

Transmission

Figure 1. The traditional organization of workflow

ingested before they can be re-edited,
after which they have to be played out
to tape again and delivered to the
NOC or MCR for broadcast.

This disarray is the result of a pro-
cess that is inefficient from the outset:
From ingest to archiving, the process
is mostly manual and subject to inef-
ficiencies and errors.

An integrated workflow
Let's look at this same set of tasks at

a facility where the broadcaster under-
stands the value of a digital workflow
system. Obviously, any engineer worth
his salt knows that only a completely
integrated digital -based system with
automated workflows can meet the
demand for speed and efficiency. The
savvy engineer will also recognize that
no single vendor's software product
can come anywhere near meeting the
massive complexities in designing and
building such a workflow system.

Let's examine what this new auto-
mated workflow management system
looks like and some of the key ben-
efits. (See Figure 2 on page 118.)

Digital workflow
Feed schedules reside in a database

and trigger multiple events such as

tured concurrently and can be used for
immediate search and retrieval.

Producers can identify and retrieve
current or legacy content (if it has
been appropriately ingested into the
system) and create programs on the
fly. If craft editing is required, an EDL
is sent to an edit suite, and the con-
tent is pulled into the NLE, where
graphics, music, narration and effects
can be added. Conforming and ren-
dering is done in real-time, and the
content is instantly forwarded to the
play -to -air server and immediately
available for broadcast.

Workflow benefits
Now this may sound like a utopia,

but it is possible to come quite close
with today's technology. Let's look at
some of the potential benefits.

The time required to locate and re-
trieve content online goes from hours
to seconds. No more looking for tape
boxes. Requests are now filled from an
on -screen database. Lost content hap-
pens less often. Once the material is
stored and tagged, it's virtually impos-
sible to lose. Compare that with try-
ing to find that partially labeled box
containing the tape of last week's fire.

What about creative flexibility? Be-

fore, editors were limited by their ac-
cess to the content and crushed by
deadlines. Now, content is always ac-
cessible and instantly deliverable. Also,
editors can share content. No longer
do they have to wait for a dub to be-
gin work.

The number of staff changes re-
quired: few. You and your staff get to
keep your jobs. Responsibilities in-
crease and people focus on what they
do best: creating programming. Fi-
nally, because such a system can be
built with nonproprietary hardware
and standard operating systems, it's
easy to scale, maintain and integrate
with an existing IT and broadcast
infrastructure.

Scale to fit
Such an enterprise -wide workflow

isn't cheap. For global media enter-
prises, those costs are justified by the
potential to reduce operating expenses
and realize new revenue streams from
a system that integrates broadcast,
cable, new media and handheld device
distribution. Smaller broadcasters may
not need to build their own solution
at all. It's often possible to access these
services on an outsourced or shared -
resource basis.

Considering the options
Suppose you decide to implement an

integrated workflow system. What are
the options? The first is to build your
own. There is a natural temptation for
IT and broadcast engineers to dem-
onstrate their skills and expertise to
senior management. And, engineers
often like having control over the so-
lution. But a word of caution: Such
systems can be complex to design and
challenging to build when there is no
out -of -the -box solution (and there
isn't). This means that no single hard-
ware or software vendor can provide
more than a portion of the system.

This will require the staff to integrate
all pieces of the puzzle. Also, demand-
ing multiple equipment vendors to
integrate with each other will greatly
magnify the chance for failure, espe-
cially where software interoperability
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CALL ANY TIME.

We want to be your first call. That's
why SES AMERICOM is building what we

think you'll agree is the best 24x7

occasional broadcast service with our
OCCASIONAL ALWAYS ON service.
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IMPLEMENTING NEW
WORKFLOW PRINCIPLES

is critical to success. Homebrew sys-
tems are rarely successful, and they can
easily create more problems than they
solve. If that happens, the finger of
blame will point only to you.

The second option is to outsource to
an IT consultant. Traditional IT con-
sulting firms are great for enterprise
systems, e-mail and desktop support.
But few, if any, have the specific
workflow expertise required to suc-
cessfully design and build systems that
automate complex broadcast interde-
pendencies.

The third option is to outsource the
project to a traditional broadcast in-
tegrator. This will give you broadcast
infrastructure design and build expe-
rience and access to broadcast hard-
ware sourcing. But, building these
complex IT -based systems requires
specific skills that may not be available
from your broadcast integrator.

The fourth - and, in my opinion,
the best - option is to partner with a
firm that can staff both sides of the
challenge with broadcast expertise and
IT knowledge. Look for demonstrated
skills in designing and deploying com-
plex, enterprise -wide broadcast IT in-
tegrated systems. You don't want to
be anyone's guinea pig when it comes
to your IT broadcast project.

Fortunately, there are firms that can
meet these demanding requirements.
But, before you make a decision, do
the homework. Look at the company's
track record. Call its customers and
then visit them. Look at both newly

workflow is merely connecting the
dots. It isn't. Broadcasting is one of the
more complex media workflows and
you shouldn't be timid in recognizing
that you need expert help in finding
and building the best solution.

Transmission

PDA
Archive

Mobile

Scheduling

Acquisition

Irk

Production

Production

ProdLction

Management

Master
control

Transmission

Internet

Television

Mobile

Distribution

Figure 2. The organization of integrated, digital workflow

completed sites and those with many
months of operation under their belts.
There will always be start-up issues in
complex systems. What you want to
know is whether the vendor took care
of them and whether the system works
reliably over time.

Don't be lulled into thinking that
building an enterprise -wide digital

After all, when the project is com-
pleted, you're going to get the recog-
nition for the project anyway.
Wouldn't you rather it be for a job well
done? BE

David Rosenberg manages the Media
Consulting Practice for Siemens Business
Services in North America.
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Broadcast Playout Automation

The new master control system for TV and Corporate Playout,
all in one easy to use integrated broadcast environment

 Automated & in-eractive playout
 Master control automation
 On-line/off-line media managemen-.
 Commercial insertion

 Multi -layer graphic overlay
 Scheduling & logging
 News room integration
 Fully open system

www.on-air-systems.com - sales©on-air-systems.com
Tel: +44 20 7663 3671
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Who Would You Trust to Protect Your Broadcast Signal?

When the ultimate service that you require is caning from another cont nent, minutes
can quickly turn into days. That's toc long wher t comes to your analoc or DTV
transmitter.

Axcera's products are designed, marufactured and supported right here in the USA by
our dedicated staff cf RF experts who are serioLs about keeping you on the air - 24
hours a day, 7 cays E week, 365 days a year.

Axcera's serious commitment to customer service starts even prior tc yoir transmitter
purchase with our knowledgeable sales and app ication engineers, and t lasts for the
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products, and ve never will.
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lifetime customer service... only from Axcera, the RF experts.
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Fujinon's
Precision Focus Assist system
BY THOM CALABRO

While HD video can
produce pristine im-
ages, occasionally

the resulting display leaves something
to be desired. Often that something is
a sharp focus.

A slight misfocus of an image is
hardly discernable in SD, but in HD it
is clearly obvious. To overcome this
problem, Fujinon has developed the
Precision Focus Assist system for HD
lenses. It addresses the precise focus
issues in HD production stemming
from the format's shallow depth of
focus and the requirement for small,
low -resolution camera viewfinders.
Although automatic in nature, the sys-
tem places the priority for focusing on
the operator, providing assistance
when needed.

Camera operators focus by viewing
the image on a 2in or 7in viewfinder.
With a typical resolution of 450tv1,
these devices are quite sufficient for SD
focusing. However, today's HD displays
provide a vertical resolution of 640tvl,
making the camera viewfinder woefully
inadequate for precise focusing and
highlighting any focus mistakes.

Focusing a camera requires the op-
erator to first zoom to the most tele-
photo position of the lens and then
adjust focus while observing the edges
of the subject. When done correctly,
the high -frequency component of the
subject's outline is maximized and
therefore sharpest.

Focus problems in HD
With HD, the operator must always

be at a maximum zoom position
whenever focusing is required, mak-
ing it difficult to focus anywhere else
in the focal range. A key distinction
between focusing in SD or HD is the
difference in depth of field between
the two lens types. Figure 1 illustrates

Iris f1.4, Sutject distance 10m, FL 24.6mm

HD optimum foc is range

8 2m 12.6m SD optimum focus range

6.8m

.1111- 1 0 n

I I

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

18.5m

0. Meters

Figure 1. HD lenses have a smaller optimum focus range than do SD lenses.

this phenomenon. The irises on both
SD and HD lenses are fully open, the
subject is at a 10m distance, and the
lenses are in the telephoto position.
Note that the focus range of the SD
lens ranges from 6.8m to 18.5m. Yet,
the focus range of the HD lens is only
from 8.2m to 12.6m. Now let's see
what effect misfocusing would have
on actual picture quality.

Figure 2 displays the difference in

depth of modulation for a pair of
lenses, one SD and one HD. At 1000tvl,
an HD lens has a modulation of ap-
proximately 82 percent modulation
depth, and the SD lens' modulation is
approximately 65 percent. If the SD lens
is misfocused to the point where we see
a 10 percent drop in modulation (i.e.,
65 percent - 6.5 percent = 58.5 percent),
the same amount of misfocus would
cause a 50 percent drop in modulation

High
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1000

- HD lens

- Conventional lens

_ _ Conventional lens
with slight misfocus

HD lens with
slight misfocus

Figure 2. A misfocused SD lens results in a 10 percent drop in MoD. That
same misfocus in an HD lens results in a 50 percent decrease in MoD.
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for the HD lens (i.e., 82 percent - 41
percent = 41 percent).

Focusing methods
There are several methods to accom-

plish auto focusing, typically catego-
rized into two groups. The first group
is the focus detection method, which
searches for the focus position. The
second is the range finding method,
which achieves focus by measuring the
distance from the lens to the subject.

The focus detection method has two
variations: the contrast method and
the phase matching method. The con-
trast method detects the amount of
misfocus based on the contrast of the

Right-angled prism

ANN

AS,

C

CCD

Right-angled prism

Figure 3. All of the automatic focus circuitry is contained within the lens,
making the feature easily portable to other cameras.

Fujinon HA13XPF lens with Precision Focus. Pre-
cision Focus Assist employs the contrast method
for auto focusing, which derives its focusing
points by means of optical path differences.

image. Home video cameras typically
use the contrast method. The phase
matching method, often used in still
cameras, detects phase differences in
the image.

The contrast method is preferred for
video cameras. When a lens is precisely
focused, both the contrast and the
amount of high -frequency energy in
the image is maximized. Typically, the
lens' focusing group is moved until it
finds the point of contrast where the
high frequencies peak. The focusing
group of lenses undergoes a "wob-
bling" process to search for that maxi-
mum point. There are several advan-
tages of the contrast method. No
range -finding sensors are required,
critical focus will be obvious, and the
point requiring focus can be viewed

in the viewfinder be-
cause there is no paral-
lax with the image.

Unfortunately, there
are some drawbacks to
using the wobbling pro-
cess with the contrast
method. Simply put,
today's large and heavy
lens elements are diffi-
cult to move at high
speed. Also, the slight
changes in focus caused
by the wobbling can be
easily seen. Further-
more, moving objects
such as a spinning foot-

ball might be compared at different
times, which could result in errors.
Finally, the process may not be quick
enough for high-speed objects, such

as those common in sports.
Fujinon developed the Precision Fo-

cus Assist system using the contrast
method, but without using the wobble
process. Instead, the system uses an
optical path difference signal.

Focusing assistant
The focus assist replaces the lens ex-

tender by a half -mirror in ENG-style
lenses. (See Figure 3.) This half -mir-
ror works as a prism. The Precision
Focus CCDs are arranged so that the
focal plane is at the same position in
the optical path as the camera focal
plane and the two CCDs are equidis-
tant from the focal plane point. The
camera gets a simple software patch
to allow the operator to specify the
focus point. Because the entire auto
focus system is incorporated in the

Best focus
position

Contrast on
CCD B

Contrast on
CCD A

NEAR

Estimation value of CCDs
(A and B) is compared

When focused A=B

When not focused A<B or A>B

The point where the values of the contrast of the images on the two CCDs
coincide with each other is the best focus position.

Figure 4. Image position and direction is calculated from the outputs of the two
different CCDs. When the electrical outputs are identical, the lens is focused.
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lens, the lens can be freely used on
various cameras.

The camera operator first specifies

adjusting direction can be determined
from these values. The focusing group
is then moved to reach optimal focus

The focus indicator tells the focus position, which

helps the camera operator to more precisely

manually focus the lens.

the focusing point in the viewfinder,
and then selects either auto or manual
focus. Finally, an LED shows the op-
erator when the proper focusing point
has been achieved.

The system must first determine
which direction to adjust the lens for
focus. The circuit compares the val-
ues of CCD A and CCD B. The rela-
tionship between A and B is described
in Figure 4 on page 122. When fo-
cused, A is equal to B. When not fo-
cused, A is larger or smaller than B
(i.e., A < B or A > B). The required

position, while simultaneously keep-
ing the movement of the focus lenses
minimized.

All HD cameras use CCDs with an
aspect ratio of 16:9. However, to mini-
mize weight, costs and power con-
sumption, 2/3in SD CCDs with 4:3
aspect ratios are employed. Although
the SD CCDs have many fewer pixels
than their HD cousins, experiments
show that this does not degrade the
performance of the focus circuits.

Tests also show that the focus assist
area needn't examine the entire im-

age area. In fact, this solution limits
the examined area to approximately
90 percent of the image seen by the
HD CCDs.

There are several advantages of the
Precision Focus Assist system:
 Precise focusing is available even with
wide shots.
 Images slightly out of focus, which
are often difficult to recognize in the
viewfinder, can be quickly corrected.
 The focus indicator tells the focus
position, which helps the camera op-
erator to more precisely manually fo-
cus the lens.

The technology is available on the
company's XA101x8.9BESM HD zoom
lens, XA87x9.3ESM HD zoom lens,
HA13x4.5BRD-S28K wide-angle lens,
HA22X7.3BRD HD EFP lens and
HA26X6.7BESM studio lens. BE

Thom Calabro is national sales manager
for Fujinon.
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On Air

Automated VOD
Production

Anystream.

Agility VOD Good news: VOD is here!
Bad news: Your content production process isn't VOD-ready...

Anystream can solve your problem. Our Agility software automates

routine media conversion and publishing tasks, giving you the efficiency,

scalability and flexibility you need to serve emerging outlets.

Top media companies every day rely on Anystream Agility to transcode

content for network exchange among multiple manufacturers' servers

- whether HD or SD - and repurpose media for the Web, mobile, VOD

and more. Take your content new places with Anystream Agility!

anystream
Call us today at 888-ANYSTREAM or visit www.Anystream.com software transforms content.
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Harris H -Class
Content Delivery Platform
BY TARAS BUGIR

here are at least three key
problems with trying to de-
fine workflow as used in the

broadcast and media industry.
First, the term workflow is a relatively

abstract notion believed to drive busi-
ness processes but often does not. Sec-
ond, workflow is seldom consistently
managed across the departments
within an organization, so the defini-
tion changes depending on who's us-
ing it. Third, content providers and
broadcasters use a wide variety of
point solutions, most inefficient y and
poorly joined together to im-
prove workflow.

Unfortunately, the result is
often an assortment of point
solutions that are ineffi-
ciently managed because
each package has been gen-
erally coded to provide its
best practice or solution
workflow only within its own
software solution. Usually,
manual processes must be
undertaken to get each point
solution to talk to one an-
other. This results in neither
an efficient workflow nor a
good application of business
resources. Harris developed
the H -Class Content Deliv-
ery Platform to solve these
problems.

Building an integrated broadcast so-
lution requires two things: a consis-
tent messaging schema that can con-
nect multiple disparate applications
together and modifications to the ap-
plications themselves to use this mes-
saging schema. Unfortunately, because
the required applications and frame-
work must be tightly integrated, the
only real solution is to build such a
platform from the ground up.

For media applications, the H -Class
platform provides this necessary de-
velopment framework. Application

The platform provides a workflow
engine that supports the integration
of separate applets operating on a se-
cure framework, through a database
abstraction layer and the workflow
engine itself. Because all interface
blocks are consistently specified and
respect a common security and audit-
ing model, they all inherit the proper-
ties of the underlying services, because
the workflow engine sits upon that
security model.

This design results in lower devel-
opment overhead for increased func-

Application Application Application
1 2

Technical infrastructure with messaging

 Each interface is custom to the application being
serviced and must have knowledge of messaging
requirements of target application for consistent workflow
 Development requirements onerous and custom
 Requires detailed knowledge of all applications
Application vendors required to cooperate inline
with enterprise requirements

Applet Applet Applet
1 2 3

Business infrastructure

Technical infrastructure

H -class platform

Applet
n

 All interface blocks are consistently specified and
respect common security and auditing model,
they are all the same
 Low development overhead for increased funcionality
 Requires little or no knowledge of target applet
 Write to the standard API
 Centralized management and workflow definition model

Figure 1. The Harris H -Class Content Delivery Platform represents an integrated
approach to content management from ingest to distribution over a variety of
devices or networks.

An integrated solution
For the first time, broadcasters have

the means to integrate the many dis-
parate business media processes into
a single, modular system that handles
content from ingest to consumption.
This platform can intelligently man-
age the delivery of rich media across
multiple networks, channels, formats
and devices with a best -of -breed re-
sult to either one or many consumers.

components can be developed using
an n -tier architecture, where the many
aspects of the business can be com-
partmentalized and scaled across dif-
ferent hardware systems throughout
the network. (See Figure 1.)

Such a design provides great flexibil-
ity. For instance, if more CPU horse-
power is required to manage core
business services, then that can be
added independently of other busi-
ness services such as searching, media
management or archiving tasks.

tionality and requires little or no
knowledge of target applet. By writ-
ing to the standard H -Class frame-
work API, the enterprise business
model achieves centralized manage-
ment and workflow definitions.

Modules
The platform provides an integrated

solution for broadcasters and content
providers to efficiently and cost-effec-
tively control content distribution -
even to an audience of one. The
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platform supports traditional multi-
channel broadcasts in SD and HD, but
also VOD, IPTV and mobile video.

It relies on open standards and is
network-, content- and service -agnos-
tic. This means users can integrate
other, third -party, applications with
H -Class, providing support for legacy
technology.

The H -Class platform is comprised
of six applications:

 Media Business Systems handles
end -to -end traffic, scheduling, billing,
airtime, sales, DRM and content man-
agement. When integrated with
playout automation, stations can sell
any type of ad close to airtime with-
out manual intervention.

 Media ingest is handled through a
mission -critical record process for
both essence and metadata. The mod-
ule can index incoming feeds on the
fly, schedule and capture live feeds,
and move media across the enterprise.

 The Broadcast Presentation Man-
ager serves as the playout automation.
Its scalable and modular architecture
allows stations to configure their sys-
tem on -site or from remote locations,
all in real time.

 The Intelligent Transport module
delivers digital rich media to devices
including STBs, transmitters and mo-
bile devices. Live and file -based video
is recognized at the point of content
contribution to the network and at the
point of content distribution to mul-
tiple devices or destinations.

The module is comprised of two
transport products: NetVX for high-
speed, IT -based network connectivity
and DataPLUS, WAN -based media
management for real-time capture,
search, retrieval and scheduling of
digital assets.

 NetVX is available with a transrat-
ing transport stream multiplexer
(TMX). The TMX provides a multi-

service video -networking platform to
optimize bandwidth usage while
maintaining full video quality.

The Intelligent Transport module
integrates with both the Ingest and
DAM solutions to provide near -im-
mediate recognition of digital media
and metadata.

 The Shared Services API interface
enables third -party applications to in-
tegrate with the H -Class Content De-
livery Platform and solutions.

The advantage of a fully integrated
content delivery platform is easily mea-
surable. Workflow is more efficient and
there are fewer mistakes on -air. Perhaps
best of all, with this solution, the broad-
caster is well -positioned to take advan-
tage of new delivery opportunities,
which can mean new revenue. BE

Taras Bugir is chief strategy officer of the
Software Systems business unit within
the Broadcast Communications Divison of
Harris Corporation.

TBC Consoles' definitive technical furniture srstem sets new standards
for modularity, ergonomics and high end aesthetics. Front

and rear device tracks allow unimited lateral positioning
of critical monitors. Rack bay turrets

may be upgraded or relocated eesi y allowing quick, user friendly
modifications. 4 full range of articulating arms for distance,
height and tilt control may be utiiz5d for mounting flat
panel mon tors speakers, phone; end task lighting.

conso e evolution.
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Production
switchers
BY JOHN LUFF

There was a time, long ago
and far away in another gal-
axy, when all television was

essentially live. Only kinescope film
techniques allowed recording live tele-
vision for later playback. Film produc-
tion allowed post -production without
electronic cameras, but all the rest was
truly live. The need to do most pro-
duction in a live environment, com-
plete with the (much) simpler effects
that early monochrome hardware
could support, spawned the develop-
ment of the video switcher. The sim-
plest had mechanically interlocked
buttons and maybe simple fades. "Su-
pers" were developed to allow titles to
be added, which were shot on a high
contrast background by another live
camera. Keys as we know them were a
later development, and external keys
had to wait for the development of the
character generator.

Other "special effects," wipes, modu-
lated wipes, chromakey and digital
video effects came in successive prod-
ucts from companies that included
RCA, AMPEX, Duca-Richardson,

The UK's Neon Broadcast Services employs an SD/HD
Kahuna production switcher from Snell &Wilcox in its
newest mobile truck.

Vital Electronics, CDL and Grass Val-
ley Group. Are you ancient enough to
remember the introduction of the
Squeezoom by Vital in the 1970s? Four
channels took a full rack and had more
wire wrap than a mainframe, and
needed a full-time babysitter to keep
it operating. By that point, it was clear
that digital processing and image

adapted to both 525 and 625 variants
of SMPTE 259M switchers.

Those who implemented systems in
the late 1980s might have even cho-
sen parallel input video switchers,
which used SMPTE 125M for inter-
connection. But now we have an ar-
ray of options that will map nicely into
a business increasingly concerned

With up to 90 direct inputs, modern switchers can

eliminate the need to have routing on inputs to

the system, reducing system cost.

transform theory would ultimately
lead to digital switchers, with Grass
Valley Group introducing the Kadenza
in 1988.

The ND factor
In the 27 years since the introduc-

tion of digital switchers, we have in-
deed seen an enormous change in
both hardware and software technol-
ogy. This has given us marvelous tools
to complete live programming and

sophisticated post -
production.

Today we are in a
significant revolution
in the technology with
new and old players
moving toward prod-
ucts that bridge the
divide between the
era of 525 and 625
television to the fu-
ture in HDTV. For de-
cades, manufacturers
built two models for
525 and 625, and later
models that could be
switched between the
two, and later still
digital switchers that

about ROI and depreciation, and
products extensible into an unknown
evolutionary facility future.

Oddly, the need to have scalar chips
in consumer electronics, like set -top
boxes and plasma displays, is an im-
portant part of the change we are in.
You may not realize it, but there is a
full HDTV format converter in every
plasma display, which takes the out-
put of the set -top and scales it to the
resolution and aspect ratio of the dis-
play. Putting that capability into the
input processing of a switcher can al-
low format -agile switching technology
for the first time.

A second enabler are professional
chip sets, which allow both SMPTE
292 and SMPTE 259 signals to hit one
input processor. The two combined
allow the video switcher to adapt to
all standards a manufacturer wishes to
support. That can take the form of a
software switch that flips the entire
system to a new standard, or, in the
case of some manufacturers, to per-
mit simultaneous SD and HD inputs,
both usable in the cut program at the
same time. Snell & Wilcox has enabled
the use of both SD and HD in the same
switcher at the same time, consider -
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How do you ensure DTV quality?

ably raising the bar and encouraging
others to follow suit in the future.

That is not to say that there are no
differences between SD and HD
switchers. Electrically, it is clear that a
signal with roughly four times as many
pixels per second will require more
memory and a faster processor to do
the calculations required. It also is true,
however, that Moore's Law points out
that processor speed and power con-
tinue to increase, making the calcula-
tions a video switcher does ever easier
to achieve at any specific cost. Balanc-
ing that is the inexorable increase in
demands for production power. Six or
more channels of internal full -fea-
tured digital video effects are not at
all uncommon now, and still stores,
motion video clip stores and other
advanced features are becoming stan-
dard in the equipped configurations
generally ordered.

One common feature of digital
switchers that was not possible at a
reasonable cost inside an analog
switcher is programmable outputs.
Installing a three mix effects switcher
a decade ago might have meant con-
necting one to two dozen primary
outputs of the electronics frame (pro-
gram, preview, preset, ME previews,
DSK previews, etc.). Even with aux
outputs, the total would be unlikely to
get above 30. A digital switcher today
might have 48 or more outputs, each
of which can be selected in software
to follow any signal in the switcher.
Need 10 copies of program? Not a
problem, and you would still have 38
more choices.

Output/input capability
Mirroring the output capability of

modern switchers is greatly expanded
input capability. With up to 90 direct
inputs, modern switchers can elimi-
nate the need to have routing on in-
puts to the system, reducing system
cost and complexity. Keep in mind
that key and fill signals from charac-
ter generators and graphics systems
(still and clip stores) take up two
spigots though, making 90 seem a
bit less over the top. Still, in very

StreamScope-

Tc test drive the StreamScope real-
time ATSC transport stream monitor

and analyzer, call 1-866-TRIVENI.

StreamScope MT30, the industry's most
sophisticated MPEG monitoring and
trouble shooting tool, from the leader in
ATSC data and metadata systems. Offers
advanced, time -saving trouble shooting
features demanded by experts, yet
provides intuitive, easy -to -use interface
needed by novices. Sophisticated server -
client architecture. Remote fleet
monitoring via WAN. Triveni Digital is your
expert partner in quality DTV service
delivery.

Triveni Digital Seminar Series
coming to a city near you.

"PSIP and MPEG Compliance in
Practice"

__Ggy
St. Louis, MO
Denver, CO
Dallas, TX
Houston, TX
Boston, MA

Date
7 -June
9 -June
14 -June
16 -June
21 -June

Portland, OR 23 -June
San Francisco, CA 28 -June
Los Angeles, CA 30 -June

Visit www.TriveniDigital.com/Seminars
 This training seminar is free.

 SBE recertification credit for attendance.

tiiiieni

Not your typical
automation system...

It's the architecture.

All automation processing, machine control,
and database management run on our own
real-time embedded hardware platform.
And for 100c/0 on-line redundancy, simply
add one more! You just can't compare.

MicroFirst
Automation that Works

201.651.9300 www.microfirst.com
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large network installations, or those
with multiple control rooms, which
must flexibly access large bases of sig-
nals, routing might still be needed.

Operator interface is one part of a
modern switcher that is not much dif-
ferent in concept from that of a de-
cade ago. Large and complex panels
are needed to allow operators to ac-
cess complex features. However,
modern switchers are highly custom-
izable, and some manufacturers have
begun to use buttons with LCD leg-
ends inside the actual button. This al-
lows memory recall of setups without
confusing the operator.

Additional features
Other features that are highly desir-

able and new in advanced production
switchers include the ability to copy
settings from one place on the work
surface to another. One can even move
entire MEs to other sets of buttons, or

address a three ME switcher with two
MEs' worth of buttons.

Finally, the interface now includes
almost universally a touch -screen with
rich sets of configuration and opera-
tions menus. They allow control of
other devices, display of still store op-
erations on a GUI associated with that
feature and many other new features
that TDs would have killed for a few
years ago.

In the end, a modern switcher can
be flexible, grow and evolve with the
facility during the HDTV transition,
and provide highly advanced features.
This kind of protection of investment
is certainly worth it to facility owners
and producers alike. BE

John Luff is senior vice president of
business development for AZCAR.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

johniuff@primediabusiness.com
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The evolution of broadcast

As the television industry continues to redefine itself,
Broadcast Engineering is there. Broadcast Engineering is the
industry's preferred resource for learning about the ever -evolving
television market. Stay current on the latest technology developments,
new players, products and decision -makers.

To start your FREE subscription with the industry's #1
authoritative source of technical information*, go to
www.broadcastengineering.com and click on SUBSCRIBE NOW.

'2002, Paramount Research S , World Edition.

redefining television
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Adaptability, Connectability, Dependability

Your Three Wishes Have Been Granted

Hotronic offers a complete line of SDI products to fit endless of applications

Digital Audio

AES/EBU Audio A/D, D/A

AES/EBU Audio Delay

Audio Embedder

Audio De-Embedder

Audio Format Converter

Digital Video

SDI TBC

SDI Frame Sync

SDI Video Delay

SDI A/D, D/A Converter

SDI Proc Amp

SDI Router

SDI Test Signal Generator

Hotronic Inc., 1875 South Winchester Boulevard, Campbell, California 95(X18 USA

Phone: (408)378-3883 Fax: (408)378-3888 www.hotronics.com

MultiDyne makes *g things hap'

MultiDyne video and fiber opti: solutions have been used by the Networks to cover major events such as the

National Political Conventions in 2004 to supporting our National Securiti_vvith the Department of Defense.

Fiber Optics  Routing Switchers  Distribution Amplifiers  Test & ID Generators

For more information call 800-488-8378 or visit our website at www.multidyne.:v
Video and Fiber Optic Systems
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BROADCAST VIDEO
OVER IP

ACT -L3 VIDEO TRANSPORT

MIStreambox
Power To Do More

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
SYSTEMS FOR IP/T1/E 1

HD
SD

ENGPortable Encoder

64Kbps - 5Mbps

Encoder/Decoder
3Mbps - 12Mbps

Encoder/Decoder
64Kbps - 7Mbps

Call or visit today!  www.streamkox.com  sales@streambox.com  206/956-0544 x222

NORM
Insert Time/ Date & Captions

On Your Video

INSERT TEXT
HERE

1 2:0 3:2 9 12/25/03

Ideal for source ID, legal videography, and
other applications requiring ID or time/ date
stamps. All units feature an internal clock./
calendar with multiple time/ date formats.

SCT-50 Serial Control Titler $389
Use stand alone or control up to 99 units
with a PC and supplied software.

KCT-50 Keyboard Controlled Titler $389
Use stand alone or connect up to 25 units
to a single PC keyboard

TVC-50 Time Code Video Clock 5449
Read and display SMPTE time code in
various real time/ date formats or make
"window dubs".

VS -50 Video Stopwatch
Programmable up/ down counter with
GPI output. Remote control inputs allow
operation via simple "switch closures".

Unconditionally Guaranteed!

HOUMA'
www.borita.com

Contact your local video dealer
or call (949) 489-0240

$449

For Sale

AcousticsFirst
TNotlFbr: 888.765-2900m

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Qugepty

qualiity n.
the highest
or finest
standard.

rELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.1

Your Singly Source for Broadcast Solutions'"

Call Toll-fre?. at 877 - ERI - LINE  Visit On ine at www.eriinc.com

For Sale

News V For Sale
1993 Ford ENG News Van made by TEC.

Great condition. $50K OBO.
Located in New Orleans, La.

See many pictures and equipment at:
http://www.planetguide.com/newsyan

504.466.3474 I dteach@bellsouth.net

For advertising
information contact:

Susan Schaefer
484.478.0154
sschaefer@primediabusiness.com
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The world's largest full -service

USED & NEW
pro video and audio
dealer on the planet!

LOGIN NOW
and start saving today!

0/0

'50 0
DISCOUNTS!

BROADCASTSTORE.COM
LA 818-551-5858  NY 212-268-8800

See us at NAB. Booth #SU6358

For Sate

TALLY

MAPPERTM
 Tally Routing & Mapping
 One Button Operation
 Store Maps Internally
 Edit From a PC/Laptop

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and

Multiple Production Setups.

Videoframem
Control System Solutions

Tel: 530-477-2000
www.videoframesystems.com

For Sale

Precise image aquisition, superb detail,
comprehensive functionality at an

AFFORDABLE PRICE!

SONY
HVR-ZUI

1080i HDV
CAMCORDER

SONY

Authorized
Professional

Reseller

WEST COAST LEADER
IN BROADCAST AND INDUSTRIAL

PRODUCTION PACKAGES

&tato Ev4atee
818.840.1351

s-udio-exchange.coni
816 N. Victory Blvd. Burbank, CA 91502 FAX 818.840.1354

BROADCASTENGINEERING.COM

Real-time, PC -based
High -resolution 110804

The HD estro

Irput HD -SDI. output DVB-ASI

Based or the LSI Logic DoMiNoT' chipset

Perfect for post production HD content
d stribution

PC platfcrm provides flexibility
aid conr ectivity

For more in-ormation on the HD Maestro or any
DVEO products call 858 613-1818. Or visit

www.dveo.com

Help Wanted
MOBILE/VIDEO PRODUCTION ENGINEERS
Clark Media, an established mobile & pro-
duction company serving clients in the Mid -
Atlantic area, is looking for full-time video
production engineers. Entry level and senior
positions are available to work with our fly -
packs, hi-def systems and our mobile truck.

Position provides opportunity to work as
part of a team in a fast paced environment.

Send resume and
salary requirements to:

Gary C. Snyder, President / Engineer
Clark Media

Phone: 610-694-9800 / Fax: 610-694-9700
e-mail: GaryS@ClarkMedia.com

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
WQAD-TV is seeking an experienced main-
tenance engineer. Successful applicant will
have at least 5 years experience in all aspects
of studio systems maintenance including
DVCPro tape machines, cameras, switchers,
routing, distribution, and editing. Avid ex-
perience a plus. Applicant will also need
extensive computer systems knowledge es-
pecially Windows, networking, PC repair, and
system administration. Digital equipment
experience preferred, transmitter experience
desired. This position supports our news
operation so news operations, ENG, editing,
and live location experience also desired.

Send resume to:
Rick Serre, WQAD-TV-DT

3003 Park 16th Street
Moline, IL 61265

email: rick.serre@wqad.com
EOE
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Help Wanted Help Wanted Help Wanted

cCMI
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A TimeWarner Company

Net Ops

NETWORK
OPERATION

Turner Broadcasting System Inc. is the full services broadcast & post production division of
Turner Entertainment Group, providing turn -key services for operations, film, video and audio production.

CNN and CNN Best (engineering) select, implement and support broadcast engineering and technology equipment

and systems in support of CNN domestically and internationally.

Please apply on-line at www.turnerjobs.com.
We are currently accepting resumes for the following openings:

ENGINEERING MANAGERS

Design, budget, plan, implement, support, project and personnel management

Data Systems -#28993BR Studios Projects -#38182BR

ENGINEERS IN CHARGE

Lead Engineers in fast paced event environment

Technical Supervisor - #39494BR (Remote - EIC / Maintenance - HD Mobile)

BROADCAST MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS

Installation, maintenance, repair of sophisticated digital studio systems

Broadcast Maintenance Engineers:

CNN Sports) - #37570BR CNN Espanola - #23457BR

Teleports - #42444BR Network Engineer #41754BR
Headline News -#38081BR

Associate/Senior Broadcast Engineer - (Operational) -R41966BR
Transmission Maintenance Engineers:

Broadcast Trans Svcs #40516BR Broadcast Trans Svcs -#41772BR

Transmission Maintenance Engineer - #40516BR

PRODUCTION ENGINEERS

Design, insall and maintenance SD/HD Production and Post facilities

 Audio -#34993BR Studio - #385621R

Turner Broadcasting System, Inc. and its subsidiaries are Equal Opportunity Employers.

FREELANCE TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
ABC7, the number one station in Los Angeles,
is seeking exceptional newscast Technical Di-
rectors for freelance employment. Positions
require significant experience with modern
digital production switchers and effects sys-
tems used in a fast -paced environment. The
ability to work a varied schedule including
early mornings, nights and weekends is re-
quired.

Please send resume to:
ABC7 Los Angeles, Attn: Human Resources

Dept. FLTD/BE
500 Circle Seven Drive

Glendale, CA 91201
Please indicate Dept. FLTD/BE when

submitting via e-mail to
KABC-TV.Resumes@ABC.com

Equal Opportunity Employer

OVERNIGHT ENG EDITOR
Looking for high energy, self-starter to join
Philadelphia's #1 news operation. Ability to
work quickly and accurately in demanding
news environment required. Prior experi-
ence with a non-linear edit system in televi-
sion newsroom preferred. Hours consist of
overnight shift editing for AM news program.

Send resume & non -returnable VT
(no calls/faxes) to:

Cathy Simonds, Newsroom Administrator
WPVI-TV

4100 City Ave., Suite 800
Philadelphia, PA 19131

EOE

ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER/OPERATIONS
Tribune Broadcasting, Seattle, WA

Do you dream about working in a state of
the art master control center, where all the
equipment is new and top of the line? Come
and join Tribune Broadcasting's Seattle re-
gional operating center. We are seeking a
manager who is well versed and hands on to
run the MCO operations in a multiple station
environment. This position is responsible for
the management of all on air operations for
KCPQ-TV and KTWB-TV, Seattle and KWBP-
TV, Portland. This position requires a can-
didate with extensive air operations experi-
ence, familiarity with traffic procedures and
hands on automated master control experi-
ence, preferably Louth. A Bachelors degree
in broadcast technology or equivalent expe-
rience preferred. Candidates must have a
minimum of 5 years experience in broadcast
engineering and strong knowledge & experi-
ence with HDTV technology/MPEG digital
video. Must have experience with live news
broadcasts and remotes. Candidate must be
knowledgeable of FCC compliance require-
ments and possess excellent communication
skills. Light travel required. Strong manage-
rial skills are necessary.

No phone calls please.

Please submit resume' to:
Recruiter

1813 Westlake Ave. N.
Seattle, WA 98109
Fax: 206-674-1344

EOE

BROADCAST ENGINEER
Broadcast Engineer needed in Riverside, Cali-
fornia to perform emergency and preventive
maintenance on a variety of broadcast equip-
ment for 24 -hour broadcast facility.

Duties include: shift work, ability to handle
emergency situations and repairs quickly, un-
der supervision of Sr. Broadcast Engineers.
Principle duties include but not limited to
cleaning, alignment, installation, mainte-
nance of all broadcast equipment assigned.
Also, responsible for replacement and preci-
sion soldering of components on printed cir-
cuit boards. Required to document all work
in the equipment maintenance database,
clearly and concisely, taking care to pre-
vent contamination of databases. Minimum
Qualifications: High School Diploma/GED
with some college. Prefer at least one year
in college, military trade school or accred-
ited technical college. BE Certification from
known certification center equal to Society
of Broadcast Engineers. Requires normal
color vision. Physically capable of moving
and installing large and heavy equipment.
Ability to relate and work well with others,
with a minimum of supervision. At least five
years technical experience, one year directly
related to engineering and/or maintenance of
broadcast station. Knowledge of analog and
digital electronics and ability to troubleshoot
to a component level.

Send resumes to
Jim Alexander at

alexajedodmedia.osd mil

MANAGER, ENGINEERING
Come join our team of dynamic individuals

GlobeCast, a France Telecom Company & the
world's leading provider of transmission and
production services for television broadcast-
ers, businesses and internet media program-
mers, has an immediate opening in our Miami
Corporate Headquarters.

The Manager, Engineering will be responsible
for directing the work of staff to provide fa-
cilities design, acquisition, installation, main-
tenance and replacement to meet customer
needs, as well as FCC Rules consistent with
company quality standards and management
requirements. Candidates must have a 4 -
year degree in a technical field or equiv. exp.
in the areas of TV or satellite engineering
plus minimum 3 years experience in a man-
agement position.

GlobeCast offers competitive salaries and an
excellent benefits package. Please submit
your resume with salary requirements, to
(attention: BP) hrmiami@globecastna.com
or fax to (305) 887-3036.

Resumes without salary requirements will
not be considered.
EOE

For digital ad specifications,
guidelines and requirements,

please visit the
Ad Production Web site:

www.primediabusinessads.com
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Broadcasting
a la NAB
BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK

Ilihere is a lot you can deduce
from NAB2005, and there is
a lot more that is not nearly

so obvious unless you are in a posi-
tion where you can sit back and look
at it all objectively. That's me, not tied
to any vendor on the floor, not tied to
any trade associations or, any longer,
any standards bodies - nor am I a
customer whom the vendors need to
treat nicely.

The first message is that HDTV is
definitely becoming real, at least from
the production end of things, but only
time will tell whether all those view-
ers who think they are watching HD
finally realize they are not. The booths
this year were offering HD production
products with little -to -no price pre-
mium compared with SD equipment.
And there were buyers.

I was surprised that even an ex -
dealer of mine said he is set to take his
California LPTV station to HD when-
ever the FCC allows it. His station,
with a Hispanic format, is designed
around digital signals, and he gets HD
at minimal costs.

Transmitters are also selling, with the
domestic industry at full stretch, al-
lowing some international vendors -
principally Italian -a better chance
at orders than before.

The official attendee count for the
show was 104,000, with 25 percent
coming from outside North America.
That would explain all the British
voices around and, no doubt, with the
depressed U.S. dollar, it was a low-cost
trip for both Europeans and Asians.

This was an important show for U.S.
vendors to catch that international
audience, because the number of U.S.
vendor employees manning the stands
of IBC in Amsterdam later this year
will be limited because of the same
dollar problems. As a percentage, the

international attendance was probably
even higher because of how NAB
counts every badge, including all the
exhibitors.

If I had been an exhibitor, I would
have been disappointed by the obvi-
ously slower traffic in the Central Hall
compared with the two South Halls of
the Las Vegas Convention Center. As

directional and night operations in
AM. And why would you want to add
digital to an FM operation? Just for
the free channel? A sort of super SCA?

The most enjoyable paper in the
technical sessions of the conference
was not one of the seemingly endless
standards updates or the descriptions
of the headers in the latest digital sig-

The booths this year were offering HD production

products with little -to -no price premium compared

with SD equipment. And there were buyers,
a long-term attendee, with too many
years on the vendor side of the aisle
carpet, I always start my visits at the
back of the halls on the first days, get-
ting away from the morass of people
who initially hover near the front.

In the always -serene North Hall,
where the radio and audio manufac-
turers generally keep the levels down,
the concerns were about satellite ra-
dio and what might happen with ter-
restrial operations. The beef contin-
ues that the FCC, in allowing the sat-
ellite operators to put rebroadcast sta-
tions in locations where their birds
could not be seen, was tantamount to
issuing a national broadcasting license.
There was also disgruntlement about
the size of the consolidated radio net-
works, the make -or -break nature of
the size of the orders you might win
or lose, and the pressures that can be
put on price and features.

The self -titled HD Radio was also a
big deal this year, but it seemed that
most of the enthusiasm was coming
from vendors and not station engi-
neers. Companies have cunningly
sorted out what needs to happen in
the STL, but there are still questions
about maintaining transmitter linear-
ity and antenna bandwidth, both with

nal. It was the story of Buckley Broad-
casting in New York and its enforced
physical relocation just 2500ft in the
Meadowlands area of New Jersey.
Thomas R. Ray III described the tribu-
lations that the station went through
to move the Class A WOR.

The problems came not from the
FCC or local planning authorities, but
from the FAA. It was an 18 -month
nightmare to get the agency to stan-
dardize the climb -out rate from a
missed approach at Teterboro Airport
to that used nationally - or lose 40ft
from its towers, a large electrical length
to correct for.

You have to love conference presen-
tations with no math or pictures of
pulse trains; like broadcasting itself,
it's about content. BE

Paul McGoldrick is an industry consultant
based on the West Coast.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

paul_mcgoldrick@primediahusiness.com
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THE LEADER IN HDTV...
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...and Distribution & Conversion

...Closed Captioning

...Production & Post Production

...Time Code

and Much More...

U.S. West Coast Sales
818-558-3910

LAsales@evertz.com

U.S. & International Sales
Tele: 905-335-3700
sales@evertz.com ever z

UK Sales
tuksales@evertz.com

Beijing Sales
bekingsales@evertz.com

Order your new 2005 Catalog
from your Evertz Representative

New York Sales Washington Sales
newyorksales@evertz.com dcsales@evertz.com www.evertz.com



Winning Strategies
Master Your Move to HD with

Integrated Multi -dimensional

HD Servers and Shared Storage

ailWinner of AIM Award 2005

HD SERVER

MTS SERVER

MPEG BRANDING

High -Definition NEXIOTM Server Systems

Make the move onto integrated high-performance platforms running our flexible
software architectures.

HD NEXIOTTM - server integrates the first software -based agile codec for
high -definition video, allowing baseband high -definition record and playback, while
supporting up and down conversion of content for simulcast applications from the
same shared storage file system.

Digital Turnaround Processor'. (DTP) - uses patented software for real-time
compressed video processing, enabling broadcasters to overlay motion graphics and
logos on pre -compressed high -definition and standard -definition streams.

MPEG-2 Transport Stream (MTS) - server provides ASI input/output interfaces
with the ability to de -multiplex a multi -program transport stream (MPTS). Stores
individual programs and re -multiplexes any new MPTS created by seamlessly splicing
individual HD and SD clips, thereby bridging the gap in workflow between SD and
HD broadcasting.

Master Your Move to HD with NEXIO Server Systems

Canada
USA East

USA West
Latin America

+1 (800) 387 0233
+1 (800) 231 9673
+1 (888) 843 7004
+1 (305) 512 0045

e LEITCH
www.leitch.com


